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15

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: ...(gavel)... The

16

Budget and Finance Committee Meeting of April 22, 2009,

17

is now in session. The time is 9:06.

18

Good morning, Members.

19

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Good morning, Chair.

20

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Good morning, Staff.

21
22

Good morning, Administration.
At this time, the Chair would like to

23 introduce the Committee Members that are here this
24 morning. We do have Member Molina.
25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Good morning,
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1

Chairman.

2

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Member Baisa.

3

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good morning, Chair.

4

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Member Kaho'ohalahala.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Good

6

morning,Chair.

7

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki.

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Good morning.

9

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Member Victorino.

10

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Good morning,

11
12
13
14

Chair.
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Good morning. Excused
at this time are Members Johnson, Medeiros, and Mateo.
From the Administration, we do have the

15

First Deputy Corporation Counsel, Traci

16

Fujita-Villarosa; our Budget Director, Mr. Fred Pablo;

17

along with the Director for Environmental Management,

18

Cheryl Okuma.

19
20

The Staff that is supporting the Committee
this morning are Gayle Revels as well as Lance Taguchi.

21 Both of them are Legislative Analysts, and our Secretary
22

Yvette Bouthillier.

23

Members, thank you for staying up late last

24

night, and today's deliberation, you know, expect to go

25

home as late as last night. So, it's gonna be a long
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2

day.
We do have people signed up for public

3 testimony this morning. And for those that are signed
4 up for public testimony this morning, the Chair would
5

just like to provide you the rules. You have three

6 minutes. First, Chair had allowed even beyond three
7 minutes, because I think, you know, going through this
8 budget session, especially this economic downturn, that
9
10
11

I provide you some leeway in your public testimony.
So, if you could provide us your name and
the organization that you represent, the Committee will

12 be appreciative of you providing us that information.
13

Before the Chair receive public testimony

14

though, if all of you could turn your cell phones to the

15

silent mode or turn it off. Thank you.

16
17

The first testifier this morning is our
Mayor, Charmaine Tavares.

18

...BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY...

19

MAYOR TAVARES: Good morning, Budget Chair

20 and Members of the Budget Committee. My name is
21
22

Charmaine Tavares. I'm the Mayor of Maui County.
I appreciate you allowing me to testify,

23 because I feel like I need to make some points here. It
24

is very hard for me to be before you today, because I

25 have been watching and hearing about what deliberations
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6
1 have gone on in this Chamber regarding the budget.
2

And the other day, when the budget was

3 presented, with the less 18 million for TAT, was almost
4

the "I give up" point. We've been fighting very hard to

5

maintain our TAT, all of it, if not part of it. Today,

6 both houses are voting on the different versions of the
7
8

TAT bills.
And this whole issue is larger than just the

9 TAT. And I'm not talking about the impact to the
10

community. It's larger than TAT, because it also

11

involves collective bargaining, it involves the

12

Governor's proposal to the Legislature and a whole bunch

13

of other things.

14

When I spoke with you last Thursday, I

15 pleaded with you to not take the TAT out of your budget,
16 because we still need to keep fighting for it. And I
17

found out -- I was in Honolulu Monday when I found out

18

that it was actually presented here.

19

So, our credibility just went down the tube.

20

I can't repeat some of the comments I got from my fellow

21 mayors, who feel like we might as well just all throw in
22 the towel now. When -- when -- when I hear a phrase
23

that says this is prudently fiscally responsible, I -- I

24

challenge that. This is not fiscally responsible when

25 you already knock out 18 million without giving it a
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fight. That's like playing poker with your cards facing

2

your opponents.

3

I asked you folks, and I thought we had an

4 agreement, that you would come up with a plan, a
5

contingency plan, whether it's plan A, plan B. Remember

6

that discussion I talked about we're in plan D already.

7 But you come up with a plan for in case, but you hold
8
9
10

that plan until the very end.
We are not at the very end. So, I ask you
again, please, don't go forward with what you are doing.

11 You could have -- you could recess this meeting, you
12

could adjourn this meeting, not have any more meetings

13 about budget cuts and whatever else you are doing, and
14 wait until we have that word.
15

The schedule you folks are on is an

16

artificial schedule. And it's a schedule for when times

17

are regular. We all have admitted this is a -- is a

18

extraordinary time in the County of Maui. We all have

19

never seen a time like this.

20

So, it calls for us to do things that are

21

different, not the same as we've always done. That also

22

includes the schedule you folks are on. Please, we are

23 not helping our community. And some of the discussions
24

I heard are -- are very disturbing, because I think part

25

of what you all need to do -- and do it with me. I've
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1 extended my hand to work with you.
2

MS. REVELS: Three minutes.

3

MAYOR TAVARES: And this has not happened.

4
5

I'll conclude in a minute, Mr. Chair.
On one hand, you wanna get away from our

6

dependence on tourism. We want to focus on agriculture.

7

Yet I see cuts to agriculture. How does that matter?

8 We need a transition plan, and a transition plan to go
9
10
11
12

from tourism to agriculture or any other kind of
industry takes some time. We cannot do it this year.
And we certainly shouldn't start unless
there is a plan, and I don't see that. You cut funds to

13 MEDB. That's our high tech people. And we wanted to
14

diversify our economy. We tried to diversify with high

15

tech. It's coming along, but we need to keep supporting

16

those kinds of ventures.

17
18

So, please, I ask you, if you're gonna look
at, okay, what are the core services of Maui County,

19 then you folks get together and make two columns. Which
20

are County functions, which are State functions, and

21 when push comes to shove, the State functions have gotta
22
23
24

go. Not selectively. They all gotta go.
These are some hard choices. That means
cutting out MCC's nursing program. That means cutting

25 out co-op education. That means cutting out miconia
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protection, watershed protection. Those are all State

2

functions.

3

MS. REVELS: Four minutes.

4

MAYOR TAVARES: I -- I'm done, Mr. Chair.

5

Thank you.

6

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair.

7

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mayor

8
9

Tavares. Member Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair.

10 And I will start off by saying thank you, Madam Mayor,
11

for being here. And you've raised a lot of interesting

12

points. And I think, overall, myself and all of us

13 here -- I don't want to speak for others -- myself have
14
15

tried to look at everything in a broad, broad spectrum.
We know things are getting tough and are

16

gonna get tougher. Nobody disagrees with that issue.

17

No one disagrees with what we're trying to do. I do

18 admit that I was surprised when Monday came along and
19 what we were gonna do, but I agree. I back our Chair
20 and what he decided that our direction was, I went along
21
22

with it. And I still go along with it.
I think we need to do certain things to make

23

sure we are ready. Whether you -- you agree with it or

24

not, I believe that. We have been and want to continue

25

to extend our hands to you. We've worked well all these
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1
2
3

years, and I don't think you can have a better working
relationship.
But, of course, too, we've always been one

4 that we thought and we are independent thinkers. We do
5 believe certain things and we wanna push it.
6

Maybe our schedule is artificial. I don't

7

know. The Chair would be the only one can answer that

8

question. All I can say is, Madam Mayor, we're trying

9 our best to do and give this County something that, once
10

it's all said and done, whether we get the TAT or not,

11 we will be ready to move on.
12

Cuts come hard. We wanna take care of our

13

elderly, our children, Head Start. I mean, there's so

14 many things out there. I -- I go home every night very
15

frustrated, because I don't and I cannot do what I think

16

is enough for the people of Maui County.

17

But my question to you is, what is enough?

18 Where is enough? This County has been extremely
19 generous through the years. You have been in this
20

chair, right here. You sat right here for 10 years, and

21

you know what we're going through.

22

And I don't begrudge you, because you know

23

the facts. I think I asked you, like I've asked every

24

department, let's cut as much as we can. Let's trim the

25

fat as much as we can. Because if all of a sudden the
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1 money was to show up, if mana from heaven came and we
2 had 18 million or whatever we might get, hey, then we
3

can make all the necessary changes.
I think that's where we came from. And I

4
5

apologize if you feel differently, because we never

6 meant to sleight anyone, but the people of Maui County
7

are our first and biggest concern. And at this point,

8

that's where we at.
So, Madam Mayor, I thank you for coming

9
10

down. But, again, the question I ask you is where and

11 when do we cut?
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Madam

12
13 Mayor?
14

MAYOR TAVARES: Yeah, I think I addressed

15 that on Thursday when I said when we know what is
16

happening for sure, then we will sit together, and as

17

long as it takes, we will go through where and when we

18

should cut what.

19

And I -- I think that if we -- if we get a

20 portion, I will be real happy of our TAT, but I will be
21

really surprised for anything more. And if you -- it is

22

very frustrating for me, Mr. Victorino, and I know

23

sitting there is very frustrating also. But we do still

24 have to work on this thing together.
25

And the kinda cuts you are proposing are --
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are -- are sort of unbelievable in some places. I know

2 what you are trying to do. I know you have a hard job
3

to do. But I told you we're not gonna -- I'm not gonna

4

leave you hanging out there by yourself.

5

And if you wanna post an executive session

6

some time, I will be happy to come and share with you,

7

in executive session, what the strategies are for making

8

our counties whole. Not just our County but all the

9

counties in the State and, at the same time, try to take

10
11

care of the State.
But I can't do that now in open session.

12

That's like going into a car dealership and saying I'm

13

willing to spend $40,000 for that car. And its list

14

price is, you know, whatever. Well, you leave no room

15

for negotiation when you already say what your high is.

16

They are not gonna negotiate low. You've already told

17

them what your high is. So, it doesn't make sense.

18

So, I'm asking you to just pull back, go in

19

neutral or something for a little while, group together,

20

and one of the best things that you folks can do is line

21

up what overall are the County's priorities. Before you

22

start looking at lines and numbers in the book,

23 philosophically or actually, what are the County
24
25

functions? And focus on those County functions first.
Then you've got sort of a -- a guideline or
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a blueprint. But going through and going, you know,

2 agency by agency, department by department, and whatever
3

it is, you don't have that whole look, that whole vision

4

of what it is out there. And the inconsistency is gonna

5

come back to hurt us.
The short-term cuts that you are making now

6

7 are gonna have long-term effects. And I know we wanna
8 take care of the youth, and we wanna take care of the
9

seniors and those kinds of things, and I understand

10 today you are gonna revisit some items that have to do
11 with youth programs and other programs.
12

Please, I'm begging you. Be more thoughtful

13 about what you are doing. Don't get caught up in the
14

frenzy. And that's what it is now. It's a frenzy.

15

Pull back a little and look at the whole picture.

16

That's what -- that's what I'm asking you to do. Thank

17

you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Madam

18
19

Mayor. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Members, any more --

20

21 Member Baisa?
22
23

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, good morning,
Mayor.

24

MAYOR TAVARES: Good morning.

25

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And thank you for
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coming. And I certainly understand your frustration. I

2 had originally suggested that we come up with two
3 budgets, one to include the TAT, and that we have one
4 without the TAT up our sleeve -5

MAYOR TAVARES: Uh-huh.

6

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: -- for just in case

7

that 11th hour we had to face that reality. But I, too,

8

have gone along with the Chair's suggestion, and I'm not

9 very excited about what's going on here for many
10
11
12

reasons.
One is that we went through the districts,
just like you did, and listened to all of our

13 constituents. And we have documented pages and pages
14

and pages of their priorities and the things that they

15

feel are very important to them. And those are

16

important to me, because, you know, I come to this

17 budget process with about 37 years of trying to deal
18

with a budget. So, I'm no stranger. And usually a

19

deficit budget, as you know.

20

MAYOR TAVARES: Uh-huh.

21

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: In the nonprofits,

22 particularly one like MEO, where you are dependent on
23 government money, you are always in danger of losing a
24

piece. So, always having to plan ahead, have a good

25

strategy for replacement, and how do we continue to do
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1 what we do without money.
So, this is -- you know, I'm very

2
3

comfortable with what I need to do. I'm just really not

4

comfortable with how we're doing it. As everyone knows,

5 when I made my proposal, after looking at what the
6 budget had and what we needed, I suggested that we might
7 want to do a across-the-board raise in our real property
8

taxes.

9

At the time I submitted it, I didn't have a

10

whole lot of information, so I had suggested 50 cents

11

across the board. I now feel that maybe 25 cents or

12

even less will take care of the situation that we find

13 ourselves in and remove much of the grief that some of
14

the cuts we're making we -- will cause. I don't think

15 our community needs any more grief. It has enough
16
17

grief.
And I was hoping that we might make the

18 decision about real property taxes and how deep a cut we
19 would make would come after we have our hearing tomorrow
20

evening. It kinda is strange that we've taken a

21 position without listening to what the public is gonna
22

tell us, and I'm hoping that we may change that position

23

after we listen.

24
25

It's a lonely thing. I feel very lonely in
trying to do this, but I think I'm in a different
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16
1 position because of the many years I spent with the
2 people and being very in touch with how much they value
3

services and programs.

4

The other thing I'm worried about is we're

5

already talking about, well, let's delay some of these

6

things till next year. What I'm really afraid of is

7

next year. You know, we may get through this year, but

8 what are we gonna do next year, when we know that it's
9 gonna only get worse when our property values go down,
10 and our expenses that we have delayed catch up with us,
11 and we have to pay them.
12

MAYOR TAVARES: Uh-huh.

13

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: What do we do? We lay

14

off everybody? You know, we've made some decisions,

15

like last evening, in regards to Maui Visitors Bureau,

16

and that concerns me, because I see that as our number

17

one engine. And just like everybody else, I like to

18

grab some of their money.

19

But what is the -- what is the effect of

20

doing that? What is the possible effect? So, I sit

21 here like you, frustrated, and wanting to work with the
22 team, and kinda hoping that we had a better way of going
23

about this. And I really -- I don't know. I really

24

don't know.

25

And I had not heard your suggestion before
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about just kinda putting the brakes on and waiting. If

2 we do that, will we have time to complete, because of
3 the rules that are involved in when we have to post this
4
5

and post that. And can you -- can you help?
MAYOR TAVARES: Yes, I think there is time.

6 The Legislature is talking about extending the session
7

to May 11th. That's what they are talking about now,

8 depending on how things go today.
9

And depending on how things go today, in

10 both of the houses, will depend on what direction the
11

Council of Mayors is gonna go in regarding the State

12

shortfall. And our State shortfall solution has nothing

13

to do with the TAT.

14

And then now it's, you know, convincing the

15 Legislature that we can balance the State budget with
16 proposal that's sort of a combination of what the
17

Governor has proposed, what this, that, and the other

18

thing, but it's a whole -- it's a package. But it

19 depends on what they do today.
20
21

And I'll know more about it by the end of
today, and I can come and share that with you. I don't

22 know how soon you have to post whatever for an executive
23

session, but as soon as you can post it, I will be happy

24 to come in here and talk with you about what the
25

strategy is. But it's just something I can't do in open
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2
3

session.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I understand. It's
like when we discuss cases, we can't discuss --

4

MAYOR TAVARES: Yeah.

5

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: -- our positions

6 publicly, because that would be foolish, and not in a
7

legal type. And this I consider a very legal situation

8

here. This is our survival. So, I wanna again thank

9 you very much for your willingness to come down and talk
10
11

with us today. We need all the help we can get.
MAYOR TAVARES: And I want to encourage you

12

folks also to talk to the other Councils in the other

13

counties and see what they're up against, because we're

14

all in the same boats, and we're paddling for our lives,

15

and we have no paddles. We're using our hands.

16

Just to let you know, too, that all of the

17

counties have put in money for their Visitor's Bureau

18

where there was zero before. Kaua'i, Big Island, and

19 Honolulu has put in money, more than they ever had
20

before, if they had anything. Kaua'i put in one

21

million, I think Big Island put in 500,000, and City and

22

County of Honolulu is gonna -- is putting in, I think, a

23 hundred thousand. And this is where they never had
24
25

money before or very little.
So, the other counties are seeing that they
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1 need to preserve what's gonna preserve our community for
2

this run, for this short term of, you know, three to

3

five years.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Well, you know, Mayor,

4
5

I agree with you totally, and we've had several Members

6 on the Council speak about our need to get off of this
7

dependence on tourism. And I think you and I, we've

8

lived through the whole thing. I was here when tourism

9 was not even -- almost nonexistent. We didn't have
10 hotels when I graduated -- big hotels when I graduated
11

from Maui High.

12
13

But, you know, we've seen this whole thing
unfold, and it's been good for us, but it's also brought

14 problems. And I understand that we need to change, but
15 we need to do it, like you say, with a plan and to do
16

it, you know, very methodically, and very deliberately,

17 and not kill anything that is gonna help us through
18

these tough times.

19

MAYOR TAVARES: Right.

20

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So, again, thank you

21

very much.

22

MAYOR TAVARES: Thank you.

23

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you, Members.

24 Any more questions for the Mayor? Member
25

Kaho'ohalahala?
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2

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you,
Chair. Good morning, Mayor.

3

MAYOR TAVARES: Good morning.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I appreciate

5

you coming here to talk with us. One of the, I guess,

6

the challenges we have, as a Council, is that we cannot

7

meet without a public forum. So, all of our

8

deliberations have to be here before the public.
And so for us to try and -- and work on two

9
10

tracks makes it real difficult, I think. And I know the

11

Chair's challenge just being here to try and deliberate

12

all of those items before us. So, so what you are

13

talking about is we're -- we're not -- we're not

14

privileged, I guess, to the same information. And your

15

suggestion about having an executive session perhaps is

16 what we need to do, but up until this point, everything
17

that we've had to do, by law, has to be in a public

18

forum.

19

MAYOR TAVARES: Uh-huh.

20

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And

21

therefore, the Chair has taken a position to help us

22 deliberate on -- on a budget that we want to be able to
23 balance. And then there are these variables that we
24

don't know, and that's the State Legislature. And until

25

that decision is made by the Legislature, it will be
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really, really difficult for us to just anticipate what

2

their decisions will be in terms of meeting our time

3

lines for preparing a budget that's gonna be balanced.

4

So, so it is difficult on both ends of the

5

spectrum when there are these variables. So, so I think

6 that helping -- helping to come together and understand
7

some of the strategies, which we don't currently have

8 before us, maybe is -- is something that would be
9

helpful. But up until this point, it has had to be --

10

it has been an open process. And you -- you understand

11

the -- the reason why.

12

I just wanna make a comment, Mayor, because

13 I know your comments this morning about making cuts in
14

areas that you think that we're trying to advocate for.

15

I am trying to be an advocate to move us in a direction

16

that's gonna look at sustainability, look at food

17 production here in Maui County.
18

And, yes, we made some -- some cuts last

19

night to the visitor industry. But, based on what the

20

Chair has presented us, you know, in terms of a balanced

21

budget, we're all taking cuts, every -- everyone across

22 the board. And I think the cuts that we made to the
23

visitor industry, at $500,000 out of a $3.8 million

24 budget, is something that they have to bear, and they
25 have to be able to come to terms with that, as well as
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2

everyone else across the board has had to bear.
So, so, it's not that we're gonna -- we're

3 gonna cut the knees off of an organization and an
4

industry that's been here for many, many years, but it

5 is part of what we also have to bear as part of the
6 burden, I suppose. And I think that they can manage
7

without the $500,000. And -- and it's not taking money

8

away from the visitor industry. It's trying to balance

9 the budget. But in that same moment, we're hoping that
10

that -- that is sharing some of the burden across the

11

board that everyone else is going to feel.

12

So, I just wanted you to know that that's --

13

you know, in our discussions, I think we have been

14

trying to be responsible, and it's not just a picking

15 and choosing and nitpicking and then making cuts left
16

and right. I don't think that's what the Chair has

17

presented us. But we've had those discussions, and

18

we've made some decisions.

19

And I just wanna share with you that I agree

20 with you, and I agree that we need to move forward. And
21

I agree it's difficult, and we've had the challenge of

22 having to make those kinds of decisions by Sunshine Law,
23

you know. So, I don't know the procedure for -- for an

24

executive session or what that involves, but I'm sure

25

we'll -- we'll be able to check on that. So, but I do
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appreciate you coming in.
MAYOR TAVARES: Yeah, and I'm not suggesting

2
3

that you do things not in the Sunshine. I'm not

4

suggesting that. What I'm suggesting is you use the

5 time to talk with the departments, to ask questions
6 about the programs and things, and -- and so you get an
7

idea, from each department, about what they're up

8

against. What any kind of cut is going to -- what's the

9

impact gonna be.
And, you know, you don't have to put those

10
11

numbers in a budget right now, you know.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: You know,

12
13

Mayor .

14

MAYOR TAVARES: You don't have to.

15

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah. The

16 other difficult part is when we had our opportunity to
17 meet with the departments, the only thing that we had
18 was to talk about the current proposed budget.
19

MAYOR TAVARES: Uh-huh.

20

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And at that

21 point, none of the departments were prepared to come to
22 us to talk about an anticipated shortfall of now
23

22-and-a-half-million dollars. And so none of the

24 departments proposed any ideas or suggestions about
25 where they thought that they could take some hits and
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2

So, we're kinda coming to this with status

3 quo as though nothing is changed. And the Chair's made
4

a decision now to -- to anticipate a shortfall, so now

5 we're talking cuts. And now is the time that the
6

departments, by yesterday, finally came forward to tell

7

us these are areas that need to be preserved.

8

But up until then, we had no idea, because

9 that discussion never occurred, because we did not talk
10

about anticipated shortfalls. So, we have been on a

11

status-quo-kind-of-a discussion up until yesterday.

12

MAYOR TAVARES: Okay. I can share with you,

13

if we go to executive session sometime, what this whole

14

thing was, from the Administration, all the way down

15 through the departments, to the Council of Mayors, to
16

the unions, to the State government and the Legislature.

17

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you, Madam

18
19

Mayor. Thank you, Member Kaho'ohalahala.
Just was notified that there's no provision,

20

21 under the Sunshine Law, to allow this type of executive
22

session. So, I thought I'd pass that information to

23

you.

24

Member Nishiki?

25

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you. Good
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morning, Charmaine.

2

MAYOR TAVARES: Good morning.

3

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I just find it

4

really hard that we're having this discussion here this

5 morning. And I can only look at what this Council has
6

done in regards to spending time, as our Chairman is

7

right now, at the Legislature, trying to keep the TAT.

8

As our Chairman of the Budget Committee has

9 gone at our public hearings and mentioned, before the
10 meetings start, asking the general public, whoever was
11

there, to try to call the legislators to support keeping

12

the TAT.

13

So, when I hear my Chairman of the Budget --

14

and I hope it's not an attack on him, because I feel

15

that he is looking, if we should lose it, if we should

16

lose it. But I don't think that any of us have given

17

up, and that's the reason why Danny is there today.

18
19

So, I just feel it's kinda unfair that my
Chairman, who I support, in the direction that he is

20 headed with this budget. And the reason why I say this
21

is because it is easy -- it is easy for County

22

government, when we're short of money, to raise taxes,

23

to raise fees, and that's how we collect to balance the

24 budget. And I don't compare government to private
25

industry. But if private industry is running out of
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2
3

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: -- they can't go to

4 the taxpayers -- excuse me for my visual here. But they
5

can't go -- private industry can't go and raise taxes,

6

raise fees. They either have to cut positions or look

7

at how they are going to survive.

8

So, where Joe has led us, to me, is very

9

responsible, in lieu of knowing -- his experience of

10

knowing that next year is going to be a tough year, and

11 him saying we are not going to raise property taxes, and
12 that would be the last thing we have to do.
13

So, yesterday was a shock, and not

14 unexpected, when your department heads came and asked us
15 to preserve certain things. Yesterday was another day
16

that we were told, by your Personnel Services, about the

17

ever-changing list of positions that are currently being

18

filled.

19

So, where this Chairman is headed with us,

20

Charmaine, I think is a good one in anticipation that we

21

may not receive it. But as I said, we haven't given up.

22

If that action, as you stated to the disappointment of

23 the other mayors, was a fact that we are doing the wrong
24

thing, I think is a misunderstanding of where this

25

Council was headed.
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And for them to think that we've given up is

2

totally shibai. And so in a -- this is a time when, for

3 me personally, and it's been a tough road for me to see
4

the circumstances that this County government is in.

5

But, hopefully, as we are trying, I think it is the onus

6 of you, the Administration and your qualified department
7

heads, to look at how we're going to go through this

8

rough road.

9

And -- and -- and I reach out to you,

10

because I -- I didn't like the hit that Joe was taking,

11

and I think it's a real misunderstanding. I think

12

Joe -- God, you know, yesterday -- I wanna tell you a

13

story, okay? Because this is who Joe Pontanilla is.

14

He's a human being. He's taking hits.

15

And yesterday, during recess, the group of

16

department heads were in this area. Mr. Pontanilla --

17

and -- and -- and, I'm sorry, Joe, but I gotta -- I

18

gotta tell them the type of person you are. You know,

19

he was going to talk to staff. He says, well, I don't

20

think I wanna go over there, because he didn't wanna

21 have to deal with perhaps having this -- not
22

confrontation, but just the fact that he's been put in

23

this uncomfortable position.

24

He didn't wanna go walk up there to go maybe

25 use the bathroom or whatever he wanted to do at this
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end. He was shook. He was nervous. He was a human

2 being. And so I just hope that as you communicate with
3 your group of mayors, you will change that story, with
4 the understanding, and I think maybe you need to talk to
5

Joe, but Joe has let it out for me, personally, that

6

this budget is one of austerity. This budget is one in

7

anticipation. And you've told us this, that next year's

8 budget is going to be even harder because of revenue.
So, I -- I -- I plead with you, Madam Mayor,

9
10

to -- whatever message you got to take back, this

11 Council has not given up on the TAT despite that or
12 maybe looking in anticipation of it. That was never
13

given to me, as I sit here or as I -- I've spoken to Mr.

14

Pontanilla that we have given up.
And I apologize, because I guess we're

15
16

supposed to be asking you questions, but I just needed

17

to defend Joe and the direction of the Council. Yeah,

18

thank you.
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr.

19
20

Nishiki.

21
22

MAYOR TAVARES: Mr. Chair, could I just
clarify a couple things?

23

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Go ahead, Mayor.

24

MAYOR TAVARES: This is not an attack on

25

you.
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CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: I understand.

2

MAYOR TAVARES: It is not. It's about this

3

process. That's all it is. And my department people,

4 the Administration, they understand where everybody's
5 position is. And if there has been any department
6 personnel, or director, or whatever that has been other
7
8

than cordial with you, I wanna know about it.
Because it is a hard position to be in, and

9

I appreciate that position. But I do want to ask you

10

folks one question, and I don't want an answer. Okay.

11

I just want you to think about it.

12

Do you think that my Administration does not

13 have a contingency plan for the loss of the TAT? Thank
14
15

you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members,

16 any more questions for our Mayor? Member Molina?
17
18
19
20
21
22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much,
Mr. Chairman.
And thank you, Mayor, for coming down and
sharing your thoughts on this.
And, you know, I would like to say to you
first, Mr. Chairman, thank you for all you're doing,

23 because I know you're in a very, very difficult
24 position. And, you know, going into this term with the
25 downturn with the economy, you would be in this very
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difficult position. So, you know, you have all my

2

support and compliments and everything else. You are

3 hanging in there, and you have a hell of a lot of
4
5

patience, Mr. Chairman.
And Madam Mayor, you know, I don't know if

6 we've let the so-called proverbial cat out of the bag at
7

this point, but if it's been let out of the bag, you

8

know, we got to deal with it.

9

I'm just more interested in what we do from

10 here on in anticipation of an even worse economic
11
12
13

situation next term or next year for that matter.
We heard a testifier yesterday recommend
some form -- some task force be formed, whether it be

14 with -- with your Administration or initiated by the
15
16

Council, to establish an economic recovery plan.
Can I get your -- your thoughts on that?

17 Because, you know, we have to obviously be looking ahead
18

and planning for the worst. And I think the mindset,

19

you know -- and I will -- I guess I can include

20 everybody on this one -- is to start looking at where we
21
22

can cut back.
Your thoughts on the formation of some kind

23 of task force to get all of the minds in the community
24 along with the members of your Administration and
25

everyone else here, is that a possibility?
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MAYOR TAVARES: Well, you know, I always

2

appreciate the community's input, but if anybody sitting

3

in this room thinks we don't have an economic plan,

4

that's not true. We have been working on an economic

5

plan. It's not in a nice bound spiral whatever, but

6

there is a plan.

7

The plan was to get CIP out the door, so

8 that we could keep people working. The plan was to look
9 at how we could help people in need at this time, with
10

the job fairs on. There has been an economic plan.

11

But if there's a plan or a group that wants

12 to meet specifically about something that would
13 contribute to the economy or a recovery of the economy,
14

I think that's fine. But we haven't been sitting here

15

ringing our hands and saying, oh, whoa is us, you know,

16 we're in this downturn. We have been doing a number of
17

things.

18

And we all have a part to play in here, and

19 the community, you know, as we went around like you did,
20

in the meetings, you know, they have made suggestions,

21 too, about where they think things can happen or not
22
23
24

happen.
And -- but if you folks wanna set up a task
force to -- to talk about it generally, I mean, in a

25 broad sense, you know, I have -- I have no problem with
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that. I just feel that I -- I have my hands full right

2 now with some of the suggestions that have come in or
3 projects that we're working on or programs that we're
4 working on to help get us better back on the road to
5
6

recovery.
It's -- it's not a time to panic, but it is

7 a time to get together. And if people in the community
8 want to help, I know they want to, then if we give them
9
10

the forum to do that, I think that's fine. I really do.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Good. And I

11 believe the testifier didn't imply that the -- the
12 Administration didn't have no economic long-term
13

outlook. I think it was more to enhance what -- what,

14

you know, already is in existence. So, it's more just

15

to augment to help out and not -- not meant to, I guess,

16

imply that nothing's being done or nothing's being

17

looked ahead.

18

And if I could ask one more -- or maybe it's

19 more of a suggestion. I read or I heard some of the
20

comments yesterday, from one of your department heads,

21

that, you know, for example, we were working off of an

22

outdated vacancy list. And I wanna ask if, with your

23 assistance, if you could have your department heads
24 provide us with the most updated list.
25

Because, in my opinion, an updated list
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should have been provided to us. It would have made it

2 easier for the Budget Chair and everyone else to
3

formulate their recommendations with the budget. So,

4

you know, I would ask for your help, and not only with

5 that department head from Personnel, but everyone else.
6

You know, because for me it was the first time I've seen

7

so many department heads come out and express their

8

concerns with the Council's proposal.
So, I, too, wanna, you know, extend my hand

9

10 to you to work with you and your Administration,
11

because, you know, as you've said, we're all in the same

12

boat. So, I wanna -- you know, we -- we've all had our

13

chance to vent, and from here on in, let's just move on

14

and address this economic situation, and provide the

15 community a sound budget, and pray for the best with the
16

TAT.

17

MAYOR TAVARES: Uh-huh.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you.

19

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Madam

20 Mayor, you know, thank you very much for being here.
21
22

As far as your department heads and
representatives from the Administration, they have been

23 more than cordial and helpful in providing us
24
25

information that is required during this budget session.
I know some of the members, as well as
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2

department themselves. And, you know, I appreciate the

3

feedback that we get from all of the departments.

4

Just to let you know, the second reading for

5 this budget needs to be done by May 31st. We could
6 post -- we could postpone the first reading by five
7 days, but we need to have the first reading posted by
8

May 13th.
So, we -- we have a time constraint in

9
10

regards to this budget itself. So, it's not -- you

11

know, I'm not saying that, you know, that your ideas

12

wasn't taken highly. It was. I talked to the different

13

Councils from Kaua'i, Oahu, as well as the Big Island,

14

and they're going along with their Mayor.

15

And I asked them, so, what if the shortfall

16

comes? And they tell me that the plan is to raise real

17

property tax. So, I think, you know, as Budget Chair,

18

leading this Budget and Finance Committee, you know,

19

during this deliberation, you know, I'm looking at the

20

worst for this County. And if it does come, we are

21

prepared. And if it doesn't come, you know, at least we

22 get some monies back from our transient accommodation
23
24

tax.
So, you know, this Chairman has put in a lot

25 of thought in making those tough decisions, not only for
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the departments but also for our nonprofit partners.

2

It's tough. It's really, really tough to do this.

3

Thank you, Mayor.

4

MAYOR TAVARES: Thank you.

5

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you very much.

6

MAYOR TAVARES: All right. Thanks.

7

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: The next testifier is

8
9

Clayton Ishikawa.
MR. ISHIKAWA: Good morning, Budget Chair,

10

Council Members. My name is Clayton Ishikawa, and I

11

represent myself and some of my senior fellow golfers.

12

I'm here on behalf of to speak on the

13

proposal of raising the golf fees. My first notice of

14

this was several days ago in "The Maui News", and a lot

15 of my senior members aren't even aware that there is a
16

proposal out for golf fees to be raised.

17

Last year, I know the Council had an audit

18

done on the golf course. Early part of this year, I'm

19

not sure if it was in January, I happened to turn on the

20

TV. I caught the second half of the audit on Akaku.

21 And I -- I listened to what the recommendations were and
22

what the audit were.

23

As far as since January when the audit was

24

out, you know, there was little or no improvement till

25 today. The recommendations was -- to me was on the
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nose. This professional knew what he was talking about,

2 and I think the whole idea of the audit was to educate
3 the Council on what the situation at the golf course
4
5

was.
Today, if you go down to the golf course,

6

just go to hole number two. That's all you need to do

7

to see what kinda shape the golf course is in. I stated

8

last year -- I was here and I stated that number two was

9

in bad shape. Well, it got worse. There's -- the grass

10

are dying. There's erosion, because the grass is not

11

there to hold the soil.

12

Yesterday, I played. I went -- I bent down

13

to fix my ball divot, and I had to chuckle, because the

14

ruts in front of my ball divot was deeper than my ball

15

divot. So, and I -- the audit stated that before you

16

raise fees, the greens -- I mean, the course weeds need

17

to be eradicated. But the weeds are a year older and

18

bigger. It's becoming a health hazard.

19

Just yesterday, I almost hurt my wrist

20

trying to hit a ball out of it. And I think it's being

21

close to gross negligence, because the weeds are known

22

to be there, and it's known that it should be gone. It

23

shouldn't be there, but it's getting bigger.

24

You know, raising fees, I know the economy,

25 everybody know what the economy is. The seniors, they
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are in even worse shape. And everybody's in a bad

2

shape. But the County responsibility is to provide

3

recreation. Recreation, for the seniors that I play

4

with, that's their exercise. That's their stress

5

relief.

6

MR. TAGUCHI: Three minutes.

7

MR. ISHIKAWA: And so in all fairness, all I

8

ask is that if you are gonna hit the golf course,

9

there's other recreation, such as swimming pools,

10

tennis, and nothing is being hit on that.

11

In the -- the General Fund, you folks are

12

giving the golf course a million dollars, but the golf

13

course, in relation, also covered half of its expense.

14

Swimming pools, you folks put in about 300 -- 3 million,

15

but there's no return. There is no fees collected on

16

it.

17

LA County, since the 1970s, been collecting

18

fees for swimming pool use. So, in all fairness, that's

19

all I ask is that, you know, you gonna hit golfers, but

20

you got to hit -- you got to get other recreation fees

21

in there, too. Thank you.

22
23
24
25

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members,
any questions for the testifier? Member Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair.
Good morning.
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MR. ISHIKAWA: Good morning.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Fire Chief Emeritus I

3

should call you. But, anyway, thank you for your

4

comments. Have you expressed the concerns with regards

5 to hole two to the officials or any Parks personnel
6

there as well?

7

MR. ISHIKAWA: You know, it's so obvious

8

that nothing should be said. I mean, a non-golfer can

9

go there and know that that's not how it's supposed to

10

be. So, you know, I mean, there's been complaints. I

11

didn't make any, you know, personally, because, you

12

know, nothing is being improved, so --

13

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh.

14

MR. ISHIKAWA: -- it's just frustrating,

15

that's all. And then you get more frustrated when you

16

see they wanna raise the rates when the course didn't

17

get improved. So, it's like trying to sell a used car

18

that doesn't run, but you are asking for Blue Book

19

price, you know.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh.

21

MR. ISHIKAWA: So, all I'm asking is, you

22

know, if you are gonna raise fees, the product got to be

23

good, too.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. I agree. You
have a point there. Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you.

2 Members, any more questions? Member Nishiki?
3

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Clayton, have you

4 played on Kauai's new municipal course?
5

MR. ISHIKAWA: Yes, I did. I played.

6

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: What is the

7

condition?

8

MR. ISHIKAWA: Kaua'i course?

9

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Kaua'i.
MR. ISHIKAWA: In comparable to Waiehu, it's

10
11

like 10 times better. You know, at Wai -- Wailua, at

12 one time, they were rated in the top hundred municipal
13

courses in the nation.

14
15
16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Have you played
Honolulu?
MR. ISHIKAWA: I played Ala Wai. It's in a

17

good condition. They got the most play, and it's good.

18

I played in Hilo Muni. I played almost every course in

19

the State except the, you know, private courses, but ...

20
21
22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And so Maui's
municipal course isn't up to par?
MR. ISHIKAWA: Yeah. Like I stated last

23

year, the layout is one of the best in the State, but

24

the conditions are terrible.

25

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You know, just like
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as a ex-Fire Chief, when your men had to go to a fire,

2

you sent your men out to put the fire out. In the golf

3

course, similarly, what's happening to the people that

4 work there? Why is it that in Honolulu, on the Big
5

Island, on Kaua'i, municipal courses, County-run

6

courses, why is it that our men cannot do the job? You

7 have any answer?
MR. ISHIKAWA: I don't -- I don't know. I

8

9 haven't worked with the people. I think you should ask
10

the course superintendent.

11

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Thank you.

12

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members,

13

any more questions for the testifier?

14

Seeing none, thank you, Mr. Ishikawa.

15

MR. ISHIKAWA: Thank you.

16

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: The Chair would like

17 the recognize the presence of Member Johnson and Member
18

Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Good morning,

19
20

Chair.

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Good morning.

22

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Next testifier is Ed

23
24
25

Tamura.
MR. TAMURA: Good morning, Chair Pontanilla,
and good morning, Council Members.
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1

Thank you for letting me say something. I

2 will say my name is Ed Tamura. What Clayton had to say
3

about number two, I'll reiterate a little bit more.

4

Okay. That new tee box that they have now

5 at number two is an Easter egg hunt. They don't even
6 mow the tee box. It's on a down hill. They shorten up
7

the course. They are trying to say that they fixing

8 number two tee. They have a nice green area that they
9

could use for the tee box, but they don't wanna use it

10 because they want to make it look nice, because they
11 were gonna have an inspection or something, so they held
12

off. They didn't want divot marks in there and

13

everything.

14

So, we, the golfers, have to go look for our

15 balls when you tee up the ball. It's not even mowed.
16

You can go there. Go look. It's still not mowed.

17

Okay. But the thing about it is -- the funny thing

18

about this whole thing, I was thinking about it last

19

night. Clayton called me up. He told me all this

20

stuff.

21

And I'm thinking, and I'm listening to the

22 Mayor, and I'm listening to other people talk about
23

austerity, but somehow I found out that I'm not gonna

24

get a Social Security raise this year. I'm not getting

25

a raise, but I have got to pay more to play golf,
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1 because the County feels -- the Mayor and her budget
2

feels that the seniors are very rich people that can

3 afford to pay more than anybody else.
4

And this is the thing that erks my nerve,

5 because why do we have to always get stuck with
6

something when you get stuck? It's not us that's the

7 problem. The problem is you are not paying attention to
8 what the product is all about. You are not paying
9 attention to what all these other things you are
10 providing for services, which is what you do, render
11

services. It's not a business. It's a service, and yet

12

you try to make it like a business.

13
14

You know, if this was a business, there's a
lot of you that wouldn't be here. We wouldn't need this

15 many Council people, or Mayor and the department heads,
16

et cetera, which is what would happen. But, no, you are

17 here because all of you have the heart to serve the
18
19

people. And that's what we depend on.
We depend on you to help us provide

20

services. And we appreciate whatever services you

21

provide, but if it comes at expenses, when you're saying

22 that because you don't have enough money, and then you
23

go after the seniors, that's getting kinda ridiculous

24

now. That is getting stupidity.

25

You know, the seniors already paid their
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1

dues. They made the County what it is today. The

2 County was not made with youth. It was made with these
3

people that enjoy now their life, and it's not a -- I

4

will tell you something. You think it's enjoyable --

5

MR. TAGUCHI: Three minutes.

6

MR. TAMURA: -- when you get there, you are

7

gonna find out it's not quite as golden as people tell

8

you. It's a lot more rusty like than golden.
So, I just wanna ask you for your help that

9
10

at least when you do take in consideration of raising

11

fees, et cetera, stuff like that, you do consider what

12 these people have done, put into the County of Maui, and
13 also what their income is based on. Thank you very
14
15

much.
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Tamura.

16 Members, any questions for Mr. Tamura? Member Johnson?
17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Tamura,

18 thank you for being here. Have you golfed the Kaanapali
19
20
21

Golf Course, the one that the State owns?
MR. TAMURA: You know, I gotta be honest. I
don't go to Lahaina.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Oh, okay.

23

MR. TAMURA: I haven't -- I used to go there

24 every, every day, almost every other day to work up in
25

the corn fields. When I retired, I says no more
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1

traffic. I'm not gonna go Lahaina. I lost enough hair

2

driving back and forth to Lahaina.

3

(Laughter)

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: But you're still

5

with us though. That's the important thing. If you

6

have an opportunity, I'd just like feedback, because one

7

of the options that -- similar to the State, that my

8

committee will probably take a look at, is doing a

9

request for proposal where we look at privatizing or at

10
11
12

least seeing what we can do to improve that golf course.
And the State owns the Kaanapali Golf
Course, so I wanted to have kind of a comparison,

13 because I haven't heard any complaints since they did,
14

you know, all of the improvements on that golf course.

15

MR. TAMURA: Yeah, that's --

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And I wanna find

17

out, you know, because if that's the road that we have

18 to go down to really give you something that is worthy
19

of play and comparable to other areas, I just want to

20

explore that possibility.

21
22

MR. TAMURA: Okay. The funny thing that you
should mention Kaanapali. You and I, every Council

23 Member, every person that works for the Government, the
24

State, or the County has a share. That's true. Because

25 that's our employment retirement system money that's in
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1
2

there.
But we don't get a card that says you're an

3 employee retired or an employee, so you don't get an
4

employee discount. All you get is a kamaaina rate,

5 which is same as anybody else that lives here. Which is
6

okay. I have no problem with that. It's just that -- I

7 think our retirement system owns Kaahumanu Shopping
8

Center, too, but we don't get discount for going to

9 Kaahumanu to go shopping at the mall either.
10

So, I think sometimes what -- we're talking

11 about our money that the Council wants from to raise the
12

rates. And raising the rates is not, to me, the way to

13

do it. You know, it's -- to me, it's to look at things

14

objectively. And serving the people and seeing how you

15

can help, not only the -- I'm not -- I'm not only

16

concerned about the older people. I'm concerned about

17

the kids today, because the kids somehow are not -- a

18

lot of them getting the messages, but some of them are

19

not getting the messages at all.

20

You know, I see a lot of them not going to

21

school. They are running around on the road during the

22

school days, et cetera, and this is the kind of stuff

23

that I get concerned about.

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Well, I really

25 appreciate your help, and any information that you can
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1 give me to compare the two and see, you know, what the
2

quality of play is, I would really appreciate it.

3

MR. TAMURA: Okay.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you very much.

5

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

6
7
8

Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you very
much, and thank you, Mr. Tamura, for being here. And I

9 wanna thank you for clarifying that, because even though
10

the State owns Kaanapali, it's still privately run

11 because it was always privately run, and it was only
12 taken over because they could not pay back the State the
13 money that was due to them. That's why we own
14 Kaahumanu. And it's the retirement fund not the State
15

of Hawaii. Am I correct?

16

MR. TAMURA: That's true.

17

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So, let's

18

call apples and apples. Sometimes my Council Members

19

have this idea we are this way, and it's really two

20

different subject matters. So, I won't go into -- to

21

details in that.

22

But I do have a question. How much do you

23 pay for senior rates right now? I know the answer, but
24
25

I like ask you the question.
MR. TAMURA: Okay. Right now, we pay $3.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.

2

MR. TAMURA: Per day.

3

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.

4

MR. TAMURA: And then we pay $5 on the

5

weekend.

6

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.

7

MR. TAMURA: But now a lot of seniors cannot

8
9
10

walk.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.
MR. TAMURA: So, they pay an additional $9

11

something. I'm not sure. It's almost not quite $10,

12

but I think it's $9 something.

13

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.

14

MR. TAMURA: So, you end up paying 12,

15

either 12, $13.

16

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.

17

MR. TAMURA: Or you end up paying 15 --

18

what's going to be five plus, about $15.

19

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So --

20

MR. TAMURA: And in comparison --

21

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.

22

MR. TAMURA: -- for to compare that, that

23 would be for a plantation retiree that makes $300 from
24
25

the plantation -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.
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1

MR. TAMURA: -- another 300, 600, $700 a

2 month retirement pay, you can imagine what he's got to
3

sacrifice. That's why a lot of them quit.

4

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.

5

MR. TAMURA: A lot of them quit because of

6
7
8

that.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And thank you, Mr.
Tamura. You are absolutely correct, and I'm not trying

9 to, you know, knock that whole system that we have here,
10

because it's a municipal golf course. And I agree with

11

the report, and we know we need to be there. I've been

12

down there a number of times, and you're right. Pfft,

13

it's terrible.

14

But I just wanted -- because we brought up

15 Kaua'i, thanks to the day and age now, we can go flip
16
17

into our computer and go find out.
On Kaua'i, I wanna give you a comparison,

18

because the course is nice. I will give you that. It

19

is a beautiful course. But senior weekday $9. That's

20

not without -- that's not -- if you want a cart, a

21

cart -- if you want a cart rental, da-da-da-da, $10.

22

Okay? Right here.

23

This Kaua'i, just because you brought up

24

Kaua'i. Oh, Clayton brought up Kaua'i. And the

25

different is -- and I can go find, if I want all the
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1

other ones. But I think we've been -- you know, I agree

2

the course is not in great shape, and that's the bottom

3

line in all this. But I'm also saying that we really

4 have a real world to look at right now.
5

Peter has been paying Paul all these years,

6 right? Real property tax has been helping us augment
7

all these various issues. And Mr. Ishikawa also brought

8

up the issue about we not paying, oh, like guys using

9

the ball parks don't pay for lights, the pools, and all

10

that kinda stuff.

11

Well, some of that's going change, too. If

12

you saw the proposals, we're gonna start charging more

13

for some of these facilities or charge that we haven't

14

charged in the past. We understand times are a

15

changing. But we don't wanna throw a burden on any one

16

particular group. But I'm saying, as far as all the

17 municipal golf courses, have you had an opportunity to
18 play many of them?
19

MR. TAMURA: Well, I played ...

20

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Throughout the

21

State.

22

MR. TAMURA: Not really.

23

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, okay.

24

MR. TAMURA: That's the reason why I don't

25

go play.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Okay.

2

MR. TAMURA: Cost so much. I got to fly to

3

Kaua'i, going cost me what, $200 round trip?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, and I agree

4

5 with you on that. The airfares are -- are somewhat
6

ridiculous.

7
8

MR. TAMURA: Same like -- same thing like
going to Lahaina.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.

9
10

MR. TAMURA: Okay.

11

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Mr. Victorino, you

12

have a question for Mr. Tamura?

13

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, and the

14

question I have for you, what is the -- the rate in

15 Lahaina right now for kamaaina?
16

MR. TAMURA: I told you, good question. I

17

don't go to Lahaina, so I don't play there.

18

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.

19

MR. TAMURA: I haven't been there for over

20

eight years.

21

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Over eight years.

22

MR. TAMURA: Over.

23

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. I go find

24
25

out, and then I go let you know on that one, too.
MR. TAMURA: Okay. Thank you.
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1
2

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members,
any more questions? We get plenty questions.

3

(Laughter) Member Nishiki?

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you. What --

5 would you consider a rate increase to the non-resident?
MR. TAMURA: That's another good question.

6

7 You know, during the normal winter season, which is the
8 high end of the tourist season, we who live here are
9 not -- we don't have good accessibility to the private
10

courses.

11

Their -- their rates are -- you know, we're

12 not gonna be able to. Maybe we can play once in a month
13

or once ever two months, maybe, at the most. But,

14

generally, very few of the residents here can play at

15 the -- and what happens is during the non-lower season,
16

their rates will drop in half. But, still, most a lot

17

of the local -- local residents can play there like, you

18

know, once a month only.
So, accessibility to golf courses for the

19

20 people that live here is not you can just go there and
21

play. You can't just say, oh, yeah, I'm going -- I can

22

play because, basically, the money is fixed. Most of

23

'em.

24
25

And if you go to the golf courses, during
the morning, it's almost all retirees playing. There's
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1

some that are off, days off, et cetera, workday off, but

2

a lot of the retirees are playing. That's their

3

recreation. They go there to play golf. Then after

4 that, they go home and do whatever else got to be done.
5

And so you tell them that, okay, you gotta

6

go play Wailea. You gonna pay $50. How often are they

7

gonna pay $50 to play Wailea? You know, I tell you,

8 well, maybe next month. Come see me next month.
That's -- so, here at Waiehu, that's a good

9
10

question. I think you should look at it realistically.

11

Do we need to have a high and low season for visiting

12

golfers. That's another .

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.

14

MR. TAMURA: That's another thing. But I

15 really cannot tell you how much to charge them, because
16 all I'm concerned about is what we who live here have to
17

pay.

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.

19

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

20
21

Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr.

22

Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Tamura, for being here and for

23

your testimony. I just wanna add, because I've heard

24

the earlier testimony and yourself. And because I'm not

25

a golfer, I cannot speak to golf. And I'm glad people
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1

like you come, so we can hear from golfers what it is.

2

But I am a softball player, and I have a

3 team. We pay 500 something dollars to play in the
4

league on County park for lights and for the

5

organization to run it. So, it's not free to softball

6 players anymore either. And I thought that would be a
7

good perspective to you to at least know that that's,

8

you know, the case.
MR. TAMURA: You pay the 500 for life -- for

9
10
11

lights?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Well, we pay 500 to

12 play in the league and most of that payment is for the
13
14
15

lights at night.
MR. TAMURA: That's for the entire league
pays -- each team pays 500 or .

16

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Correct.

17

MR. TAMURA: Okay.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, it comes down

19

to each player paying about $50 each.

20

MR. TAMURA: And how long is the season?

21

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: It's -- it's about

22

three rounds, but, you know --

23

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros, --

24

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: -- eventually you

25 pay some more.
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1

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: -- Mr. Tamura.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

3

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: -- no debate, please.

4

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you.

5

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

6

Baisa?

7

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much,

8

Chair. And I'm not into a debate, but I did wanna thank

9

you for coming, Mr. Tamura. I'm not a golfer. My

10

husband is.

11

But it seems like we have a chicken and egg

12

thing here. You know, the golfers say we cannot raise

13

the rates because the course is junk. Until we get the

14

money to fix the course, the course is gonna be junk.

15

So, we have to make choices here about how

16 we gonna to get the money to do this. And I think
17

that's what's going on here, we're sitting here in a

18

really bad budget year. Everybody wants, you know, some

19

of the pie. There isn't a whole lot of it to go around.

20

We are -- we're saying this is what we have,

21

and this is what we gotta use, and so we're kinda stuck

22

here. And that's -- that's really what -- what's

23

happening.

24

And then the discussion about the

25 non-residents, we asked that earlier when the Department
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1 was here, and we said what about charging them more.
2 And it was pointed out to us that they pay -- you know,
3 the income we get from them is very crucial to the total
4

income for the course. And so it would be very

5

difficult. We might be shooting ourselves in the foot

6

if we raised that a whole lot, because they gonna say,

7

well, we gonna pay so much to play on this junk course,

8 we might as well go play in Kaanapali or Lahaina.
9

So, it's a really tough one. And please

10

understand that we definitely understand seniors. I

11 want you to know that in about four months, I'm going to
12

be 69 years old. I have a senior citizen card, and I

13 have Medicare and all of that, so -- and so does my
14

husband. So, you know, we understand, and that's one of

15

the reasons why I'm working.

16

So, I -- but I worked with seniors my whole

17

life at MEO, and I know about those seniors that get

18

30-dollar pensions from the old HC&S days, and now maybe

19

it's like 3- or 400. But there's tough times.

20

So, you know, if you can help us and tell us

21 where you think we can get more revenue. One of my
22

ideas, and I told the Department was, can we, you know,

23 when the contract is pau, get the cart revenue for the
24
25

course for County. Would that help? What do you think?
MR. TAMURA: Well, I don't know how you
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1 gonna -- right now is I never thought about the
2 revenues, but what I thought about was some simple
3 things you brought up, which is very good.
4
5

You know, the weed problem that Clayton
talked about. You can go to the course. You can ask

6 the Superintendent how to get rid of the weeds, and
7

they'll tell you that the machine is broken.

8

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And ...

9

MR. TAMURA: So, if you go -- if you go to

10

Wal-Mart, you can buy one 10-dollar sprayer, you know.

11

Hand spray 'em. It gonna cost you $10 plus the Roundup.

12

Two ounces of Roundup cost you about a dollar.

13

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Uh-huh.

14

MR. TAMURA: So, for $3 -- I mean, $12, you

15

can kill every day at least 20 square feet. In a year,

16

you can clean the whole course. I don't know. So, I --

17

I -- to answer your question about how do we wanna help?

18

First of all, I'm not gonna get into that, because --

19

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No, I don't want ...

20

MR. TAMURA: -- we can call names and stuff

21

like that.

22

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.

23

MR. TAMURA: It's not gonna work.

24

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.

25

MR. TAMURA: It's gonna get worse.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Right. I'm just

2 wondering, you know, is there any way that we can, you
3

know, get ahead of this problem, because it's -- like I

4

said, it's the chicken and the egg. Don't have the

5

money, don't fix it. Don't fix it, can't get the money.

6

So, we sit here spinning our wheels year

7

after year. And I have been on this -- this is my third

8

round on the budget, and we've had this debate three

9

years in a row, and we haven't resolved it.

10

But I do know there's an audit, and they're

11

trying to make some changes. So, just be patient with

12

us and know that we understand. Thank you.

13

MR. TAMURA: Thank you.

14

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members,

15

any more questions for Mr. Tamura?

16

If not, Ed, thank you for being here.

17

MR. TAMURA: Thank you. Thank you, Mr.

18

Pontanilla, and the rest of the Council Members.

19

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you.

20

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Next testifier is

21
22

Lloyd Ginoza.
MR. GINOZA: Good morning, Chairman

23 Pontanilla and Committee Members. My name is Lloyd
24

Ginoza. And as an individual, I wish to present a

25 summary of my written testimony on the golf fees and
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1 user fees and hope you will find time to review my
2

written testimony in full.

3

The ordinance and the County rules require

4 operations of the Waiehu Golf Course to be summarized
5

separately in the Golf Fund. Any shortage that requires

6

supplemental appropriation from the General Fund is

7

clearly highlighted. So, the golf fees are quickly

8 targeted to reduce the supplemental appropriations when
9

searching for County funds.
The Mayor's plan for the budget shortfall

10
11

included proposals to arbitrarily increase the green

12

fees by 50 percent, for Maui residents, and up to 140

13

percent for retirees on weekends.

14

The recommendations of the independent study

15 by the United States Golf Association, or the USGA, for
16 the Waiehu Golf Course are apparently being disregarded.
17

The report clearly states that the golf fees should not

18 be raised until the conditions of the golf course are
19

substantially improved, and that the current playing

20

condition of the golf course are simply not acceptable

21

for the current fee and are far less acceptable for a

22

higher fee.

23

It appears that the intention to increase

24 the golf fees to reduce supplemental appropriation to
25

the Golf Fund -- I mean, the intent is to increase the
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2

the Golf Fund. So, I would like to present a few of the

3 numerous programs in the County budget that receive
4 disguised supplemental appropriations that fund the
5

shortages caused by insufficient user fees or lack

6

thereof.

7

First, nearly 11 million in supplemental

8 appropriations are provided to the Maui Bus and MEO to
9
10

support the users of the transportation services.
Second, substantial supplemental

11 appropriations are provided to MEO to support senior
12
13

recreational and other services.
Third, substantial supplemental

14

appropriations are provided to the users of the tennis

15

courts and swimming pools, as generally there are no

16

fees required for these activities.

17
18

I am not advocating any revisions or
imposition of user fees for those activities, but my

19 intent is to remind you of the supplemental
20

appropriations that are required to support users of

21

other services, and that supporting users of the golf

22

course is no different.

23
24

It may be unpopular to support the
supplemental appropriation to the Golf Fund as the

25 perception may be that golf is a luxury. Not so. Golf
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is a recreation activity -- recreation activity that is

2

no different than crafts, tennis, or swimming. Golf is

3 being enjoyed by all, including the elderly. Excuse me.
4 What other sport provides an 80 year old the opportunity
5 to compete with a 20 year old?
6

In conclusion, I ask that the

7

deliberation -- deliberation of the golf fees be done

8 with serious consideration of the recommendations by the
9 USGA and with the perspective that financial support to
10

the Golf Fund is no different than the financial support

11 provided to users of many other activities and services
12
13
14

in the County budget.
As a former Budget Director for the County
of Maui, I sympathize with the challenges you are facing

15 with the unexpected budget shortfall. Thank you.
16

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Ginoza.

17

Members, questions for Mr. Ginoza this morning? Seeing

18

none, thank you again, Lloyd.

19

MR. GINOZA: Thank you.

20

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Mr. Ron Kawahara?

21

MR. KAWAHARA: Budget Chair Pontanilla,

22 Members of the Budget Committee.
23
24

My name is Ron Kawahara. I'm a CPA and
small business owner, and I'm here to testify on behalf

25 of the Maui Redevelopment Agency. But, thinking about
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this, you know, I think I'm testifying as much for

2 Wailuku Town as for the MRA.
3

My roots are in Maui, and especially in

4 Wailuku. I grew up knowing Happy Valley quite well.
5 That's where my family grew up. I attended Wailuku
6

Elementary, Iao School.

7

And I remember, for some of the old timers,

8

back in the '40s and '50s, you know, we had the Wailuku

9 Grand Hotel. My father used to attend the Lions
10

meetings. National Dollar Stores, Kress Store. I

11

especially remember Hashi's Okazuya. I paid 9 cents to

12

go see the cowboy movies at the Iao Theater. So, my

13

roots are in Wailuku.

14

And Wailuku, at one time, was the center --

15

the civic center of Maui. But since that time, it's

16

faded. And there is hope, because there is some private

17

investment coming back into Wailuku that I understand

18

that there are -- funds have been allocated for a

19 preliminary study of the Wailuku Municipal Parking
20

structure, and that the Maui Redevelopment Agency has

21

identified, through the Wailuku Redevelopment Plan, for

22

the economic revitalization of Maui County's Civic

23

Center, that was adopted in December 2000.

24

In that study, it identified areas that

25 would assist in the economic revitalization of Wailuku
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Town. And the MRA has identified, in 2007, 53 projects

2

of which nearly 20 have been completed. The rest are

3

ongoing, such as the Market Street Beautification

4

Project.

5

But what I envision and what I believe the

6

commissioners of the MRA envision is a re -- a

7

revitalized, sustainable Wailuku Town. Sustainable for

8

businesses means it's got to be profitable, otherwise

9 you are gonna have a high turnover.
10

So, the MRA is the focal point for the

11

permitting process for granting variances, for

12

encouraging economic resuscitation in Wailuku. I

13 believe and I envision that, within a reasonable period
14

of time, say 10 years, that Wailuku will be the epitome

15

of small -- of proper small town planning.

16

You know, we have adopted -- the MRA has

17 adopted, last year, the Wailuku Redevelopment Area
18

Design Guidelines to preserve the historic character of

19 Wailuku Town, and we want to continue this. I envision
20

that the workers in --

21

MR. TAGUCHI: Three minutes.

22

MR. KAWAHARA: -- in Wailuku will live,

23 play, and reside in Wailuku Town to minimize the need
24

for public transportation or even private

25 transportation. And this is where the MRA has focused
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its efforts and will continue to do so.
I believe the MRA is the single vital force

2

3 that will energize Wailuku. And on behalf of Wailuku
4

Town and the MRA, I ask for your support in this.

5
6

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members,
any questions for the testifier?

7
8
9
10
11

Seeing none, thank you very much, Mr.
Kawahara.
MR. KAWAHARA: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Next testifier is
Alexa Betts-Bassinger.

12

MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: Good morning, Chair

13

and Members. I'm Alexa Betts-Bassinger, and I'm here

14 before you today following our former Chair of the MRA.
15
16

I am the newly elected Chair of the MRA.
And he did a wonderful job giving you a

17

history of what we do. I guess I'm here to clarify a

18

little bit that the MRA is not a nonprofit agency.

19 We're not an agent -- we are an agency of the County,
20

established by law, under HR 53, and our task is in this

21 book, the Wailuku Redevelopment Plan, which was passed
22
23

by this body in 2000.
Of the many tasks that are in here, as Ron

24

said and shared with you, many have been done. And you

25

can see, over the last 10 years, the ongoing
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1

revitalization of Wailuku. Many buildings, the Lokahi

2

Pacific, Pono building, the Market -- the Main Street

3 Promenade building, the continuation now of the road
4

improvements, all of this under the purview of the MRA.

5

The MRA, I know, too, has been

6 misunderstood. And as its new Chair, I wanted to show
7

you my face, because you are gonna be seeing me a lot.

8

It's an exciting time. We've been waiting many, many

9 years for a parking structure to really help spur on the
10

economy of Wailuku. And that's happening now thanks to

11

the Mayor's funding through the EDA.

12
13

It's an exciting time for that, and I know
right now, we're -- we're looking at austerity. But to

14 chop an agency that has done so much good, albeit maybe
15 not known, I just think that that would be the wrong
16

thing to do right now.
I want to let you know, too, that my

17
18

personal passion is in Wailuku. I'm a 12th generation

19 Mauian. My family roots, Maliihi have been here in
20

Wailuku, Waiehu, and Waihee for a long, long time. And

21

one of the reasons I'm -- I think I'm an asset and why

22

you'll be seeing me a lot is because I honor that

23

ancestry.

24
25

I, too, grew up in Wailuku in the Sand
Hills, and I'm not as old as Ron, but I remember a lot
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of those same joys as a child. So, I'm here really just

2

to clarify some testimony that was given yesterday.

3

That we are not a nonprofit. We don't receive grant

4

funds through the Planning Department. We are an

5 agency, and all the funds we receive go into the work
6

that is -- is tasked for us here. And I'll be happy --

7

MR. TAGUCHI: Three minutes.

8

MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: -- to -- I'll be happy

9 to make sure all of you get a copy of this if you think
10

it would help. Thank you.

11
12

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members,
any questions for the testifier? Member Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr.

13
14

Chairman. And Ms. Bassinger --

15

MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: Yes.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: -- thank you for

17

your presence this morning and your testimony.

18

I got on this Council in 2007, and I'm

19 trying to learn more about the MRA. So, you have five
20

commissioners, a secretary, and a manager; is that

21

correct?

22
23

MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: We have five
commissioners.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.

25

MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: And the MRA has
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1 been -- you know, many, many commissioners, wonderful
2 people from Wailuku have -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

3

MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: -- served this

4
5

Commission.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: My question is --

7

MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: But we do not ...

8

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: -- you have five

9

commissioners -MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: We have five

10
11

commissioners.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: -- a secretary.

13

MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: No secretary.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No secretary. And

15

a manager?

16

MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: No manager.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No manager?

18

MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: No manager. And that

19

is something that really ties our hands, and so you can

20

see why our budget is so important to us. We are -- we

21 have been put back under the umbrella of the Planning
22

Department. And so the Planning Department is our

23

staff.

24

And I have been before this body, when I was

25 not a commissioner, you know, when we wanted to -- to
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step into our full autonomy by baby steps. And that did

2 go forward for a while. We have taken a step back and
3
4

are back under the Planning Department as our staff.
But, no, we are just five volunteer

5

commissioners, who love this work and have full-time

6

jobs elsewhere.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And help me

8 understand that the MRA was established by HR 53 and
9
10
11

guides you in what your purpose is. So, your purpose is
that you plan the revitalization of the Wailuku area.
And, so, does the MRA actually do any

12 development or you just recommend what should be done,
13 and then developers come in or construction companies
14
15
16

come in and do the project for you?
MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: That's correct. We
are not builders.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

18

MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: What we are are

19

facilitators. And agencies similar to ours across the

20

country, redevelopment agencies, have done wonderful,

21

wonderful work in revitalizing slum and blight.

22

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.

23

MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: We -- we've done a tax

24 abatement to encourage private investment in Wailuku
25 Town or within the MRA 23-acre boundary. Our job is to
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facilitate.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. My last

2
3

question is, if you recommend a certain plan of a

4 project, do you have a project or plan coordinator that
5 oversees that work?
MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: We do not. We have no

6
7

staff, as -- as I said.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And then

8
9

finally, you are, as you have said, a County agency,

10

just like a County department or -- okay. And, so,

11

that's how you operate?

12

MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: That's correct.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you so

14

much for that information.

15

MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: You're welcome.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr.

17
18
19

Chairman.
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Any more questions for
Ms. Bassinger.

20

No? Thank you very much for being here.

21

You know, five years ago, I really got

22

familiar with that -- you know, that booklet that you

23

showed, because I understand that building permits,

24 within the MRA Development Area, go through your agency.
25

Thank you. Thank you for the work you that
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1

guys do.

2

MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: Thank you.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman, can I

4

follow up just very quickly?

5

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Sure.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, sir.

7

One final question. So, is there a mandate, within HR

8

53, or what the Council has provided in guidance, that

9

there's a report that you would provide to us, so we can

10

see the progress of the MRA? Is that something that is

11 part of your work?
MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: You know, I would -- I

12
13

don't know for certain, but I would assume it is, and

14

you can expect it.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Would you

15

16 know how often that report is supposed to be provided to
17

the Council?
MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: I do not. But I will

18
19

find out.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you very

20
21
22

much.
MS. BETTS-BASSINGER: In fact, we have, from

23 time to time, met with certain Council Members. And
24

we -- we -- it is the MRA's intention to meet regularly

25 to keep you abreast of what's happening in our capital
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town.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you very

2
3

much.

4

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Mr.

6
7
8
9
10
11

Chairman.
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. The next
testifier is Dr. Clyde Sakamoto.
DR. SAKAMOTO: Thank you, Budget Chair
Pontanilla, Members of the Budget Committee.
I'm here to thank you for your support in

12

these very difficult times for our nursing program, for

13

our dental health program. You are actually assisting

14

some 10,000 clients that we've served in our dental

15

assisting program.

16

We have over 152 students in our nursing

17

program, 100 students in our nurse's aid program, some

18

18 students in our dental assisting program, and some 14

19

currently enrolled in our -- our dental hygiene program.

20

Your investment in the college and its

21 programs is helping us to leverage about a million
22

dollars of support. This morning we have a

23

preconstruction meeting. As I speak, we're about to

24

launch the construction and installation of nursing

25 portables on our campus.
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2

And because of your investment, your support
for health education in our County, we've been able to

3 persuade the Legislature and the legislator -4
5
6

legislators in our County have been tremendous partners
and supporters of health and of the college.
But we've been able to say, to our

7

legislative partners, that the County investment is an

8

indication of Countywide full responsibility for the

9

future of health care in our County of Maui.

10

We are all aware of the aging nursing

11 population. We know that about 75 percent of our nurses
12

in Maui County are over 40 years and older. And so we

13 are anticipating that there are going to be changes,
14 needs that are going to continue that are very
15 predictable, and so these investments are going to
16 assure that the bedrock of health care in our community
17
18

is gonna be stable.
Your investments also have allowed us to be

19 persuasive in our request to construct a new science
20

building. And so your support, for our programs, in

21

health and other areas, allowed us to receive $25

22

billion of support for a new science facility. We are

23 going out to bid this summer, and we will have the
24

project turning -- turning earth, at the latest, the

25 beginning of the next year.
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2

So, for all of that, we're very, very
grateful. I did hear the Mayor's comments and did

3 understand the County's concern for how it is that State
4

kinds of responsibilities are being characterized as

5

assignable to the State, and ones that are assignable to

6 the County ought to be separated.
7

In fact, our view is that -- and we've been

8 promoting this for a while, our view is one of
9

co-responsibility. We are all collectively responsible

10

for our kuleana. We know that resources are gonna be a

11

challenge for us. We are working like crazy to bring

12 more resources into the County of Maui, for higher
13

education, as the County's primary single adult

14

education and training organization in support of our

15

County's future.

16

So --

17

MR. TAGUCHI: Three minutes.

18

DR. SAKAMOTO: -- thank you very, very much

19

for your assistance, and we look forward to working with

20

you in the future as well. Mahalo.

21

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members,

22

any questions for the testifier this morning? Member

23

Nishiki?

24

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Clyde, you heard the

25 Mayor and what she said. I don't know how long we've
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2 an attempt to ask the State for the programs, or have
3 you become so dependent upon the County to -- to do it?
4

And I guess the reason I say this is because

5

I have watched County Councils and Administrations, when

6 times are good, boy, they give all kinds of money out
7

like Santa Claus. And -- and -- and perhaps this is a

8 mistake that we've made to where now it's tough to wean
9 those little babies as they become adults, and they
10

wanna become babies -- stay babies all their lives.

11

So, what about me asking you about have you

12

ever asked for these programs, that we now subsidize or

13 give you money for -- have you ever asked from the State
14

or has it been that I've got it from the County, so no

15

need?

16

DR. SAKAMOTO: Councilman Nishiki, we

17

absolutely have, and we have gotten positions. We've

18

gotten a position for our dental program. We've got

19

another one for the nursing program.

20
21

And then, as you are aware, there were
guidelines that constrained our requests for more

22 positions, out of the last biennium request kind of
23

parameters. So, we, at the earliest opportunity, will

24

go back to our State supporters to request these kinds

25

of resources to be there on a permanent basis as soon as
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1

the opportunity allows. Absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. So, maybe

2
3

if -- maybe -- maybe the Council should tell you, hey,

4

Clyde, this is the last time. Next year, we -- we're

5 taking it out. That may be more of a reason why you can
6

go and ask.

7

DR. SAKAMOTO: Well, the -- the current

8

guidelines, I think, of the State would mean that,

9

essentially, the State's not inviting and the University

10 has not provided, along with the -- being in conformity
11

with the State guidelines -- opportunities for us to ask

12

for new positions.

13

And, so, we are really in, as you know, a

14

budget-constrained-kind-of environment. So, in the near

15

term, I'm not sure that that would be a realistic

16

prospect. But as soon as things turn, you know, you can

17 be assured that we will be requesting that kind of
18 permanent support from the State.
19

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.

20

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

21 Medeiros followed by -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr.

22
23

Chairman.

24

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: -- Member Johnson.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Good morning, Dr.
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1

Sakamoto. Nice to see you this morning.

2

Help me understand, because in our health

3

care, education and workers so important to our County,

4

and then we've heard the shortage of nurses within our

5

County.

6
7

Do we have the statistics on how many that
go through the program, as far as healthcare workers,

8 and graduate, and -- and go into the work market, how
9 many remain in Maui County?
10

DR. SAKAMOTO: You know, I -- we can get you

11 more exact kind of statistics. But if we go through
12 Maui Memorial Medical Center, you will see that most of
13
14

the nurses there are graduates of our college.
If you go into the community and look at the

15

support system in health care, those positions that

16

require nurses are generally populated by our graduates.

17

Our program, over the last 20 years, has the best track

18

record, in terms of students passing the National

19 Nursing Licensing Examination, among all of the programs
20
21

in the State of Hawaii on average.
And, so, you should feel proud and gratified

22 that your investments are going into a very strong
23 program, with committed faculty, that have performed, I
24
25

think, tremendously over the last couple of decades.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And I have
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2 went through the program, that work at Maui Memorial and
3

for Kaiser. And, certainly, it's been a good program.

4
5

And just one last question, if you can
confirm for me, because we heard from another testifier,

6 at another meeting, that in the dental program, you
7

folks have the only Associate Degree in dental

8

hygienists throughout the State; is that correct?

9
10

DR. SAKAMOTO: That is correct. The only
other program is the Baccalaureate Program at Manoa.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.

12

DR. SAKAMOTO: And we're very, very pleased

13 and grateful that we received credit -- the
14

accreditation status for that program and will allow

15

students to access these very well-compensated kinds of

16

careers within the County of Maui and the State.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you for your

17

18 presence and your testimony this morning.
19

Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.

20

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

21

Johnson?

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, thank you very

23

much for being here, Dr. Sakamoto. I really appreciate

24

your attentiveness to all of these issues.

25

The one thing I wanted, and -- and correct
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1

me if I'm wrong, but it's always been my understanding,

2 working through the Maui Long Term Care Partnership, as
3 well as with Nancy for the nursing program and your
4

dental hygienist positions, that the primary reason why

5

you are able to access additional State funding, to

6

support those programs and to take care of the

7 backlog -- I believe it was more than 300 nursing
8

students were waiting to get in -- was precisely because

9 of the County funding and the commitment that we had
10
11
12
13
14

made.
So, is -- is that correct, or am I not
understanding that?
DR. SAKAMOTO: Absolutely. And I think
you've had some of the students come before you to

15 testify that -- and let you know of their gratitude for
16 the kind of support in allowing them access to these
17

careers that, but for your support, would not have been

18

available. So, thank you for that.

19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, I really --

20

DR. SAKAMOTO: We still have a backlog.

21

We've got still 70 applicants fully qualified for 40

22

positions. So, we're still working on that, and we're

23

not really even -- we've just begun our registration

24

process for the fall, so we've got those kinds of

25

challenges still.
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2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Well, I really
appreciate that, because that was always, I believe, the

3 thrust, is that as long as we were willing to make that
4

commitment, then the State said, well, we'll give you

5

supplemental funding, so that we can actually meet the

6

growing needs in those career path areas.

7

Okay. Thank you very much.

8

DR. SAKAMOTO: Thank you.

9

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

10 Molina followed by Member Nishiki.
11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr.

12

Chairman. Good morning, Dr. Sakamoto, and thank you for

13

your testimony.

14

I'm going to first start off by apologizing

15

to you, because I was one of -- one Member last night

16

that voted against the Chair's recommendation.

17

And it's only -- has nothing to do with your

18

program. It's an excellent program, and, obviously,

19

there's a need for nursing. But we were all in the

20 mindset of making adjustments in anticipation of the
21

loss of the TAT, so I was just being honest and looking

22

for areas where we can -- we can trim. And as you know,

23

I've always supported the college in prior budget years.

24

So, my first question is basically, our

25 graduates are -- the majority of them are staying here,
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because, maybe I'm being selfish, but I don't wanna see

2 us develop a program where you have a lot of people
3

coming from off island, and they take their talents

4

elsewhere, because I want them to stay here.

5

Can you tell us, based on the amount of

6 students that have graduated from the program, do you
7 have any basic numbers? How many of 'em are staying
8
9

here and ...
DR. SAKAMOTO: I think that this is a

10

serious enough of a question so that we ought to get you

11

some specific statistics on the numbers that have

12 populated our medical community, because I think that
13
14

you deserve that.
As I say, when we experience all of our

15 partners in the community, who have medical facilities,
16

we see our graduates everywhere. We're also

17

anticipating that with plans for new facilities,

18

expanded facilities, that there are going to be more

19 demands to address the demographic bulge that we are all
20

gonna confront in the very near term. So, our

21

anticipation is that we're trying to anticipate where

22

the puck's gonna be.

23
24

And we feel that, with your help, we are
able to create the kinds of opportunities, both strong

25 programs, that will continue to support sound health
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2

care in our community.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And this, of course,

3

is in anticipation of a new hospital in West Maui, as

4

well, so the need will be there to keep, you know, our

5

talent here in our County.

6

Because I hate to see what -- for example,

7

our Police Department, they've got an excellent training

8

program. And after a couple of years, we lose a lot of

9 these wonderful individuals, and they go elsewhere for
10
11
12

whatever reason.
So, but, you know, I'm -- I'm just excited
and hoping that -- you know, looking at it from an

13 optimistic point of view that this program continues to
14

expand to address a major need in our community. And I

15 wanna thank you for your leadership with our community
16
17

college as well, Doctor.
DR. SAKAMOTO: Well, it's -- it's really a

18 partnership that we have with the County of Maui, with
19

the State of Hawaii, and with our community. But for

20

our working together, this would not have materialized.

21

So, I'm here to thank you for your leadership and your

22

support. It's a co-responsible, I think, response to an

23

obvious need that's only gonna expand. So, thank you

24

for your assistance.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair.
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2

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr.
Nishiki?

3

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Clyde, is it the

4 Board of Regents that make -- insist on funding?
5
6

DR. SAKAMOTO: They are part of the -- they
are a critical part of the process. We go up through

7 the campus, through the university administration to the
8 Board. The Board makes the recommendation to the
9 Governor. The Governor makes the recommendation to the
10
11
12
13

Legislature.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And is it pretty
well based on how successful a program is?
In other words, you can have bragging rights

14 because you've shown all of these people that are
15 graduating through the nursing program and being placed
16

in, perhaps, a new West Maui Hospital, so thereby you

17

can track these things and tell people, hey, you know,

18

and they are all staying on Maui to work.

19

DR. SAKAMOTO: I think that that's --

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Wouldn't this be a

21 plus in getting money?
22

DR. SAKAMOTO: Absolutely. That's clearly a

23

consideration when we're competing for funds within the

24

legislative arena. I -- I can tell you that it's one

25

consideration. As you are well aware, there are needs
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2

Maui as well. And so it's performance, needs, and

3

resources availability.

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, just because I

5

can see where if another program is providing graduates,

6

but they ain't got no work, you know, I -- I -- I don't

7

say that's a failure, but that would be a program that I

8 would probably not fund, if I were a decision maker, but
9

I'm not.

10

So, I would hope that you would continuously

11

push this, so that we can free some money, as you see in

12 Maui County, to give to other people or -DR. SAKAMOTO: We will do our best.

13
14
15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: -- to eliminate fee
increases or property taxes.

16

DR. SAKAMOTO: Uh-huh.

17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.

18

DR. SAKAMOTO: Thank you. We'll do our

19
20
21

best.
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Members, any more
questions for Dr. Sakamoto?

22

If not, the Chair has some comments. Thank

23

you, Dr. Sakamoto, for being here this morning. You've

24 provided us with a real good perspective as far as the
25 community college and, you know, partnering with the
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County of Maui.

2

I just want to say that, you know, the

3 nursing and dental program do provide work force
4 development within this County. And I understand that
5 previous testimonies indicated that majority of the
6

students stay on Maui to work. So, thank you very much

7

for being here.
DR. SAKAMOTO: Uh-huh. I also want to thank

8
9

you for support for our long-term care effort, and I

10

know that Rita Barreras is going to be testifying before

11

you this morning. But we're very grateful for that

12

collaboration and support as well. Mahalo.
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Next

13
14

testifier is Mark Merritt.
MR. MERRITT: Morning. I'm Mark Merritt.

15
16

I'm the Corps Officer for the Salvation Army here on

17

Maui.

18

And I want to thank you for allowing me to

19

speak just a few minutes this morning. I really am here

20

to correct something I said yesterday. We were asked, I

21

think, by the Chairman, about leveraging our funds, and

22

I incorrectly replied no. And, of course, we do.

23

We -- the first thing that came to my mind

24

is that the State really looks at the County funding and

25

follows your lead. So, as you either give us funds or
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cut our funds, the State assumes that you know what's

2 happening in the County better than they do, so that's
3 one way we leverage the funds you give us.
4
5

Last year, we received three hundred and
four thousand from the State for our homeless programs.

6 But I also want you to know that we get public
7

donations. We get gift-in-kind. Last year, we received

8

the value of $136,415 in gift-in-kind from people right

9 here on Maui. We received washer and dryer. We have
10

donations of clothes, food donations, just all those

11

kinds of donations from people that are concerned. So,

12

that's another way it's leveraged.

13

Another way is that we have hundreds of

14 volunteer hours given to us every month. Just an
15 enormous amount of volunteer work comes our way as well.
16

But the last one I want to tell you about, I

17

think it's the smallest way we leverage, but I think

18

it's -- it's endearing. Last year, we received eight

19

hundred and fifty-five dollars, which doesn't seem like

20 much, but it was in donations from homeless people.
21 They -- they go out through Labor Ready or one of the
22

other work forces, and they make a little money, and

23 they give us $5 back for the homeless program.
24
25

And, so, I just wanted you to know that I -I did state incorrectly that we do, of course, try to
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leverage the funds that you give us.
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members,

2
3

any questions for the testifier?

4

Seeing none, thank you very much for being

5 here this morning -MR. MERRITT: Thank you.

6
7
8

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: -- Mr. Merritt.
Captain Merritt.
Keri Kalilikane.

9

MS. KALILIKANE: Good morning, Chairman

10
11

Pontanilla and Council Members.
My name is Keri Kalilikane, and I'm a

12
13

Housing Counselor with Hale Mahaolu's Housing Counselor

14

and Homeownership Program. And I'm not here to provide

15 any further testimony, but I just wanted to be here to
16 be available to answer any questions you may have about
17

our program as well as to thank you all for all of the

18 hard work and long hours that you put into this budget
19

process.
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members,

20
21

any questions for --

22

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?

23

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: -- Kalilikane. Member

24
25

Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, thank you.
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2

know I asked you this in the office, and so just to --

3

since 2008 through 2009 --

4

MS. KALILIKANE: Yes.

5

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: -- the same time

6 period, how many additional counseling classes and
7 participants have you been taking on?
8

MS. KALILIKANE: Since July of 2008 --

9

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.

10

MS. KALILIKANE: -- through March of 2009,

11 we have -- I have counseled, in the mortgage delinquency
12

and foreclosure prevention aspect of our counseling, 51

13

clients as opposed to 14 clients last fiscal year.

14
15

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That would have
been 2008 -- I mean, 2007-2008?

16

MS. KALILIKANE: Yes.

17

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. And of all

18

these clients that are coming in now, are many of 'em at

19

wits end, or you're able to really get them on a

20

straight and narrow course? I mean, get 'em back to

21 where they need to be?
22

MS. KALILIKANE: With about 75 percent of

23

these clients, we've been able to work out some kind of

24

a loan modification with their mortgage company. Others

25

are just coming for advice. They feel like they know
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2 but they just need confirmation that they are going down
3
4
5

the right path.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And I guess the
last question I have for you, with the changes in Fannie

6 Mae, and Freddie Mack, and a number of other -- what I
7

call loosening of the loan market and the monies that

8

are being made available to assist delinquent loans --

9 mortgage loans I should say, yeah?
10

MS. KALILIKANE: Uh-huh.

11

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Have you found

12

you're able to help guide people in that direction and

13

acc -- and help them access those kinds of

14

opportunities?

15

MS. KALILIKANE: It has certainly opened up

16 more opportunities for a lot of these homeowners. There
17 are a bunch of homeowners that come in, quite a few that
18

come in, and they are not to the point of being

19

delinquent yet, but they've exhausted all their savings

20 to make up their mortgage payments. They are living off
21

of credit cards. So, having this new programs that have

22

come -- that have been initiated, it does give hope for

23 those who were trying to be proactive.
24

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.

25

MS. KALILIKANE: You know, as opposed to
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those who already, you know, in a dire straits

2

situation.

3
4

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And I guess the
last question I have for you, do you, or Hale Mahaolu,

5 or others make it known to the financial institutions
6 that this counseling is available, so that when they can
7

see -- I mean, they get the records, so they get to see

8 up front when somebody's heading down the wrong path and
9

having challenges, that they can refer 'em to you folks.

10

Do you have a working relationship with some of these

11

institutions?

12
13

MS. KALILIKANE: We do have -- a lot of
local banks, as well as the credit unions, including the

14 Maui County Employees Credit Union, have done referrals
15 to us for people who are potentially in default or
16 potentially going to lose their -- their home through
17
18

foreclosure.
We are also a HUD-approved housing

19

counseling agency, so we get a lot of people who find

20

our agency through the HUD website, or if they call

21 their -- their mortgage company, their mortgage company
22

will refer them to a local housing counseling agency,

23

HUD-approved housing counseling agency like ours.

24

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Mrs. --

25 Ms. Kalilikane. I really appreciate what you do for
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this community, and I think on behalf of the Council and

2 many people out there, we thank you, and keep up the
3

good work.

4

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

5

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members,

6

any more questions for the testifier? Member Baisa?

7

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Oh, thank you very

8

much, Chair. Just -- excuse me. Just a quick question

9

for you. You are aware that as the budget stands right

10

now, that the amount of funding set aside for this

11

program is $40,000.

12

MS. KALILIKANE: Yes.

13

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Are you comfortable

14 with that? Is this going to have a big impact on your
15
16

ability to help?
MS. KALILIKANE: It -- I don't think that it

17 will make a huge impact. Our company does understand
18

that with cutbacks, we all need to do our part in -- in

19 helping our County budget and -20
21

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much.
That was the e-mail I got from your boss. So, we'd like

22 to thank you very, very much for being able to
23

contribute to the program from your own resources,

24 because this is a very important program for our
25

community. So, thank you very much.
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CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members,
any more questions for the testifier?

3

Thank you again, Ms. Kalilikane --

4

MS. KALILIKANE: Thank you.

5

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: -- for being here.

6
7

Next testifier is Stephen West.
MR. WEST: Aloha, Councilmember Pontanilla

8

and Council Members. My name is Stephen West. I'm here

9

on behalf of the ILWU.

10

I wanna thank you all for the hard work that

11

you've done, because I know it hasn't been easy for you.

12

But I do want to say that I am a little disappointed.

13 We are disappointed because of the cut to MVB's budget.
14

We strongly feel that any cuts to MVB's

15 budget will be detrimental to not only the island but
16 the community in the future. We understand why you are
17

doing what you are doing. We are working hard, at the

18

State level, to get the TAT for the County. We just

19 would hope that there would be a plan B if that money
20
21

were to come in.
I know you guys don't wanna -- you are not

22

giving up on it, but alls I can say is that

23

collectively, we all need to fight hard for that TAT

24

money. Every minute that I get -- I mean, I'm sending

25

emails at night. Our members need it.
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I would invite you out to the hotels, to see

2

the layoffs that are happening, to face these people,

3

look 'em in the eye. Know that there's no hope, and

4

it's gonna get worse. It's gonna get worse. I mean,

5

Sol, you know what it's like on Lana'i.
But we need these monies desperately.

6
7

Because if we don't fight hard right now for this money,

8

for these tourism -- which the pool of tourists, they're

9

smaller -- the impact to us, in the future, is gonna be

10

even higher.

11

So, that's all I have to say. Thank you

12 very much for your time.
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members,

13
14

questions for the testifier? Member Molina followed by

15 Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair.

16
17

Good morning, Mr. West. Thank you for your testimony.

18

Very sobering indeed.
And just to refresh our memories, how many

19

20 members of the ILWU that are working in our various
21

resorts, are unemployed or soon to get hours cut? And I

22

know it changes daily and ...

23

MR. WEST: It's surpassing 30 percent.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Surpassing 30

25 percent --
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MR. WEST: Yeah.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: -- which has

3

contributed to, I guess, our overall unemployment of --

4

30 year high, in Maui County, 7 percent. How do you see

5 MVB's funding or funding cut affecting your members?
MR. WEST: Well, we just -- we strongly

6

7 believe that we need to compete for that smaller pool of
8 people that are out there that are traveling. And then
9 even go out and find other resources, which they have
10

been doing.

11

And again, their salaries for -- you know,

12 the people that are working for MVB is being paid by the
13

State. So, basically, the monies that, you know, you

14

guys are supplying to MVB is, you know, purely for

15

promoting the island.

16

So, it's a -- it's a -- it's a big impact.

17

And even -- you know, at this point, every cent counts.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And you mentioned 30

19 percent of your clientele or your members are laid off.
20 How much of that 30 percent are collecting unemployment?
21

I mean, is this a combined like people getting hours cut

22

and layoff?

23
24

MR. WEST: Yeah, you have -- we have more
coming in the future. Of course, you know, any

25 extension on unemployment benefits has been very
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helpful. Of course, the -- the Cobra benefits, which

2

Obama's rolled out with the 65 percent -- the Federal

3 Government covering 65 percent of the Cobra benefits is
4
5

huge.
But, again, when you have an employer that

6

has a health care cost of, you know, say, you know,

7

$800, if you are paying 35 percent of that, and you are

8

on unemployment and you have a family, it's -- it's

9 very -- it's tough. And a lot of employers are holding
10

out. And we -- we really appreciate the hotels that

11

are -- that are holding off.

12

We had a major employer that was going to be

13

laying off over 100 employees -- around 100 employees,

14

that was supposed to lay off this month, that has pushed

15

back until June, because we've just basically pleaded.

16

But, we know that May is gonna be a very

17

tough month for us. There are some bright -- there are

18

some bright, you know, days there. But, typically, May

19

is -- is really bad. So, we're expecting.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Mahalo nui.

21 Thank you for your comments, and I think you bring up a
22 good point about having to look at these people being
23

laid off. Because here we where sit, we sometimes

24

forget -- we get caught up in numbers, but we forget

25 sometimes about the basic human element of coming home
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someday to tell your significant other or family that,

2

hey, lifestyle is gonna change significantly. I got

3

laid off. I lost my job and so forth.

4

So, anyway, if there's a way you can provide

5 us with some up-to-date numbers to see how much
6 people -- at least your members are collecting
7 unemployment, because that impacts -MR. WEST: Uh-huh.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: -- you know, County

9
10

and State Government as well in terms of resources. So,

11

anyway, thank you very much, Mr. West.

12

Thank you, Chair.

13

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

14

Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. Stephen, thank

15
16

you for coming.
With regard to the current level of funding,

17
18

which was at 3.85 million for MVB, in your estimation,

19 because that money was not cut, it was not withheld,
20

it's all been released, why are we not seeing the

21

results? Because it's substantially more than other

22 areas here in the State are expending and in other
23
24
25

areas.
Why are we not seeing that return, if money
is the problem?
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MR. WEST: I think when I was here last, and

2

the Chair Pontanilla had touched on it, it's about

3

partnership as well. It's -- it's about all of us

4

working together.

5

And Joe had asked the question to MVB -- you

6 know, have they talked with us? And so we recently
7

started a dialog. Because the guys that are out there

8

in the field in the trenches know what -- what brings

9

people back.

10

I mean, we're the -- we're the -- the guys

11 that are there giving the experience know what brings
12 people back, because they come back and they tell us.
13

And I'm not saying that MVB is ignoring

14

that. I just think we need to work at -- at a -- a

15 higher level of partnership together. I mean, because
16

it's -- it's very sobering right now. It's very

17

sobering. Especially for me, because, I mean, I never

18

dreamed -- I never had, in my wildest dreams, that I

19 would have to face this many people and tell them, you
20
21

have no hope. You have no hope.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and that is,

22

it's very sad, because there's many people that are

23

facing that situation right now. And even in the

24

construction industry, where there was a lot of labor,

25 actually, imported, and it would have been great to have
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3

that available for local people now.
The other question I have for you, Stephen,
is that because it doesn't seem to be that, at this

4 point in time, the money that we're throwing at the
5 problem is really stemming the tide, so to speak, the
6

individuals that are being laid off in your industry, as

7

well as other related industries, do you believe that,

8 by reallocating those monies to provide a safety net, so
9 that they have assistance -- do you believe that is
10
11
12

something that is morally and socially responsible?
MR. WEST: I think, you know, like I
touched -- I touched on before -- I don't know if I'm

13 gonna answer your question or not. But I think what we
14

did in 2001, where you guys released the money, the 1.5,

15

to go out and help people, rental assistance, electric,

16

and -- Gladys knows, because she was with MEO. Right

17

now, I mean, I beg you to do it. I beg you to do it.

18

Because there are people out there that are

19

just, you know, they are at -- they are beyond knowing

20

what to do. They -- I mean, and they've been to the

21

nonprofits. They've been to MEO, and -- which are gonna

22

be taking cuts as well.

23

And, you know, there -- these nonprofits

24

only have so much -- so much resources. So, I mean, I

25

wish there was a magic wand. I mean, I think we all do.
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2

have done.

3

To me, failure is not acceptable at this

4 point. And I know you have a Charter you have to
5

follow, but I just hope that we look at every possible

6 avenue to get that money, because it's extremely
7

important. I -- I mean, you know, my job isn't

8

important at this point. I mean, it's not. The people

9

out there --

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah.

11

MR. WEST: -- that's important.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And I understand

13

that. I think we're all under a great deal of stress,

14 us with the State and -15
16
17

MR. WEST: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: -- of course your
workers as well as other people --

18

MR. WEST: The community.

19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: -- in a variety of

20

industries. So, everyone is hurting. But I just wanted

21

to understand, from your perspective, that, you know, if

22

the money is cut -- the money that we're reallocating is

23 precisely for the areas that are really needed, and we
24 have -- the Chair has placed money in our social service
25 programs, and we have all supported it.
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So, if we can't do anything right now, I

2

mean, if we can do the 1.5 million or other health fund,

3

I'm sure, if we find that money somewhere, we'll do it.

4

MR. WEST: Yeah.

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: But right now, the

6

reallocation of those monies is being done, and we are

7 trying to take care of those individuals served by the
8 programs that you speak about.
9

MR. WEST: And hold 'em accountable.

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah.

11

MR. WEST: Hold 'em accountable.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Well ...

13

MR. WEST: Because I'm not for writing a

14

blank check. I want results. I mean, I want results.

15

Our organization wants results. I mean, the community

16

wants results.

17

Why do you throw money at a problem when

18

nothing is gonna happen? I mean -- but I believe, I

19

strongly believe we can attain those results. We can do

20

it. We can, and we will.

21
22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and hopefully,
myself or others will put in provisos, too, to create

23 that accountability within the arena of the visitor
24
25

industry. Thank you very much, Stephen.
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Steve, I
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just want to say that -- well, I have a question for

2

you, in regards to local travelers taking advantage, you

3

know, with our properties over here.

4

Do you see a lot of that at this time?

5

MR. WEST: There is. It's happening. I

6 think the Westin is doing a -- a program called the Go
7

Card right now where they're -- I think for about a

8 hundred and ninety-five dollars, you get a free room
9
10
11

night, and, you know, discounted rooms, and I believe
there's some food and beverage in there.
I'm not sure on the whole details. I'm

12

thinking about getting one myself, but -- it's -- that

13

is a tremendous incentive for the local people,

14

especially on the outer islands, and that's where

15

they're marketing on Oahu. So, those people will travel

16

here. Come to the Westin.

17

I think the Prince had done that back in

18

the -- in the early 2000s and whatnot, and that was a

19

great success. And, of course, you know, when they

20

lower their rates, you know, people are gonna -- instead

21

of traveling off island, they are gonna and stay and

22

play. Because, you know, it does cost a little more to

23

travel with -- especially, if you have a family. So,

24

yeah, it's happening.

25

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Okay.
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MR. WEST: It's happening.

2

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

3 Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr.

4
5
6

Chairman.
Mr. West, good morning. Thank you for being

7

here. Good to see you. Maybe not under these

8

conditions, but still good to see you.

9

I want to say first that I want to thank you

10

and the ILWU for being, you know, vigilante and diligent

11

about lobbying the Legislature to see if we can retain

12

our TAT share of the taxes.

13

And in saying that, I just want to say I

14 hope other nonprofits do the same thing, because
15

sometimes they may not think they are connected to this,

16 as ILWU, because your members work in that industry, but
17

everybody is connected to this, because that's what

18

comes to the General Fund that funds everybody.

19

MR. WEST: That's right.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, I want to thank

21

you and your organization for your, you know, lobbying.

22

Do you have, within your organization and members, a

23 campaign program to lobby the legislators?
24
25

MR. WEST: Well, we don't have a specific
lobbyist, no. We just basically will go and we will --
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you know, we stand up for social programs. I mean,

2

we're -- we're -- we're not just a union that believes

3

in taking care of itself. We believe in taking care of

4

the community.

5

When -- I don't know if you remember Al

6 Kwan, when there was the Hawaii Prepaid Health -- Health
7

Care Act. She was our social worker. And typically,

8 our social workers are the people that go out to the
9 Legislature and -- and provide input on what we believe
10

is not only good for us but good for the community.

11

So, you know, Joanne -- Joanne Kealoha,

12

she's our social worker. Right now, she's -- you know,

13

I would not want to be in her shoes, but she somehow

14

does it. I mean .

15

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah.

16

MR. WEST: But, yes.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, I think

18

you -- maybe when I use the word lobby, I don't mean it

19

in the sense of being a registered lobbyist to do that

20

work.

21

MR. WEST: Yeah.

22

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: But the way I use

23 that word is are the Members encouraged to write
24
25

their -MR. WEST: Absolutely.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: -- legislators --

2

MR. WEST: Absolutely.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: -- to help --

4

MR. WEST: Absolutely.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: -- with that

6

process?

7

MR. WEST: And we have been speaking a lot

8 to our members and doing -- having them do phone calls
9

and emails and whatnot.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh.

11

MR. WEST: You know, that -- constantly,

12

because at work, right now we're -- we're down there in

13

the trenches with them explaining, this is the reality.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh.

15

MR. WEST: This TAT goes away, your job may

16

not ever come back for quite a long time.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Yeah. And

17
18

that's very sobering, as I think you mentioned. But our

19

Council Chair is down there this morning, on our behalf,

20

trying to do the same thing. So, I just ask you, and

21

your members, and the union to continue that efforts.

22

Thank you, Mr. West.

23

MR. WEST: My pleasure.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr.

25

Chairman.
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CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you. You

3 mentioned that you are now speaking more with the MV -4 Maui Visitors Bureau. Have you ever done any kind of
5

financials to see how much these corporations have made

6 during the good times?
7

MR. WEST: We -- we know -- when we go into

8

collective bargaining, we do our research, and we find

9

out -- especially if there's gonna be a hard-fought

10

battle, we know what their financials are, especially if

11

they are a publicly traded company. So, yes.

12
13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So, you know that
they've done well in good years, yes?

14

MR. WEST: Uh-huh.

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So, if I were to say

16

that the only way, perhaps, that we'd give back some of

17 that money would be that it would -- and I'm against any
18

property tax increases -- but, specifically, for the

19

hotel area, to increase it, would you support it?

20

MR. WEST: I would have to check with our

21

Division Board, because I -- I cannot -- I'm not

22

authorized to speak on their behalf. Right now, we have

23

a Division Board that makes that decision.

24
25

At this point, that's where I'd have to
stand right now, because we'd have to go back to our
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Division Board and do that. I'm not authorized just to

2

say, okay, as a blanket, unless we've already talked

3

about that, and we haven't.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Anyway, Mr.

4

5 Chairman, you know, these corporations have had good
6 years, and they've made good money. And in the same
7

way, we've given up, to these high-end hotels, many of

8 our most pristine beaches that now locals have very
9

little opportunity to go and visit.
So, to me, it's a trade-off. And I would

10

11 hope that you would get back to us and look at some of
12

the profits. Well, you know, as you said, as you

13

negotiate. So, I think that's a fair question and a

14

fair direction to head into, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

15
16

Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much,

17
18
19
20

Chair.
Just a couple of quick items for you,
Mr. West, so that you have good information. It was

21 mentioned in this chamber, by the representative from
22 the Maui Hotel Association, that they were open to
23 discussing some kind of a real property tax adjustment
24

in order to prevent some of the trouble that we're also

25

caught up in. And we know it's only gonna get worse.
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So, just so that you know that for your information as

2

you try to gather information.

3

The other thing was I wanted to make sure

4 that everybody understood about the question about
5

lobbying by nonprofits.

6

MR. WEST: Uh-huh.

7

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: You know, nonprofits,

8 because of their status with the Internal Revenue
9

Service --

10

MR. WEST: Right.

11

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: -- are limited in the

12

types of education of legislators that they are able to

13 perform. So, my advice to anybody who is going to get
14

into this arena, who is a nonprofit, please be sure that

15 you know the parameters of what you are allowed to do,
16 but just don't go out there and get into trouble with
17

IRS, because aloha your tax status.

18

MR. WEST: Yeah.

19

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I didn't know if you

20

knew that, but I just wanted to be sure, because the

21

question was asked.

22

MR. WEST: Uh-huh.

23

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you. And thank

24

you for the work you do. It must be heartbreaking. You

25

know, we're here dealing with papers and figures.
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1 You're dealing with people with names and faces and
2 people you know and their families.
3

MR. WEST: Yeah. Thank you.

4

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Do you

5 have a question?
6

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yes.

7

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Mr. Kaho'ohalahala?

8

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you,

9

Chair.

10

Aloha, Stephen.

11

MR. WEST: Hi, Sol.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I know you

13 made a comment about Lana'i situation, and I'm very well
14

aware of that. And at the recent dedication of the

15

solar plant that was hooked up, the corporate owner made

16

a comment, at that opening, that I thought was, in my

17 view, very disturbing. And that comment was that, you
18

know, having to seek new directions because the hotel

19

industry wasn't going to be successful.

20

And this is from the same person who has

21 built and changed the dynamics and the community of
22

Lana'i, from an agricultural island, to resort

23 development. And then now, make a statement like that,
24 as though the people that were there to support the
25 movement toward a resort development -- there was, you
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know, nothing about that being said.

2

So -- so, I'm concerned with -- with that.

3 And my question to you is that if that is the position
4

of a corporation, that's being made publicly as an

5 indication of what the resort properties mean, then how
6 do we continue to support that industry, and what will
7 be an alternative for the people on Lana'i when their
8 own owner has made a statement like that?
MR. WEST: I wish you would call him up in

9
10

front of this Council and ask him that question.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah.

12

MR. WEST: Because ...

13

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: It's

14

difficult for us now to try and look at supporting an

15

industry that the corporation itself doesn't even see a

16

success.
MR. WEST: I think it's very easy for people

17

18 to get caught up in the midst of despair and not see the
19

future or the light. I don't know if in his -- in that

20 particular moment, if he was making that statement based
21

on, you know, where he was at, I have no idea. I don't

22 agree with it, because I know many of the people on
23

Lana'i.

24

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Absolutely.

25

MR. WEST: And -- and, you know, it's a
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beautiful island, it's a beautiful resort, and there is

2

great promise --

3

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah.

4

MR. WEST: -- there.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And that's

6

why I think, in this process, it has been important to

7

try and advocate for diversification.

8

MR. WEST: Yep.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And

10

diversification for me is looking at an island community

11

that has, in its own history, been under the direction

12

of one corporation. And people on Lana'i have lived

13

under that kind of -- I don't know how to say it. But

14

that's been really part of our lifestyle.

15

But I do not believe that we need -- that it

16 would be prudent for us to continue along that course,
17

and that -- and perhaps for an island like Lana'i,

18

diversification, in terms of economy, is something that

19 we must seek if we intend that the people of Lana'i will
20
21

be able to continue to live there.
So -- so, looking at other areas becomes as

22

important as trying to see whether or not the hotel

23

industry is still a viable one, you know.

24
25

MR. WEST: I -- I have to agree that the
hotel industry is -- is gonna be viable there. I think
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it's great that you look at --

2

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Uh --

3

MR. WEST: -- diversity.

4

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Uh, Mr. West, Member

5 Kaho'ohalahala, if you have a direct question, the Chair
6 would appreciate that.
7
8
9
10
11

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, I
guess -CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: So we can move on.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: -- my
questions is, you know, because we have been trying to

12 make decisions here on where do we go in light of our
13 current budgets. And I have been trying to support
14

alternative directions that will diversify. Is that

15

something that -- that you would also support?

16

MR. WEST: Not at the cost of tourism. Not

17

at the cost of tourism. I think there's a way to do

18

both. I think you can do both. Absolutely. I think we

19

need to do both. It's important.

20
21

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank
you. Thank you.

22

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair?

23

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Member Victorino?

24

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Since I'm the

25

last. Thank you, Mr. West, for being here also.
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My question is twofold. Number one, have

2 you heard that from other properties throughout the
3 County of Maui where they're saying that they don't see
4

tourism as a viable business?

5

MR. WEST: Absolutely not.

6

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Because

7

just because one man says it, I -- I don't take it as

8

gospel and never will take it as gospel.

9

MR. WEST: Yeah.

10

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: But because that

11

one man happens to own an island, I guess that becomes

12

real prevalent for that island, but there is a County we

13

deal with, the entire County.

14

MR. WEST: Yes.

15

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: The second

16

question I have for you, in agriculture -- and you know

17

the ILWU was and it still remains the largest union

18

amongst our agricultural industry. If I was to ask you

19

25 years ago, would you have seen foreseen the total

20

shutdown of all agriculture, except what's here on Maui,

21 as a viable industry, would you have believed that would
22
23
24
25

happen?
MR. WEST: I would have said you are
probably crazy.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you.
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So, by having a transitional plan that we had with

2

tourism, we've been able to overcome many of these

3 downturn closures throughout the State, right?
4

MR. WEST: Right.

5

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And the

6 membership, from the ILWU, has gone over, many of them,
7

to the resorts, that they left the agriculture, which

8

was backbreaking, harsh, weather-condition-type job that

9

you don't -- you don't have in the hotel. Although it's

10

hard work, it's a little different. Is that correct?

11

MR. WEST: That's correct.

12

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So, the

13

bottom line in all this, I guess the question is, does

14

the ILWU, in concert, believe that the hotel industry is

15

still viable, the number one economic engine, and that

16 we can return with a lot of -- I guess some tweaks and
17

some changes in the way we've done business in the past?

18

MR. WEST: I think we can be better.

19

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. Thank

20
21
22

you, Chair.
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you,
Mr. West, for being here this morning.

23

MR. WEST: Thank you.

24

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Members, the Chair is

25

aware of the time, and I understand that there's several
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2

Members that need to attend a function at 11:30.
We do have three public testimonies to

3

complete. So, if you can bear with the Chair, the next

4

testifier is Rita Barreras.

5

MS. BARRERAS: Good morning.

6

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Good morning.

7

MS. BARRERAS: Chair and Members of the

8

Council. I'm really here to just say thank you for your

9 support that you have provided to the Aging with Aloha
10
11

Coalition over the years.
I have to say that other counties are proud

12

of this -- this Council and the Mayors, previous and

13

current, in terms of the support that you have provided,

14 both when we were the Maui Long Term Care Partnership,
15 and you were providing us funding to experiment with
16
17
18

ideas and continuing.
You had some questions the other day, and I
am here to answer those, if you wish, but I will be

19 providing you with a letter to specifically respond to
20
21

those questions.
I did want to provide a few clarifications

22

about us. Maui Community College is a partner. They

23

are a fiscal agent for us. Previous to receipt of this

24 money that we received from the County, it was Hale
25 Makua. So, we have several partners involved in our
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community partnership.

2

We are not a State program. I did want to

3

clarify that. What we are, in a nutshell, is a County

4

investment for work force development, retention, and

5

infrastructure development for work force areas, and

6 also the home and community based services
7

infrastructure.
We have been planning, since 2002, knowing

8

9 that this tsunami of aging was coming toward Maui
10

County. So, our job has almost been like -- I liken it

11

to disaster preparedness. It's we've been preparing

12 Maui County for what we believe are gonna continue to be
13

increased numbers of elders, and also what we learned

14

from our experiments is -- is that long term care,

15

there's a treatment side to that equation.
Medicaid is the primary funder of long term

16
17

care. But we also learned that we need to be doing

18

something more in the prevention side of long term care

19

to help people ward off those costs. So, I just wanted

20 to also share that in addition to the money that we
21

receive, we get a lot of in-kind support from the

22

community.

23

The whole coalition is all voluntary. And I

24

don't have the specific number with me, but I'll put it

25

in the letter. That last year, I think we were over --
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over $200,000 worth just in in-kind. And we have

2 volunteers participating in six of our committees on an
3

ongoing basis.

4

My job is to staff all those committees,

5 make sure there's agendas, and minutes, and we're moving
6 our agenda forward. The -- we have a long term
7

curriculum pilot project at the high school level, at

8

the college level that are addressing work force

9

development.
The VITEC side is getting an allocation from

10

11 us to experiment with worker retention. And we strongly
12 believe in evaluation, so I've built some money into the
13 project so that we can provide answers to you in some of
14

the questions that you have.
So, that's really just -- I just wanted to

15
16

say thanks, and let you know that I am coming forward

17

with some data for you, and if you have any questions.

18

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members,

19
20

any questions for the testifier?

21

Seeing none, thank you very much --

22

MS. BARRERAS: Thank you.

23

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: -- Rita, for being

24
25

here.
The next testifier is Lloyd Yamamoto.
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MR. YAMAMOTO: Good morning, Councilmen.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning.

3

MR. YAMAMOTO: I just want to testify about

4

the increase of that golf rates that Mr. Ishikawa and

5 Mr. Tamura was talking about.
6

And the problem is where it's the course

7

itself is very poor shape. And I operate the Waiehu

8

Golf Shop, Pro Shop. So, I'm very concerned about the

9

golf course.
I have been in business for over 30 years,

10

11 and I kinda understand, you know, what we have to do to
12

stay in business. We start losing money. First thing,

13

as an employer, got to cut back payroll and reassess

14

what I'm doing over there. If I'm doing a bad job, I

15 better really get together and find out why am I doing
16
17
18

wrong.
Right now, I just look at the golf course,
it's the management's problem. You have very poor

19 management. It always comes from the top. That top guy
20

has to know what's the problem. He don't know,

21

nothing's gonna get done.

22
23

So, as for rate increases, that's the wrong
direction. You have to get more people playing there.

24 You gonna have to get -- you know, like even they wanna
25

cut out the twilight rate. That's after 3:00 o'clock.
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1 Why? Because their workers don't wanna work or make the
2

starting time for them?

3

What are they doing? They got paid. They

4

getting paid from, you know, 3:00 o'clock to 6:00

5

o'clock anyway. So, there's no reason why they should

6

cut out twilight. And they only can play nine holes

7

anyway.

8
9

They got a problem with the startings -- the
starters. When the guys gonna make a starting time.

10 And we asked the County guys before about, hey, what is
11

this block doing into the starting sheet? Every now and

12

then, you have a block in there. That's means -- now,

13

what's that for? Nobody else can play in there? No.

14 They leave -- they leave it for some emergency or what?
15 But nobody else can play in that block, so that's the
16

starting time they just block off.
They have MIL comes in. They come out with

17
18

35 starting times. They use 15 starting times. What

19 happens to the other 10 starting times?
20

MR. TAGUCHI: Three minutes.

21

MR. YAMAMOTO: It costs money on that.

22

Junior Golf comes in. They ask for 15. They come out

23

with only seven players. It's just like one player per

24

hole?

25

You know, so, it's -- what the management is
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1 doing over there to help the golf course to make money,
2

they are not doing. They just -- I don't know where

3

they are. So, as for raising the rates for the people

4

of Maui, I think that's wrong. Have to look at

5

someplace else, and it's in management. Okay.

6

That's all I have to say.

7

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members,

8

any questions for Mr. Yamamoto this morning?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yes.

9
10

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

11

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So, you are saying

12

that with the staff we have, we can do better.
MR. YAMAMOTO: If you change some of the

13
14

staff, yes.

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You need to change.

16

MR. YAMAMOTO: Yes.

17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. I hope we

18 have the Golf Course Superintendent coming today,
19 because I heard the last time he wasn't able to make it.
20

MR. YAMAMOTO: Yeah, yeah.

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Or she. I don't

22
23

know. Thank you.
MR. YAMAMOTO: You guys, like before, when

24 Henry Yogi was there, they used to have somewhere around
25

115,000 people playing a year. Now we like to get --
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1

get about 85,000. What happened? You supposed -- you

2

know, we got more people here, right? Something's

3

wrong.

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.

5

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you,

6 Mr. Yamamoto for being here.
7

MR. YAMAMOTO: Thank you.

8

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Okay. The last

9
10

testifier this morning is Colin Hanlon.
MR. HANLON: Budget Chair Pontanilla,

11

Council Members, thank you for the opportunity. I do

12

not envy you, your job this year of creating this

13

budget, but I know you'll do a great job.

14

I wanted to keep my comments brief. I know

15 many of you have somewhere to be within like the next
16 two minutes. But I did hear that the Youth Center pot
17

of money was being looked at as a possible place to do

18

additional cuts.

19

I want to let you know that there was a

20

small glitch in the Mayor's budget in the Youth Center

21

pot. Director Tsuhako and myself, because we identified

22

it early, made sure that it was corrected, and I know

23

she did provide you with that information earlier.

24

I want to let you know I am available at any

25 time during this process. Most of you know my number.
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1

So, I will be available to answer any questions

2

regarding that. We did receive a cut, and we did

3

layoffs this fiscal year that we're currently in.

4

We did -- I did go around, and I'm gonna

5

stay very consistent with my testimony, letting you know

6

that the 3.4 percent cut that we're being asked to do

7

right now is substantial, is material at each one of my

8

clubs. And if that is our part, we are willing to take

9

that.
And like I told you before, my Board of

10

11 Directors and my staff have made the commitment to do
12 everything that we can to make sure we raise outside
13

dollars, so that our families and our kids do not feel

14

the impact.

15

Again, barring any guarantees, we'll do

16 whatever we can to do our part. And, please, what we
17

deliver in our communities is considered by me a

18

critical service. Thank you.

19
20
21
22
23

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Members, any questions
for the testifier?
Seeing none, thank you very much, Colin, for
being here this morning.
Mr. Colin was the last person to sign up for

24 public testimony. Is there anyone out there that
25 haven't provided public testimony and would like to
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1 provide public testimony at this time?
2
3

Seeing none, Members, the Chair is gonna
close public testimony without any objections --

4

COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.

5

...END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY...

6

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: Thank you, Members.

7

We're gonna take our lunch break, and we'll return at

8

1:00 o'clock.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: 1:00 o'clock.

9

CHAIRMAN PONTANILLA: 1:00 o'clock. This

10
11

meeting is in recess.

12

...(gavel)...

13

RECESS: 11:31 a.m.

14

RECONVENED: 1:17 p.m.

15

ITEM NO. 1:

PROPOSED BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 2010 FOR

16

THE COUNTY OF MAUI (CC 09-59 and 09-88)

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: The Budget and Finance

18

Committee meeting of April 22nd, 2009, is now

19

reconvened.

20

I'm sorry. The meeting for today.

21

(Laughter)

22

Thank you. Members, last night, you know,

23 we left off after our review, and we -- in your
24

possession, you have the revisit items for April 22nd,

25

2009.
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1

So, Members, I'm gonna start off, and we do

2 have with us the Environmental Management Director,
3 Ms. Cheryl Okuma with us, in regards to the review -4

the first review this afternoon.

5

So, Members, could you turn to page three of

6 Exhibit 1. Under the General Fund, Members, some of you
7 had questions regarding the General Fund area.
8

Member Victorino, have you got any questions

9 to the General Fund area, at this time, other than what
10 Ms. Okuma had indicated during her testimony yesterday?
11
12

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, I will pass at
this time.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

13
14

Nishiki?

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

17

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho'ohalahala?

19

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Chair, I just

20

want to make sure I'm in the right section here. You

21

said page -- we are gonna start at page three?

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Page three, Environmental

23 Management Administration Program, General Fund.
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. No
questions.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

1
2

Johnson?

3
4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: In our proposal, we
had deleted the $10,000, Mr. Chair; is that correct?

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes, it is.

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And that was for the

7

same reason we're still -- we're not eliminating any

8

positions, but we're just ...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, we are not.

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?

12

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

14

Molina?

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No questions.

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA: The $10,000 if Staff can

17

correct me if I'm wrong -- is for overtime? Or premium

18

pay. I am sorry.
MS. REVELS: Yes, Mr. Chair, that was the

19
20
21
22

discussion.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. So, Members,
any more questions for the -- the Department, for

23 Ms. Okuma at this time?
24

COUNCIL MEMBERS: No.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Members. With
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1

that, we do have consensus in regards to that particular

2

item. So, you know, Chair from this -- going forward,

3

I'll just take motions, and, you know, we'll just do it

4

through that process.

5

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: If there's no objections.

7

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No objections.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. So, at this

9 time, the Chair would like to move that the
10

appropriation for Administration Program General Fund,

11

as recommended by the Chair, is $572,110.

12

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved.

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Second.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Moved by Member

15 Victorino, second by Member Johnson. All in favor of
16

the motion please say aye.

17

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any opposed, say none.

19 Motion is carried with eight ayes, one excused, Member
20

Mateo.

21
22
23
24
25
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1
2
3

VOTE:

AYES: Councilmember Baisa, Johnson,

4

Kaho'ohalahala, Medeiros, Molina,

5

Nishiki, Victorino, and Chair

6

Pontanilla.

7

NOES: None.

8

ABSTAIN: None.

9

ABSENT: None.

10

EXC.: Vice-Chair Mateo.

11 MOTION CARRIED:
12

ACTION: APPROVE Budget and Finance Committee

13 Chair's recommendation relating to the Department of
14 Environmental Management's - Administration Program 15
16

General Fund at $572,110.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Members,

17

continuing on, on page five, the residential -- the

18

Landfill Disposal Program, Solid Waste Management Fund.

19
20
21

Member Victorino, you have any questions for
the Department?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes. I think,

22 Ms. Okuma, you had brought up some concerns in this
23

area, if I'm not -- if I'm not mistaken. As far as some

24 of the positions and equipment, you had indicated that
25 you thought the D-8 dozer and the water truck was fairly
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1
2
3
4

important for your ability to be EPA compliant.
So, if you would elaborate on the -- the
specifics of your testimony yesterday.
MS. OKUMA: Okay. The dozers that we were

5 talking about would be dozer -- one dozer for Central
6

Maui Landfill, one dozer for Lana'i, and one water truck

7

for Moloka'i.

8
9

In terms of the requirements for the dozers,
yes, that's basically used for compaction at the

10

landfill, and it is a permit requirement in terms of our

11

activities and how we manage our landfill. It, of

12

course, is pertinent as well to being able to preserve

13

the capacity of our landfill, to the extent possible,

14 with this kind of heavy equipment.
15

The one thing that I will note is, you know,

16

I'm aware that there is CDBG funding. I'm not sure if

17

this will qualify. I do know if it's for Central Maui,

18

it will not qualify. So, the D-8 dozer would not

19

qualify for CDBG funding for Central Maui.

20

The water truck we feel is extremely

21

important. We don't have a water truck there. It's

22

important in terms of us being able to manage as far as

23

dust control and as it relates to protection of on-site

24

safety for landfill staff, residents, and commercial

25 haulers who regularly come to the site.
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1

And in terms of dealing with that dust

2

control and safety, it is a requirement of the Solid

3

Waste Permit for Moloka'i Landfill. So -- and just --

4

just to comment, many of the requirements, in terms of

5 heavy equipment and personnel, all goes to our efforts
6 to comply with permits and the law, because we are
7

heavily regulated.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So, if I hear you

8
9

cor -- okay. If I hear you correctly then, the D-8

10

dozer -- and I'm going to assume for the Central Area

11

would be the first one, the $700,000? Is that correct?

12

'Cause you don't have it distinguished where

13

it's going. You just have -- you know, they have one

14

D-8 dozer, water truck, and another D-8 dozer.
MS. OKUMA: The $700,000 would be the D-7

15
16

bulldozer for Lana'i.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: For Lana'i. So,

17
18

the other one, the 600,000 would be for Central Maui?

19

MS. OKUMA: Let's see.

20

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: It's the

21

other way around.

22
23

MS. OKUMA: If you can hold on just one
minute.

24

MS. REVELS: Mr. Chair, the dozers are --

25

MS. OKUMA: I'm sorry. It's the other way
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1

around.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: It's the other way

2
3

around?

4
5

MS. OKUMA: 600,000 for Lana'i and 700,000
for Central Maui.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you,

6
7

and that's what I thought it was, yeah. Okay. So,

8

you're saying those are very essential in your mind?

9

MS. OKUMA: Essential to our operations.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: To your

10
11

operations. And holding off for another year could

12

cause some irreparable harm as far as EPA requirement.
MS. OKUMA: You risk -- you risk

13
14

noncompliance.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Okay.

15
16

Well, thank you for that clarifications. And as far as

17

the positions, and I think that was brought up, do you

18

see any of these positions that are being reduced to six

19 months -- do you see any real challenge in that area, or
20

you feel real comfortable, by the time you recruit and

21

get 'em set, that six months, the funding would be

22

sufficient?

23

MS. OKUMA: Well, let me tell you basically

24 where we are in the process right now. We are going
25

into union consultation, which, hopefully, you know,
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1

there's no way to really predict exactly how long that

2

would take, but we're right in the middle of that.

3

And our intent was to be able to fill as

4

quickly as we could, because having supervisors at Hana,

5

Lana'i, and Moloka'i is important in terms of our

6 ability to remain in compliance with respect to
7

operations. I would like to actually see a little more

8

than six months of funding, so that we don't need to

9

cause any kind of delay in terms of our ability to hire.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you.

10
11

Thank you for your explanation. I guess we'll discuss

12

it in a little more details, but thank you for the

13

clarification.

14

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Victorino.

16

Just some clarification. Director, presently, how do

17 you handle your compacting at Central Maui as well as
18

Moloka'i?

19

MS. OKUMA: Currently ...

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Do you have existing

21
22

equipment?
MS. OKUMA: Currently, each of those sites

23 has a backup. Our concern would be with respect to the
24

age and the life of those particular dozers. These

25 dozers have a lifespan actually -- actually recommended
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1 by industry standard of between five to seven years. I
2 believe that the one on Central Maui, I believe that's
3

almost like 15 years old or something like that.

4
5

So, you know, they are -- they are going
fairly long in terms of life -- lifespan.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Do I understand that you

6
7

said these are -- well, the dozers that you are using

8 presently are -- are backups?
9

MS. OKUMA: Are -- I am sorry -- backups,

10

yes. In case one goes down and needs to go in for any

11

length of time for maintenance, which it would take a

12

while, at least we can keep our operations going.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Is there a possibility of

13
14

renting or leasing dozers?

15
16

MS. OKUMA: I guess we would need to look at
that. I mean, these are our dozers for Lana'i. That

17 would mean trying to ship one out there, probably, for
18

leasing. We would need to look at that.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Does Public Works have

19
20

any dozers that may be readily available for your use?

21

MS. OKUMA: Not -- not that I'm aware of.

22 But one of the things is we would not want to be
23 competing with another department for one piece of
24
25

equipment.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Understand. The other
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1 question that I have, because you have a program budget,
2 what you mentioned about filling those positions, can
3 you fund those positions, because you have a program
4

budget, looking at savings in other areas?

5

MS. OKUMA: Understand that right now, we've

6

come in with Fiscal Year '010 less than what we came in

7

with '09 for, and I feel that our program budget is --

8

is getting fairly thin.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

9
10

Nishiki?

11

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: In the area of

12

replacement for -- I need clarification. On the garbage

13

receptacles that you said were falling apart and need

14

replacement ...

15
16

MS. OKUMA: You are talking about the refuse
bins?

17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Wayne.

19

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yes.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: We are in the Landfill

21

Disposal Program.

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Landfill. Okay.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

24

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You mentioned age

25 with the bulldozers. These are all replacement
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1

bulldozers.
MS. OKUMA: The bulldozer for Lana'i is a

2
3

replacement for an existing dozer which is about 14

4

years old. And Central Maui is a replacement for an

5

equipment that has over 12,000 hours. And the industry

6 practice is -- best industry practice is to look at
7

replacement of your dozers as they reach five years or

8

12 -- or 12,000 operational hours. And that's the

9

guideline that we're following.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. I have no

10
11

questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

12
13

Medeiros?

14
15

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr.
Chairman.

16

Just continuing that line of questioning,

17

Director, so, how many D-8 dozers do you have at

18

Central?

19

MS. OKUMA: Right now, there's two.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Are both in

21

operation or is one a backup?

22

MS. OKUMA: One is a backup.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So, with

24

this replacement, if it's -- you're talking about -- you

25 would remain with two and one would be turned in, or you
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1 gonna -- you gonna end up with three dozers?
2

(Ms. Okuma speaking with staff.)

3

MS. OKUMA: We'll have a total of three

4

dozers with the replacement dozer.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, what happened

6 to the dozer that you gonna replace? If you call it a
7

replacement, the equipment it's replacing is either

8

gone, or returned, or .

9

(Ms. Okuma speaking with staff.)
MS. OKUMA: I'll have Mr. Takamine, the

10
11

Division --

12

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you.

13

MS. OKUMA: -- Chief explain that process.

14

MR. TAKAMINE: We currently have three D-8

15

dozers at Central Maui Landfill. So, we're talking

16 about replacing our -- one of the three. When we go out
17

for -- normally, when we go out for bid, as part of the

18

bid process, the dozer is put up as a replacement. So,

19 when the bidder puts in a bid, he might -- depending on
20 how we do the bid, the dozer will be turned in as a -21

as a turn-in value.

22

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So, on the

23

daily operational basis, how many dozers are working,

24

D-8s?

25

MR. TAKAMINE: Normally, at Central Maui
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1

Landfill, in the morning, we have one dozer working. In

2

the afternoon, we have two when -- when they're closing.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So,

4

generally, on the daily operations, in the afternoon --

5

well, generally, then, one dozer's always not working.

6

It's backup.

7

MR. TAKAMINE: One -- that's correct.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And they are all

9

D-8s?
MR. TAKAMINE: We have one D-5. Normally,

10
11

we use that for the side slopes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, of the three --

12
13

oh, there's three D-8s and one D-5.

14

MR. TAKAMINE: Right.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And the Director

16

said this is for compaction. So, are these the

17

compaction equipment with the viber wheels.
MR. TAKAMINE: Actually, the -- we have

18
19

compactors that do the compaction.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. This is more

20

21 to move the material?
22
23
24

MR. TAKAMINE: Move the material and do
covering.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. And

25 Moloka'i never did have a water truck, so this is brand
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1

new for Moloka'i?

2

MR. TAKAMINE: That's correct.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And then for

4

Lana'i, and I am sure the Member for Lana'i will ask,

5

this is also a replacement?

6

MR. TAKAMINE: That's correct.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, Lana'i has just

8

one dozer?

9

MR. TAKAMINE: Lana'i has two dozers.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Two dozers. Okay.

11

So, when you replace one, the other one will go back to

12 the vendor or whoever wins the bid?
13

MR. TAKAMINE: Correct, unless we decide to

14

do it differently. We might do an auction. You know,

15

again, it depends. But if we are replacing it, the

16

dozer will be taken out of service.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right, right.

17
18

Okay. Thank you for that information.

19

Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

21

Kaho'ohalahala?

22
23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you,
Chair.
Director, then, to clarify that, you have
two on Lana'i, and then one is a replacement. How many
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1

staff do you have on Lana'i?
MR. TAKAMINE: We currently have a staff

2
3

of -- I believe it's four.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Four.

5

MR. TAKAMINE: (Nods head).

6

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And they

7

are -- I guess the question was asked about Public --

8

Public Works by the Chair for a sharing of equipment.

9

Does your dozers then support the Public Works?

10

MR. TAKAMINE: No, it does not.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: They have

12

their own?

13

MR. TAKAMINE: I don't know what Lana'i has.

14

I know Highway has dozers here in Central Maui. I don't

15 know what equipment Lana'i has, but we do not -- we do
16 not allow our equipment to be shared, because we need to
17
18

have it on a daily basis.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And

19 you have four staff, and two of them are -- how many of
20
21

them are operators then?
MR. TAKAMINE: We have one bulldozer

22

operator, one equipment operator. We also pick up

23

the -- on Lana'i, we pick up the refuse, so one is a

24

driver. And we have a landfill attendant. So, we have

25 actually three, and we have an open vacant supervisor
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1
2
3

position right now.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. That's
the position that's here listed ...

4

MR. TAKAMINE: That's correct.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: That's being

6 taken up. And then only one bulldozer operator?
7

MR. TAKAMINE: Yes.

8

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. So --

9

so, how you operating -- are you operating then just one

10 of the equipment at a time then with the only one staff?
11

MR. TAKAMINE: Well, that's one of issues

12

why we're putting in for working supervisors. Each of

13

those landfills, Hana, Moloka'i, and Lana'i, we have one

14 bulldozer operator each. We do not have any backup
15

to -- to cover any days off. We don't have any backup

16

to cover the Saturdays.

17

For example, in Hana, we are open six days a

18

week, so we are operating a landfill with three staff,

19

six days a week. We are operating on Moloka'i seven

20 days a week with a staff of three. When anybody goes on
21 vacation, if we got somebody sick, either we only have
22

one person working, which is not -- not very safe, or we

23 have to request assistance from Highways.
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. So, in
the Lana'i situation, you only have the one then. What
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is the backup for the one?
MR. TAKAMINE: The backup -- in all our

2
3

cases, actually, the backup, we -- we're doing

4

on-the-job training, OJT training. Our landfill

5 attendants step in, and they do equipment operator
6

positions if we are vacant.

7

If I cannot cover it that way, we do a work

8

request to Highways to request assistance from Highways

9

to bring in an operator.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And

10

11 then of the two dozers you have, they are both in op -12

good operating condition?

13

MR. TAKAMINE: On Lana'i?

14

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: On Lana'i,

15

yes.
MR. TAKAMINE: Well, one is fairly new. In

16
17

fact -- the other one is 14 years old, so that's the one

18

we want to replace.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And

19
20

then just -- I mean, it's 14 years old, but have you had

21 problems with the maintenance or the operation of that
22

equipment at this time? I mean, is it falling apart?

23

Is it ...

24

MR. TAKAMINE: Well, it's not falling apart.

25 We do have maintenance problems. In fact, right now,
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1

that piece of equipment is not on Lana'i. It was

2

shipped back to Maui for major repairs, and we have --

3

currently, it's on Maui.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Oh, okay.

4

5 Might as well ship the new one then, huh?
MR. TAKAMINE: It's fairly expensive. When

6

7 we have to do repairs, we either ship it back to Maui or
8

we ship it to Honolulu.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. So,

9
10

right now, you are saying there's only one dozer on

11

Lana'i?

12

MR. TAKAMINE: There's only one on Lana'i.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank

14

you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

15
16
17

Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: My question is --

18

and I know you suggested some sources of funding, but to

19

restore the items or the positions that we're looking

20

at, Ms. Okuma, where -- where would you suggest we look

21

at funding restoration then? I know you mentioned

22 Community Development Block Grants. Do you have any
23
24

recommendations for us?
MS. OKUMA: The only thing I can say is that

25 the Community Block Grant eligibility -- projects
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1

that -- I'm sorry, equipment that would be eligible

2 would need to come from Hana and Lana'i, and they would
3

need to qualify as construction equipment. And I can't

4

tell you, as I sit here today, whether it would.

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.

6

MS. OKUMA: It would need to go through the

7

process.

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah.

9

MS. OKUMA: The risk is we apply, and we

10

don't get it. I can tell you definitely Central Maui

11

would not even be considered.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.

13

MS. OKUMA: Anything coming out of Central

14

Maui.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and then, you

16

know, the other thing is if we were to increase the

17

fees, you know, I mean for tipping above what your -- I

18

guess your recommendations, though, I believe included

19

this as well as an adjusted tipping fee; is that

20

correct?

21

MS. OKUMA: Yes.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And was there a

23 transfer from the General Fund to this area or not this
24
25

area?
MR. PABLO: Yes, there was a transfer to the
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1

Solid Waste of roughly 16 million.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Yeah. And --

2
3

and that, Mr. Chair, I think is where I made one of my

4

adjustments. It may have been in the Solid Waste

5

Section, but I think if these are really critical

6 things, then we may have to take a look at those
7 components to be able to provide that equipment. Thank
8

you.

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?

10

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Oh, no, thank you. My

11

questions have been asked.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina?

13

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chairman.

14 No questions specifically to the equipment, but more -15

Mr. Chairman, if I could ask, what is your -- I know

16 we've been discussing about what ways or options we have
17

to purchase. I guess we can go either cash or bond,

18 because these -- the equipment is quite pricy, as we
19

see, 700,000 for the D-8 dozer for Central Maui, 600,000

20

for Lana'i. You are looking at 1.3 mill right there.

21

Is it your consideration that if the body does want to

22 put this -- put this equipment back, that we go bond
23

or -- I'm us just kinda curious about what our threshold

24

is and, you know, borrowing. I prefer cash to

25 borrowing, but is that something you'd ask us to
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1

consider, Mr. Chair?

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: I prefer cash.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. So, we

4 basically have to find another area where we're going to
5

reduce to balance, yeah, if we wanna add this back in.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. All right.

8

Thank you. Just -- just was curious about your position

9

on bond. Thank you.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I do

11

understand there's a number of dozers on the islands

12

that we talk about. And, you know, Central Maui have

13

three dozers. One is being used as a backup. Then, you

14

know, I -- I would encourage the Department, you know,

15 to continue their operations with the equipment that
16 they have, because the type of equipment that is being
17

requested -- they're big sums.

18

And don't get in the way that, you know, if

19

the backups are capable of, you know, being utilized as

20 backup and with fairly good equipment doing a majority
21

of the work, you know, this Chairman is requesting that

22 the Department take a look at, you know, how they -23

their operation and the utilization of their equipment.

24

Mr. Medeiros?

25

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Chair,
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2
3
4
5
6

for a follow-up question.
Why is two D-8 dozers costing a hundred
thousand dollar difference?
MR. TAKAMINE: Actually, there's -- there's
an error on this page. That $600,000 is a D-7 dozer.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So, it's a

7

D-7. My next question is can you do with a smaller

8

size? Because when we ran the landfill in Lahaina at

9

Olowalu, we used a D-6 dozer. Hana used to use a D-6

10
11
12
13

dozer. What does Hana have now?
MR. TAKAMINE: I believe Hana has a -- I
think it's a D-7.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: D-7. And, you

14

know, it's substantially cheaper if you could do with a

15

smaller dozer, if we go that way, and I was wondering if

16

that was considered?

17

MR. TAKAMINE: I think we are requesting

18

what we feel is just -- just the type of equipment

19

that's necessary for the amount of refuse that are

20

coming in at the current time.

21

I might add that I know the Council is

22

looking at the funding, but of the three equipment

23

that -- that's on the sheet right now, we -- we would

24 want to emphasize also that that water truck is a very
25

key piece of equipment, and, in fact, a higher priority
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than -- than -- if I had to be given a choice -- than

2

the dozers, because we have no water truck at this time.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So, I just

4 wanted to bring that up as information that we used to
5

run, in Hana and Olowalu, you know, smaller pieces of

6 equipment. And Olowalu certainly had a lot of refuse
7

coming through that landfill. So, thank you for your

8

responses.

9
10

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Takamine,

11 how do you water down your refuse collection on Moloka'i
12
13
14

at this time? Or isn't it watered down at this time?
MR. TAKAMINE: We -- we currently request,
through a work order process, support from Highways. We

15 put in monthly work request requesting a water truck.
16

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any

17 more questions for the Department?
18

Member Kaho'ohalahala.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you,

20

Chair. And I just want to get a real clear

21

understanding. Director, you said that the potential

22

for CDBG to fund this purchase might be available, but

23 you are not sure if the equipment is an eligible item
24
25

for CDBG funding?
MS. OKUMA: I don't feel I can speak to
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1 that, because others review that to determine
2

eligibility. That would be out of the CDBG Office, and

3 whomever reviews these. All I can tell you is what my
4

general understanding is. But others would be reviewing

5 this to make -- to see whether these pieces of equipment
6

are eligible.

7

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. I know

8 that we have supported CDBG funding for other equipment
9

for the Fire Department, and we are talking about major

10

equipment costs. So, I'm -- would like you to pursue

11

finding out more from CDBG to -- to be sure that that's

12

an option that, if it can be engaged in, you know, that

13 you would be prepared to do so.
14
15

MS. OKUMA: Yes, and we will do that. And
again, I just want to state that I know that Central

16 Maui equipment will not qualify. That much I know.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Right, but

17
18

Lana'i would be eligible for CDBG.

19

MS. OKUMA: Lana'i would be eligible, right.

20

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And so is

21

Moloka'i.

22

MS. OKUMA: Moloka'i would be, too.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you,

24
25

Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Didn't -- I think that

2

the Council approved a dozer, a D-7 for Moloka'i in the

3

current budget.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: We can check. Staff.

5

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: The question is, if we

6 did, have we bought it and what did we pay for it?
7
8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: You may be right. Oh,
okay. Check '07-'08 also.
MR. TAKAMINE: Chair Pontanilla, I think I

9
10

can answer that.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Mr. Takamine?

12

MR. TAKAMINE: That is correct. We have

13

currently in the FY '09 budget a D-7 dozer. It went out

14

to bid. Bid opening was February 20th. The price came

15

in at 400 and I want to say $60,000.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And that was a D-7,

16
17

right?

18

MR. TAKAMINE: D-7.

19

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I thought that was

20

relevant information. Thank you.

21
22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: And that dozer goes
to

23

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Moloka'i.

24

MR. TAKAMINE: Moloka'i.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any
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more questions?

2

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chair?

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure.

4

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you.

5 Mr. Takamine, the Director said that the replacement,
6

according to the manufacturers, are 12,000 hours or five

7

years.

8

Now, the 12,000 hours, that's for the

9 engine, and we have in the County replaced the engines
10

alone at a great savings. So, why are we replacing that

11

just because of the hours?

12

MR. TAKAMINE: I -- you know, I don't have

13 the specifics on what the maintenance problems were on
14

these pieces of equipment, but like the Lana'i dozer,

15

the age of the dozer itself is only -- only running at

16

14 years. Even if you approve this funding, by the time

17 we get the replacement in, you might add another two
18

years. So, it will be 16 years old.

19

So, just -- just in terms of total life

20

expectancy of this piece of equipment, it's already

21

doubled, you know, more than doubled. The same with --

22

well, not exactly. The Maui one on Central Maui, it's

23

already nine years old. By the time it's going to be

24

replaced, it will be up running 10 to 11 years old.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. But have any
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of the dozer's engine been replaced?
MR. TAKAMINE: That I don't know, sir -- I'd

2

3 have to check on that and get back with you.
4

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

5

MR. TAKAMINE: I don't know what major

6

repairs have been done.

7
8

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And while you
checking on that, can you find out what's the cost of an

9 engine replacement compared to the cost -- well, you
10 have the cost of the dozer replacement, so that would be
11 helpful to know how much an engine replacement would be.
12

MR. TAKAMINE: Okay.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you very

14
15

much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any

16 more questions for the Department?
17
18

If not, we're going to revisit this after
the Department gives us more information. What I like

19 to know, and if you could provide me the information of
20

the number of dozers at Central Maui Landfill, the

21

number of dozers on Moloka'i, the number of dozers on

22

Lana'i, and the number of -- the number of request to

23 have Public Works do -- to utilize the water truck for
24
25

your wet down. Okay.
Going to -- Members, the next item is
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Landfill Disposal -- Residential Collection Program,

2

Solid Waste Fund, and this is the one that Member

3 Nishiki has a question on, but we'll go with Member
4

Victorino first.

5

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. I'll --

6

I'll let Mr. Nishiki ask the question. My question

7

basically is by deleting this, I would assume 400?

8

'Cause one of these are a hundred dollars each, right,

9

or a thousand? What is the cost?

10

MS. OKUMA: It's about $75.

11

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: $75. Okay. Okay.

12

So, 400,000 would buy approximately 400.

13

MS. OKUMA: 4,000.

14

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: 4,000, 4,000.

15

Okay. All right. So, 4,000. And that was basically to

16

do a test pilot with green waste in a test area?

17

MS. OKUMA: No, not just that.

18

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No. Not just

19
20
21

that.
MS. OKUMA: Right. Included in that is the
need to do replacement of carts.

22

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.

23

MS. OKUMA: For carts that have been damaged

24

or lost as well as for new accounts. And so what I'd

25

indicated -- and actually, I did send a transmittal --
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.

2

MS. OKUMA: -- to explain that. In there,

3 we are looking at at least a hundred thousand dollars to
4 be utilized for cart replacement and new accounts.
5
6

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So, that would be
like a thousand new carts --

7

MS. OKUMA: About ...

8

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: -- for

9

specifically that purpose.

10

MS. OKUMA: Approximately, correct.

11

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: In that 400,000?

12

MS. OKUMA: Yes.

13

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Okay. And

14

then as far as the positions, I don't remember you

15

saying much about these two positions being reduced.

16

MS. OKUMA: It was -- it was brief.

17

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.

18

MS. OKUMA: I believe there maybe was --

19

just to clarify, the Solid Waste Collection Supervisor,

20 we were not certain what was being referred to, what
21 position, but we believe you're referring to the Lahaina
22

Solid Waste Collection Supervisor. We have an incumbent

23

in that position since last year. That position is

24

filled. So, we need that funding.

25

There is also a recommendation to delete a
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year funding for the Refuse Collector position.

2

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.

3

MS. OKUMA: Again, we need that position.

4

It's important to our refuse operations to keep that

5

funding.

6
7
8
9
10

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So, Chair, is -is that where we reduced on the supervisor one?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Seems like we are going
in circles on these vacancies again.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, okay, okay.

11

I won't -- I won't -- let's not belabor the point.

12

Okay. I'll wait for your recommendation on this.

13

Thank you, Chair. Thank you, Ms. Okuma.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Nishiki?

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: What is the life of

16
17
18

the carts, and can people abuse them?
MR. TAKAMINE: Approximately 10 years is
what the normal warranty on a cart is. And, yes,

19 actually, depending on what carts you buy, we have a lot
20

of problems. We have currently in the County three

21

different manufacturers of carts.

22

The first set of carts that went out in

23 South Maui is manufactured by Toter. And the problem we
24 had with those is we have been replacing thousands of
25

lids. The lids have a defect in 'em of some sort. They
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are cracking. So, we've replaced maybe I would say 3-

2

to 4,000 lids right now, and we have a lot of complaints

3

coming on that.

4

The second set of carts was Rehrig. The

5 problems we have with the Rehrig carts is they're
6

splitting down the back of the -- and it's not due to

7 the customer but due to our automated trucks grabbing
8

it. And, for some reason, it's not flexible enough or

9

something's happening, and it's splitting down the

10

middle. So, we're replacing those.

11

And in the last bid we went out, we

12

currently have a five-year bid for OTTO carts. And so

13

far -- and we've only had those out since November of

14

last year, and we haven't seen any problems yet with

15

those.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So, there is no way

16

17 that you can direct whomever is making these to make one
18

that that -- for Maui.

19

(Laughter)

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You know what I'm

21

saying? Well, we need to -- you're ordering enough. I

22 would think that you can -- and you're going to expand
23

probably ...

24

MS. OKUMA: I think just --

25

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And you're going to
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replace.

2
3

MS. OKUMA: Right. I think just a couple
comments.

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yes.

5

MS. OKUMA: We're hoping that these new

6

carts will not be a problem, and that we're -- we're

7

getting better at being able to get these. But it has

8 to go through procurement, going to be low bid, and in
9

terms of some of the carts, particularly the first phase

10 of carts where there was a problem, the County did go
11 back to the manufacturer, so those replacement lids are
12 being provided at no cost because of the -- the problem
13

with the lids. So, we're trying to deal with that the

14

best that we can.

15

But, you know, our concern also is that as

16 there are new accounts being opened, which would be a
17

revenue for us, to have the flexibility and the ability

18

to be able to issue those carts. So, that's the other

19 part of this, too. We need to have a supply of carts to
20
21
22
23
24

be able to issue to new account holders.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You say you are
getting better. What does better mean?
MS. OKUMA: I guess more experience and
information and data. The longer we do automated refuse

25 and the longer we work with these particular products.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. I -- I was

2

just wondering whether there were other -- and I'm sure

3

there are, municipalities, and I would think that just

4 by inquiring, that you would be able to find something
5 that is durable and not have to test.
You know, you know your vehicle that's

6

7 picking it up, and so it would seem like you wouldn't
8 have to have made these mistakes or the mistakes will
9
10
11

stop. No?
MR. TAKAMINE: We -- when we do the specs
for the cart, we -- we cannot specify a particular cart.

12 We have to make it specified enough that when we go out
13
14
15

for bid, that we not -- we not sole sourcing it.
Most of the carts, though, are 10 year -under 10-year warranty. We do -- like Lana'i, they are

16 probably out of warranty now, everything in Lana'i,
17

because that was our initial -- initial purchase. So,

18

when we say replacement, we're talking about possibly

19

replacing in Lana'i.

20

Most of the carts that are currently in

21

service are under a 10-year warranty, and if -- if it

22

break, the manufacturer will replace it free. But the

23 problem we get is he has to ship it to Maui. So, you
24

know, we cannot -- we have to wait and get several

25 hundred, maybe, because each container can hold 408
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1
2

carts.
And if they ship anything less than that,

3

it's costing them additional money to ship it outside of

4

the -- you know, uncontainerized on a pallet. But most

5

of the cost that we're asking for, as -- as the Director

6

mentioned, is also for new accounts, and that's really

7

the priority.

8

Because if I don't have funds to purchase

9 new accounts -- and we just had a problem recently until
10

we had this last shipment in -- we take no new accounts.

11 We -- we had the whole subdivision of Waiehu Kou -- I
12

think it's 5 or 4. I forget what the last subdivision

13

is. They were waiting for over a year.

14

I had a subdivision, Betsill subdivision in

15 Kihei. We could -- we could not open accounts, because
16 we had no carts until we went out to bid. So, not
17 having any funds to purchase carts may put us in a
18 position that we do not open any new accounts.
19

And that's been done in the past year, and

20

it's not very good for the County to be able -- not be

21

able to open new accounts and expand on our service.

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, and -- and I

23 understand all of that. My whole thrust of asking you
24 about fitting the -- the carts that would have a
25

warranty, okay. Now you say you have one that's 10
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1

years. And so, hopefully, you've gotten rid of the

2

initial ones that were giving you problems. Have you?

3

MR. TAKAMINE: Most of the carts are still

4

in service. I like to mention the ones that are really

5

a problem were the lids, and it's been a very

6

time-consuming, labor-intensive effort to replace those

7

thousands of lids.

8

Now, that's what the manufacturer told us.

9 He said it was a manufacturing defect in the initial
10

run, and that the current lids that he's bringing in,

11

supposedly, are more durable and will not break on us.

12

But we're still -- you know, we're still finding some of

13

them breaking within, you know, fairly new -- several,

14

one or two years old.

15

So, all the carts that we purchased,

16

basically, are still out there. All the OTT0s, all the

17

Rehrig carts, and now the -- I mean all the Toters and

18

Rehrigs. And as I mentioned, we haven't really gone out

19

in a subdivision or community and replaced them all yet.

20 And I mentioned Lana'i. We need to go out there and -21

and do an assessment of the condition of those carts,

22

because they've been in service for, I believe, over 10

23

years now.

24

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So -- so, with all

25 this knowledge and history, we should now trust you in
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1 that your Division is now doing the proper thing as far
2
3
4

as purchasing and getting warranties.
MS. OKUMA: Councilmember Nishiki, let me
just say that --

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yes.

6

MS. OKUMA: -- our Department Division

7

always wants to do the proper thing. And so in terms of

8

what we learn, in terms of these products as they've

9

come out, that knowledge is -- is taken into account as

10
11
12

these bid specs are produced.
And as Mr. Takamine's explained, we can't
just sole source these products. And many of the

13 products, the names that he has given to you, they
14

are -- they're known within the U.S. They've been used

15 by other municipalities. I can't tell you why we've had
16

this problem here, but the Division has done -- has at

17

least tried to address that.

18

So, the best we can tell you now is we're

19 aware of the problems, and as we move forward, we keep
20

that in mind as we put bid specs together. We don't

21

want to see these problems, because it's more work and

22

more cost for us. We want to do the right thing.

23

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Chair has a

25

question for Department.
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1

You know what, as I go through this Program

2

Budget, the notes that are noted, you know, this is the

3

thing that we work on. 96-gallon green carts, 4,000

4

quantity, cost $100. Notes, green waste pilot program.

5

So, I'm assuming that you have an inventory presently to

6

do replacement as well as for new accounts.

7

Do you have any inventory presently and how

8 many?
9
10
11
12

MS. OKUMA: I believe we indicated the other
day there's 400 carts in the inventory now.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And that's for
replacement as well as for new accounts?

13

MS. OKUMA: Correct.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: And Mr. Takamine

15 mentioned about Waiehu Kou 5. So, what's the number of,
16

I guess, requests from that particular subdivision in

17

regards to service?

18

MR. TAKAMINE: For Waiehu Kou?

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, what you just

20 mentioned that you couldn't service Waiehu Kou.
21

MR. TAKAMINE: I can't remember the exact

22

amount, but it was in the hundreds. I believe that

23

phase had maybe -- I want to say 200, 300 homes.

24
25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, you had available
carts to handle those new accounts. What happened?
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1
2

MR. TAKAMINE: Actually, we didn't have any
available carts. In the past, as I mentioned, we

3 have -- in order to get carts, we have to go out to bid.
4

In order to go out to bid, we have to put together

5

specs, and we have to advertise, receive bids. Whoever

6 the low bidder is, we then do a contract. Then we have
7
8
9
10

to notify the .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, I understand all
that, but you do have 400 in inventory.
MR. TAKAMINE: At that time, we had none in

11

inventory. Because the previous contract that we did,

12

basically, was -- when we did in the past. We contract

13

for a certain amount. And once we get that, say -- say

14

let's use 4,000 carts. Once we get the 4,000 carts,

15

that contract's over. We have to then request more

16 money and then get another contract.
17
18

As of this year, we -- we kinda learned the
system now. And as of this year, we have a -- we went

19 out with a five-year contract. We went out with a
20

five-year contract at a set price. The price, at the

21

time of bid, is based on the resin index at the time,

22

which is a major ingredient for the cart.

23

If we order carts any time within the next

24

five years, they adjust the price based on the current

25

resin index price, and then we amend the contract. So,
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1

I can turn around amendment now in a month versus going

2 out for a contract which normally took three months
3 maybe. So, we can now get more carts, but I also need
4 the money to back up my amendment, and that I don't
5
6

have.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Let me ask you this final

7

question. In regards to your notes, you know, it says

8

for green waste pilot program. If you indicate that you

9

needed more carts for new accounts, why wasn't it noted?

10
11
12

Big difference.
MR. TAKAMINE: You're correct. I guess it's
a fault of ours. When we put it in, we were assuming

13 that we would get the -- the money, and we were going to
14 amend our contract. At the time when we came to
15 Council, and we understood that we might not get it, we
16

had mentioned, but I guess it didn't get -- get picked

17 up on the floor, but we had wanted to reduce that amount
18 by a hundred thousand and move a hundred thousand into
19 our operation and maintenance side, index code under
20 Wailuku Refuse Base Yard, to account for that hundred
21

thousand dollars. But I guess it was never brought up,

22

so it was left as $400,000 for green -- for green --

23

green waste carts.

24
25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you.
Mr. Medeiros?
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1
2

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr.
Chairman.

3
4

And my first question, Mr. Chairman, is for
you. On the first item, the Solid Waste Collection

5 Supervisor, and it was indicated by the Department
6

that's for Lahaina. Is that correct, Department?

7

MS. OKUMA: We really can't figure out which

8

position you're referring to. We think you're referring

9 to Lahaina, but we were not sure what you were referring
10
11
12

to.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. We are at
Exhibit 1, page five. I -- you have an Exhibit 1?

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros, Lahaina.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: That's it. So,

15

Lahaina. Okay. You might make a note of that. That's

16

Lahaina that we are discussing.

17
18

MS. OKUMA: Okay. So, if it's Lahaina,
somebody's in that position.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I know that.

20

MS. OKUMA: Yeah.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, Chair, the

22

reduction or the revision in funding would mean what for

23

that position as far as salary?

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: For .

25

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: It's a reduction of
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1 how many months?
2
3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: For the Solid Waste -it's a reduction of ...

4

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: 25,260.

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, to six months.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, it's a

7
8
9

six-month reduction?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, and let me
clarify -- not clarify, but explain something.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: We have an employee TA'd

12
13
14

to this particular position.
MS. OKUMA: No, it's a -- they were hired
for this position. They are not TA'd.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, they are not TA'd.

16

MS. OKUMA: It's permanent hire.

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, you don't have

18

anybody temporarily assigned --

19

MS. OKUMA: No.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: -- to this position?

21

MS. OKUMA: No.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you for that

23
24
25

clarification.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. And Chair,
my only question, for that particular position, is that,
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1

you know, having worked in Lahaina, and, at one time,

2

you know, refuse collection came under the Highways.

3

That position is really needed in Lahaina to

4

coordinate the solid waste refuse collection crews. So,

5

I -- you know, so, Chair, it's your intention that with

6 the revision, the Department would have to find the
7 other six months within their program budget?
8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Exactly.

9

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. The next

10

line, the vacant refuse collector, so, are you on that?

11 Are you at Exhibit 1, page five?
12

MS. OKUMA: Can I just make a comment about

13

that Lahaina supervisor and having to find funds.

14

That's the Refuse Collection Section. They are very

15

thin already. And so that's going to be -- we won't

16

be -- that's going to be very difficult.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Very difficult for

17
18

what?

19

MS. OKUMA: If we're to find ...

20

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: The other six?

21

MS. OKUMA: The other six months, yes.

22

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

23

MS. OKUMA: That would be very difficult.

24 Already the refuse collection is really down to the
25

bone. They don't have any -- any fat on that section.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So, I'm on

2

the next one, vacant refuse collector. So, I -- that

3

means that position isn't filled?

4
5

MS. OKUMA: That position is currently
vacant. That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And how long has it

6
7 been vacant?
8
9
10
11

MS. OKUMA: I think it has been -- is it -I think it's been over -- just over a year.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And where is
this position assigned?

12

MS. OKUMA: It's in Wailuku.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Wailuku. Okay.

14 Answer this. When we went from three men crews of
15 manual collection, and we went to automated, that had a
16

surplus of two personnel. What happened to all the

17

surplus personnel that no longer were on the refuse

18

trucks, because it only took one person on the

19 automatic -- automated truck to pick up refuse?
20
21
22

MS. OKUMA: Okay. First of all, we still do
have some manual crews.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I understand, but

23 the question is about the automated.
24

MS. OKUMA: So, we are doing appliance,

25 bulky item pickup, cart replacement, cart distribution.
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1

Basically, all of the -- all of the functions within the

2 Refuse Section that has other than to -- to do with
3

automated refuse.

4

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

5

MS. OKUMA: So, there is more -- other work

6
7

that's going on.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. At one

8

time, when the consideration for automated refuse

9

collection was being discussed, that because Highways

10

supply the replacement refuse collectors, and Highways

11

needed their laborers to do Highway's work, it was said

12

that the surplus workers, that were no longer on the

13

truck, would be used to replace needed refuse collectors

14

in whatever district was short, by vacation, sick leave,

15 emergency leave. Do you do that now?
16

MS. OKUMA: Let me make sure I understand

17

your question. Are we assigning people to other base

18

yards if there's any kind of ...

19

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Prior to you

20 becoming the Director -21
22

MS. OKUMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: -- the Department

23 decided that in going to automated collection, the
24 manual trucks in that routes had three personnel. When
25 you make an automated truck take care of that route,
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1
2

it's only one person. You have a surplus of two people.
It was decided then, so that Highways didn't

3 have to supply the replacement refuse collectors with
4

their laborers, that these surplus workers would start

5 to replace and -- and back up the other districts that
6

didn't have enough personnel, due to sick leave,

7

vacation leave, emergency leave.

8

So, where -- what happened to all that

9 personnel? I know you said, you know, white goods pick
10
11
12

up and stuff.
MR. TAKAMINE: Some of those positions were
converted from those positions and reallocated to

13 equipment operators to run the automated trucks in the
14

additional routes. You're right that in the past we

15 used to rely heavily on Highways Division to provide
16

laborers, especially in Makawao and Lahaina.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.

18

MR. TAKAMINE: We have cut that down, so we

19 do not have to depend on Highways with the excess
20

laborers we have. But we also, on a normal business

21

day, you know, we do not have backups, as you know. So,

22 when somebody's sick, and we have a lot of people that
23

are sick, that's when we need the backup from Highways.

24

So, now we don't call on Highways, but the excess

25 personnel are being used to fill positions that we have
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1

people coming in sick or on vacation. So ...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Yeah, that

2

3 was -- that was my question, and I thank you for that.
4

MR. TAKAMINE: And we don't -- to clarify,

5 we cannot, by the Uku Pau -- you know, the Uku Pau Union
6 Agreement -- in some areas, we cannot change or
7

switch -- even within my own Division, from say Makawao

8

to Lahaina, I cannot assign an individual to go from

9 Makawao and work in Lahaina, if I'm short in a Lahaina,
10

unless he voluntarily goes.

11
12

We are not allowed, by the union agreement,
to switch our operators or our refuse collectors between

13 base yards, which makes it very hard for us.
14

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. That must

15 have changed because we used to do that. Wailuku
16 personnel used to come to Lahaina for replacements, but
17

I won't go any further on that.

18
19

On the carts, as the Chair said, so you are
requesting green carts for the green waste?
MS. OKUMA: No, we're suggesting a hundred

20
21

thousand dollars for replacement carts and carts for new

22

accounts. Oh, but the $400,000?

23

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yes, yeah.

24

MS. OKUMA: Was including carts for green

25

waste.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, both.

2

MS. OKUMA: Correct.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And originally, you

4

said it would cost a hundred dollars, but I heard you

5

mention $75.
MS. OKUMA: Now -- yes, now I'm told it's

6

7 probably about $75 approximately.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, $400,000 would

8
9

buy you 5,333 carts. Is that what --

10

MS. OKUMA: Approximately.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: -- you looking to

12

get?

13

MS. OKUMA: Approximately.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see. Okay.

15
16
17
18
19

Thank you, Department. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member
Kaho'ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, Chair,
I would -- you know, I'm having just to go back, and I

20 think what -- what you're expressing to the Department
21

is that based on their program budget, that they find

22 within their own Department ways to make up for those -23
24

those cuts. And then so I'm trying to go through the
Details to look at where some moneys may be, and is it

25 appropriate to ask some of those questions of the
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1

Department?

2

MR. TAKAMINE: Sure. Sure.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Director, I'm

4

going through, and I'm looking at your Disposal Central

5

Landfill. It's combined with Disposal Hana Landfill,

6

the Lana'i Landfill, and the Moloka'i Operations, that

7

whole section, and it's from 5 -- from 543 to 547 in

8

your Details.
And I just have questions about where some

9

10 of the large amounts are located and what -- what they
11

represent. Okay.
MS. OKUMA: I'm going to ask Mr. Takamine to

12
13

address those specifics.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. So, in

15

the Central, on page 543, you've got a $240,000 for

16

contractual services, I believe. Can you explain what

17

that is for? It's a ...
MR. TAKAMINE: Would you please give me the

18
19

Sub-object Code?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: The item is

20
21
22

6112.
MR. TAKAMINE: Okay. That line item for

23

Central Maui Landfill, we have landfill gas and

24

operating and maintenance, $150,000; leachate

25

management, $10,000; lab testing for leachate, $10,000;
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and groundwater monitoring, $50,000.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And that

2
3

equals 240?

4
5

MR. TAKAMINE: I believe so, or -- or close
to it.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And

6

7 then the next item under that?
8

MR. TAKAMINE: $346,000 is our contract to

9 haul Olowalu Refuse and Convenience Center.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And that is

10

11 paying for a contract for someone to haul?
MR. TAKAMINE: Yeah, we have a contract with

12

13 Maui Disposal to do daily hauling and monitoring of that
14

site, which is located in Olowalu, next to the old

15

landfill.

16

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And

17

then the next item under that, maintenance contracts,

18 what does that include?
19
20

MR. TAKAMINE: That 150 -- actually, out of
the 150,000, $130,000 is for our litter control contract

21 with Ka Lima 0 Maui, Central Maui Landfill, and we have
22
23
24
25

$10,000 allocated for pump maintenance.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And
then the 2.8 million?
MR. TAKAMINE: 2.8 million is our EKO
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Composting contract.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So, what does

2
3

that entail?
MR. TAKAMINE: That entails -- we have a

4

5 contract with EKO that they handle all the green waste
6 that comes in Central Maui Landfill, combining with all
7

the biosolids from the Kihei Treatment Plant, the

8 Lahaina Treatment Plant, and the Wailuku Treatment
9
10

Plant, which amounts to 24,000 tons per year. And they
turn into compost and sell it.

11
12

So, basically, it's a -- they are taking
care of biosolids.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And is this a

13

14 hard dollar amount?
15

MR. TAKAMINE: Yes, it is.

16

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So there's

17
18

no ...
MR. TAKAMINE: Well, it's based on -- we

19 base it on estimated tonnage, but they charge us on a
20 monthly basis on the tonnage that comes in.
21

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And you

22 expect that this entire amount will be expended?
23

MR. TAKAMINE: Yes.

24

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. A

25

couple lines down below that, under 190,000, under
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repair and maintenance contracts, and then below that

2

you have a -- a security, I believe.

3

MR. TAKAMINE: Is that the 200,000?

4

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: 200,000 and

5

the 190.
MR. TAKAMINE: Okay. The 200,000 is for our

6
7

heavy equipment repair, so that's the maintenance for

8

our heavy equipment. So, it's all projected.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And

9

10 the one above that?
11

MR. TAKAMINE: I'm trying to figure out what

12

it is. You know, I'm not sure. I don't have a note on

13

that one. I believe -- but I believe it has to do with

14

our maintenance program, service contracts, but I can't

15

tell you for sure.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay.

16
17

Then -- then there's 200,000 right there.

18

(Laughing) I'm just --

19

And then, you know, what I'm trying to look

20

at, what your large items are. And if you go on the

21

next page 544, and then you have a $1.8 million, and

22

it's for miscellaneous other costs, 6221.
MR. TAKAMINE: That is for our cover

23
24
25

material.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: For cover
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1

material?

2

MR. TAKAMINE: Yes.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So, this is

4 material you are bringing from somewhere else?
5

MR. TAKAMINE: We -- we currently have a

6

five-year contract with Ameron, and we -- they bring in

7

daily. They bring in cover material in terms of either

8

it's soil or gravel that we have to, by regulation,

9

cover the landfill with at least six inches of cover

10

material before we close the landfill each day.

11
12

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So, this is
an annual amount?

13

MR. TAKAMINE: Yes.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So, is this a

15

constant covering that has to happen on an annual basis?

16

MR. TAKAMINE: Daily basis.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: On a daily

18

basis.

19

MR. TAKAMINE: Daily basis.

20

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And

21

then I guess on the bottom of that page ...

22

MR. TAKAMINE: It's a permit requirement.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: It's a --

24

MR. TAKAMINE: Permit requirement. If -- in

25

fact, we have been fined, and we have a consent decree
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1

for Lana'i Landfill and Central Maui Landfill for, in

2

the past, failing to perform this function.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And

4

then on the bottom part of that page, on 6132, you have

5

a $300,000 amount. 6132.

6

MR. TAKAMINE: 61 ...

7

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: 32.

8

MR. TAKAMINE: That's for -- we put in

9

funding for unanticipated assistance in our landfill

10

operations. We might have to hire an engineer to do --

11

for example, we currently have an underground fire at

12

the closed Central Maui Landfill and in Olowalu, and we

13

are in the process of hiring a professional consultant

14

to come in and do design and mitigative action.

15

So, we have set aside some moneys for

16 unanticipated events that -- that occur that we have to
17

take care of.

18

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So ...

19

MR. TAKAMINE: And this line item's for

20
21

professional services, so it's consultants.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So, is this

22

something that you're going to -- you're going to put in

23

place in anticipation, or .

24
25

MS. OKUMA: Council Member, we know that the
Department of Health is concerned about landfill fires.
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1 And so we know that we have an issue at Olowalu, and we
2

know we have an issue at Central Maui. And the intent

3

is to address that.

4

DOH is already aware, with respect to

5 Olowalu, that we have that issue, and we know we have to
6

deal with it. There was already a subsurface fire

7

there, which basically burned out the existing gas

8

system that we had there. So, it's a -- it's an issue

9

that we have to address.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And

10
11

the previous fis -- or the current fiscal year, you are

12

at 17,000. So, was that anticipated -- anticipating

13

that same kind of service?

14
15
16
17

MS. OKUMA: You are saying in the prior
year?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Our current
fiscal year, '09, yeah.

18

MS. OKUMA: Okay. Let me just make sure I

19

understand your question. Your question is for Fiscal

20

Year '09, for this same sub -- Sub-object Code, why

21

was -- why was it $17,000?

22
23

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah. My
question is, this service that you are talking about in

24 anticipation of having to deal with the Department of
25

Health concerns for fires, is that a concern that is
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1

anticipated or something that's already in place for

2

this current fiscal year?

3
4

MS. OKUMA: This concern came up when
Department of Health came to talk to us. I believe it

5 was sometime within the last six months. So, we did not
6

anticipate that for Fiscal Year '09. We are

7 anticipating it moving forward. And we know that we
8

need to address that issue, particularly since DOH has

9

discussed that with us.

10
11
12

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And
that's gonna cost $300,000.
MS. OKUMA: That's our best estimation. We

13 have -- we have two landfills that we're dealing with.
14

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And this will

15 be a contract for an individual for .
16
17

MS. OKUMA: We would go out, as we normally
do in procurement, and I don't know that we've discussed

18 whether it would be one consultant or two separate ones.
19

I don't think we've -- we've defined that yet, other

20 than we know we need to go forward and do something.
21
22

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank
you, Chair. I just wanted an opportunity to kind of

23 talk about where some of the -- the monies are being
24 expended within their Department, and I was trying to
25

find if there were available places to --
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1

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: -- to look

3

at.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

4
5

Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. My only

6
7

question is in regard to the carts themselves. Do we

8

know where the carts are manufactured?
MR. TAKAMINE: We have -- like I said, we

9

10 have three different sets of carts that are out there
11 manufactured by three different manufacturers. But your
12

question is do we know .
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Well, I just want to

13
14

know if they are manufactured in the United States.

15

MR. TAKAMINE: Oh, yes, yes.

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And -- and the

17 materials come from the United States as well?
MR. TAKAMINE: I cannot tell you where the

18

19 materials come from, but all the manufacturers that we
20 purchase from actually produce the product in the United
21
22

States.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, 'cause that --

23 my biggest concern is that so many times, you know, the
24

quality of the materials, if it's imported from China or

25

it's coming from elsewhere, that, you know, if we're
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1 going to adopt -- and particularly because your
2

Department is emphasizing green, you know, technology

3

and, of course, our parks use our recycle plastics, is

4 there some way that we can get a product that's going to
5 hold up, number one, in the tropical environment like we
6 have, but also be ecologically and environmentally what
7

I call appropriate?

8
9

So, I don't know. I mean, if you're just
going to buy these things based on price, well, you --

10

sometimes you get what you pay for. So, I just would

11

like your comments.

12

MS. OKUMA: I think, Councilmember Johnson,

13 we can -- we create the specs, and the specs are the
14

requirements as the County would see. In terms of your

15 overall question about having it environmentally -- I
16 guess having -- having environmental considerations and
17

considerations of whether it's manufactured in the U.S.

18

Or not --

19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh.

20

MS. OKUMA: -- those might be things we need

21

to discuss with Finance for procurement purposes.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.

23

MS. OKUMA: I know that in some places,

24

there's an effort to have U.S. made only, manufactured

25

only in the U.S. products. I'm sorry. Products, yeah.
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1
2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and if there's
any way that we can utilize -- and I have no idea,

3 because I know that probably one of the very few things
4 that we make consistently are the -- the post and rail
5

for some of our parks made out of recycle plastics.

6

So, if there's anything that we could even

7 purchase locally, to help stimulate our local economy,
8

that's where I'm going. Because I'd prefer that the

9

dollars circulate locally, if that's doable. If there's

10

too many units, or if there's not such types of carts

11

available locally, then I don't know.

12

I'm just trying to think of ways that we can

13

actually help our local economy, provide jobs, and, you

14

know, not always just looking at the price point.

15

'Cause if it's getting the plastic out of your very own

16

landfill, and then being utilized in the very products

17

that are collecting this, how much better is that?

18

MS. OKUMA: We can -- we can certainly take

19

that discussion and take that into consideration,

20

discuss it with Procurement, and see -- see what the

21

possibilities might be.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I would really

23

appreciate that, because that's like a closed-end,

24

sustainable-type system, and it helps to resolve a lot

25

of issues.
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1

So, that's my only comment on that, Mr.

2 Chair, and wherever we go, whatever your recommendation
3

is, thank you.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?

5

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina?

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No, my questions have

8

been asked already. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Chair has

9
10

some questions, but I think it's being clarified now.

11

In regards to Workers' Compensation, who pays that

12

from -- you know, is it -- do we have a special fund for

13 that, or does the Department pays for that?
14

And when employees goes on Workman Comp, who

15 pays the salaries, the Department, or do we have a
16

special account that pays that, along with sick

17

benefits?

18

So, Members, if there's no more questions

19

for the Department, I'm going to dismiss the Department

20

at this time, and we may call you back.

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Mr. Chair?

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

23

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You know, you got a

24 Workmen's Comp, are we going to deal with that?
25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: The only reason that it
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1

came to my mind is that, you know, especially divisions

2

like Public Works, Parks, and what -- Environmental

3 Management, you know, those are -- you know, employees
4

out -- are out in the field. You know, they are always

5

susceptible for injuries. And that's the reason for my

6

questioning.

7

I know at one time, the County Workmen

8 Compensation numbers were pretty high. And they've
9 taken some action, and we have reduced, you know,
10 Workers -- Workers' Compensation for the Maui -- here in
11

Maui County.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Well, can I ask them

12
13

a question?

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure. Go ahead.

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I don't know how

16 many people are out on Workmen's Comp, but is that a
17

reason why you may be asking for expansion positions?

18 Because some of these people that we are paying really
19

don't work, so we don't have people really in the

20

workforce.

21

MS. OKUMA: I don't think we have that many

22

out on Workers' Comp. And, no, that's not the reason.

23

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

25

Molina?
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1
2
3
4

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you,
Chair.
I have one question for the Department on -and I know we -- I guess with the Diversion Program, I

5 think we might have already discussed that, but I just
6 wanted to get -- ask them one question, because it
7

relates to a proviso that I'm considering, Mr. Chairman,

8

so if I could ask Director Okuma --

9
10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: -- a quick question.

11 Madam Director, I'm proposing a proviso related to the
12 plastic bag bill legislation that was passed by the
13 Council recently. Maybe Member Victorino can refresh my
14 memory. I believe the implementation of the law will be
15
16

January of 2011.
And my proviso relates to a potential

17

education program for the public. And basically, the

18

proviso -- I'm just -- I have just thrown out a number

19

at $100,000 to set aside to implement an educational

20 program on that. I wanted to get your feedback, and
21

I'm -- I totally understand the situation with regards

22 to the budget itself, but I wanted to give you a heads
23

up. I'm considering, and I -- at this time, are you

24

able to give us some feedback?

25

Because I would hate for the Department to
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1

kind of sit on this, and I know there's other pressing

2 needs, but then come the implementation date of January
3

2011, you know, it's -- you know, as we all know, time

4

can fly by real fast. I'd hate for the County to be in

5 a position where we don't have no educational program or
6 we're behind on educating the public about this law
7
8
9
10

which will soon come into being.
And I just wanted to get your thoughts on
it, at this point, if you're able to, and ...
MS. OKUMA: I can. I guess in terms of

11

education, we believe that education is a very important

12

component in terms of any of such program. I guess in

13 terms of the proviso, our question would be would that
14

contemplate providing us that hundred thousand dollars?

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Well ...

16

MS. OKUMA: Rather than taking it out of

17 what we currently are looking at in terms of budget.
18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: That is the -- that

19

is the proverbial $64,000 question, because, you know,

20

that's what we will have to wrestle with. And again, I

21

just tossed out a number, and, hopefully I'd like to get

22

your feedback on how much, potentially, it would cost to

23

educate three islands on this potential -- you know, on

24

this legislation which will soon come into being.

25

But I am considering it, so I'm hoping we
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1

stay in contact. And at a later point during this

2

session, we are going to have to -- Members are going to

3 have to consider the proviso. So, your feedback will be
4

helpful to the Committee.

5
6

MS. OKUMA: Okay. We look forward to that
discussion. Thank you.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you. I had to

8

check, because I know you're going to be excusing them,

9

so I thought I'd catch them before they go home.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you --

11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: -- Mr. Molina. But they

13

will -- you know, if we do need 'em again, they're on

14

call.

15

Members, in regards to Workers' Compensation

16

rates, the refuse workers are at 28.3 percent based on

17

the information that we got from Finance --

18

MS. OKUMA: Okay.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: -- back in February 10th,

20

2009.

21

MS. OKUMA: May I just add to that?

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure.

23

MS. OKUMA: Currently, I'm told we have two

24
25

refuse workers out on Workers' Comp, currently.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair. Excuse me.
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1 Could you repeat that figure?
2

MS. OKUMA: I'm sorry. One -- one refuse --

3

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, no, not you.

4

The Chair's figure, Ms. Okuma. I'm sorry. The Chair's

5

figure, because I could not hear what he was saying.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The Workers' Compensation

6
7

rates for refuse workers is 28.3 percent.

8

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: 28.3 percent.

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes, the rate.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's $28.32 per

10
11

hundred. Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, the Chair is

12

13 aware of the time. Unless any Members have any more
14

questions, the Chair is gonna recess this meeting.

15 Member Kaho'ohalahala?
16

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yes, just on

17

my question, Chair, I'm trying to find some extra money

18

here.

19
20

But Director, there was a water truck
purchased for Lana'i in -- is it '09, this year?

21

MS. OKUMA: 2009.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, do you

23 know what the cost of that was?
24

MR. TAKAMINE: I don't have it offhand, but

25

I know it went out to bid, and it's currently being put
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1

under contract. But I don't recall what it was. I

2

think it's under 300,000.

3
4

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Under
300,000.

5

MR. TAKAMINE: Yeah, because I think we are

6

asking for 250 for -- for the current one, so I would

7

assume it came within that range.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. I was

8

9 just wondering if you had the exact cost of that
10
11
12
13
14

equipment.
MR. TAKAMINE: I have it, but I don't have
it with me right now.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. So, if
there was a difference between savings, perhaps you can

15 double that and move the extra money to -- anyway, that
16 was my question to find out what the Lana'i water
17

equipment was costing you, and if there was a difference

18 between that amount and the 250.
19

MR. TAKAMINE: And can I just point out also

20 that you are talking about my Central -- I -- my
21

Landfill Program Management which is one funding. My

22

Refuse Collection is another program. I cannot intermix

23

the funds. So, whatever, if --

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I am not
asking you to mix funds.
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1

MR. TAKAMINE: Oh, okay.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I am not

3 asking you to mix funds, but you can adjust this one
4

here is what I'm saying.

5

MR. TAKAMINE: Okay.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: If there's a

7
8

difference in cost.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Yeah,

9

Members, we are going to recess this meeting till 2:45.

10

This meeting is now in recess, and thank you very much,

11

Department, for being here.

12

This meeting is in recess till 2:45.

13

...(gavel)...

14

RECESS: 2:31 p.m.

15

RECONVENE: 2:53 p.m.

16
17
18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: ...(gavel)... The Budget
and Finance Committee Meeting is now reconvened.
Members, we gonna go to 5:15 tonight, and

19

we'll take a recess, and then we'll come back and I'll

20

let you know when -- how long the dinner break will be.

21

(Laughter)

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: The next area that we

23 wanna cover is the Finance Department, the Accounts
24

Program. And we have with us the Deputy Director for

25

the Department, Agnes Hayashi.
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1
2

Members, if you do have any questions for
Ms. Hayashi, and we'll start off with Member Victorino.

3 And we're looking at the Accounts Program.
4
5

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So, that's number
six, yeah? Accounts Program. Page three.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Page five.

7

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, sorry.

8

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Page five.

9

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Page five. Okay.

10

Ms. Hayashi, I guess yesterday Mr. Young came in,

11 because the Chair had proposed a deletion of an
12

expansion position and a reduction in funding from eight

13 months to six months for a financial analyst.
14
15

And he did indicate very strongly, if I
recall correctly, that these were positions that are

16 very necessitated, because this was part of the billing
17 process for real property and -- and other areas of
18

vital importance. So, I wanted to know what was the

19 take from the Department as far as the elimination or
20

deletion of this expansion and the reduction of the

21

other position for this particular account.

22

MS. HAYASHI: Councilmember Victorino, thank

23 you very much for raising this question and for the
24 opportunity that is being allowed the Department to
25 respond to any questions and concerns you have about our
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1

expansion position.

2

First, if I may, just to clarify, this

3 position resar -- resides in our Accounts Division, and
4

it is -- you mentioned real property tax. That's a

5

separate division. The Accounts Division, and

6 particularly the fiscal -- the two positions listed
7 here, the expansion of the Accountant V and the Fiscal
8 Analyst position is direct support to the preparation
9 and compilation of our Comprehensive Annual Financial
10 Report, which is actually audited by or directed to -11
12
13

for audit and contracted for audit by the County
Council.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So -- so

14

that I stand corrected, and I apologize. That was

15

the -- okay. So, this one was because of the something,

16

one of our nonprofits, their audit, and it had some --

17

am I correct, Chair? Is this the one that -- that we're

18

talking about?

19
20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: This is the one that the
Department -- and we haven't seen it yet.

21

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: About the audit that was

23 done on the Department and the recommendations -24
25

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: -- was for these
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2
3
4
5

positions.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Okay. That
that was in anticipation of the -- the audit.
MS. HAYASHI: Yeah. If I may, if I may
clarify. I'm sorry.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure. Go ahead.

7

MS. HAYASHI: Yeah, I maybe was a bit

8 premature. The audit was completed and the external
9 auditors have prepared a draft. And I believe it was
10

submitted to the Council, and it's not -- it has not yet

11

been, obviously, brought up for discussion here in the

12 Budget and Finance Committee, but because we work so
13

closely with the auditors to prepare this, we are

14

familiar with the results of the -- the audit.

15

And what I'm trying to address here, and

16

this is -- this is preliminary to you, because you

17

haven't seen the -- the -- the management letter. But

18 because of our -- because of the -- the budgeting
19 process, and to proactively address the concerns -20
21

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.
MS. HAYASHI: -- raised by the auditors, we

22 are taking the opportunity to include it in the budget,
23

so that we may be prepared to address their concerns,

24

instead of waiting until the audit report is issued, and

25 by then budget would have been completed, and we would
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1 have lost the opportunity to be proactive and
2

responsible.

3
4

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you.
And I -- and I apologize. I went in a little circle,

5 but I think I was trying to get the memory banks working
6

as far as what this was discussed.
So, okay. Thank you, Mr. Chair. I

7
8

appreciate the explanation and what this entails. Thank

9

you, Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member

10
11

Victorino. And for your information, the audit is still

12

in draft form, and we are waiting for a management

13

letter to finalize that audit that was done on the

14

Finance Department.

15

Member Nishiki?

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

17

MR. TAGUCHI: Chair Pontanilla?

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Lance.

19

MR. TAGUCHI: The audit in question is an

20

audit of the County's financial position. It's required

21

by Charter.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Right.

23

MR. TAGUCHI: So, the Council procures the

24 audit and hires a third-party accountant to come in and
25

audit the County's financial statement.
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1

In the course of that audit, the auditor

2 will issue a management letter regarding any types of
3 discrepancies or improvements that he recommends for the
4

County in terms of the compilation of the financial

5

statements.

6

That recommendation letter or management

7

letter is still in its draft form and has not been

8

received by the full Council. However, in the course of

9 the audit, the auditor does review its comments with the
10

Finance Department. So, I believe that Ms. Hayashi is

11 talking about a draft management letter comment.
12

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So -- so,

13

in other words, this position they're asking for was

14

something in anticipation of this audit and what they've

15 derived from the management letter so far. Is that
16 what -- is that what I take on this?
17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.

18

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you.

19

Thank you, Chair.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

23

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho'ohalahala?

25

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No.
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1

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?

4

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina?

6

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, Ms. Hayashi, in

8

regards to these two positions then, in anticipation of

9 the management letter from you folks, the deletion of
10 the expansion position would be detrimental to your
11

area.

12

MS. HAYASHI: Chair Pontanilla .

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Based on the report, the

14
15

audit.
MS. HAYASHI: Chair Pontanilla, I would -- I

16

would say absolutely, yes. Based on -- although it's a

17

draft letter, it has been reviewed with us, and we have

18

gone through several reiterations of it. And we've also

19

discussed it with the auditors.

20

And the auditors, I understand -- the

21

auditors agree with us. It's recognized that the time

22

line that is set by the Maui County Code is very --

23

well, it's set by the Maui County Code. Our resources

24

are limited, and over the course of the years, we find

25

that it is consistently challenging to meet this
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deadline.

2

We've met it, but it has been delayed. And

3

also, we've incurred considerable overtime to -- to --

4

to get it to the Council. And I believe that the

5 Council Members have -- have recognized this. And it
6 has come to the point where we have new auditors this
7

year. They've expressed -- they've expressed some very

8

grave concerns about it. And we see this as an

9 opportunity to -- to resolve the problem, and so it is
10

before you in our budget.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Okay.

12 Members? Any more questions for the Department?
13

Thank you very much, Agnes, for being here.

14

MS. HAYASHI: Thank you, Council Member.

15 And by the way, Council Chair, happy birthday.
16

(Laughter)

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I'll get you

18

for that.

19

(Laughter)

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Shoots.

21

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Chair.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Last time for that one.

23
24
25

Thank you, Agnes.
Okay. Members, the next one is the
Insurance Programs and Self Insurance on page six.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman?

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: I'm sorry. The

3

Supplemental Transfer to the Golf Fund --

4

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: -- on page six.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, Mr. Chairman,

7 before you go to that.
8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

9

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, the last one we

10

discussed, that's gonna be revisited --

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: -- the

13

...(inaudible)... program, the letter?

14
15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, well, not because
of the letter. Because I show a deletion of expansion,

16 now I got to look for money to at least recreate that
17

expansion.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Okay. The

20

next one is the --

21

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Supplemental.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: -- Supplemental Transfer

23

to the Golf Fund on page six.

24

Mr. Victorino, have you got any questions?

25

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, I think this
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kind of like beating a dead horse, because you heard the

2

testimony this morning. And yet on the other side, when

3

I checked other golf courses, and I related to some of

4 my Council Members, you know, our senior rates at other
5

courses in Kaua'i is $9, $7, $8, and that's some of them

6

is even twilight.

7

So, we are far, at $3, way under, but we

8

have the issue of the golf course itself. So, it's a

9

real dilemma, because I prefer not transferring so much

10

fund and raising the fee to be more equitable. If I

11 pass the burden on to all the departments, I pass it on
12

to nonprofits, I pass it on to the Visitor's Bureau, and

13

et cetera, et cetera, et cetera, then I think the golf

14

course has to take some and help in that respect.

15

So, that's my take on that. I don't know

16

what else to say, Chair. I mean, I know what you feel,

17

and I -- and I respect you for that. But I don't think

18 we can afford to transfer that much money. We need to
19

relook at some alternatives. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

20
21
22

Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, I just wanna

23 await that decision when you bring in the Superintendent
24
25

under Parks and Recreation.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Fine. Member
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Medeiros?

2

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman, thank

3

you. Can you, you know, just, in summary, tell me if we

4

don't transfer this amount, what would the impact be?

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: If we don't support the

6 golf course with the General Fund -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh.

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: -- of course, the fees

8

9 gotta be raised to a number to cover this -- their
10

costs.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Okay. Thank

12

you, Chair. And currently, you know, for me it will be

13

like Member Nishiki. I will be waiting until the Parks

14

comes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Good. Thank you.

15

16 Member Kaho'ohalahala?
17

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Pass, Chair.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

19
20

Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: This is one where I

21

will be happy to revisit this in our committee. But I

22

think, at some point in time, we have to look at other

23

options in a formal way.

24
25

I don't believe that has been done, and I
don't know what our legal requirements are either,
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under, I guess, with our contractual arrangements for

2

our HGEA employees or civil service employees. So, I --

3

I would need to do that.

4

But I think that if this money is gonna be

5 transferred, and we are not going to do any kind of
6

offsets, with the fees, then I think that there has to

7 be accountability. We've heard today, and in the nine
8

years I've been here, I have yet to see the

9

accountability. The same issues that were raised today

10

were raised nine years ago and nothing has changed.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?

12

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I support Member

13 Nishiki's request. I think we should have the
14

individual here, so we can address some of these issues

15

directly.

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Molina?

17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair.

18

I'm along that same lines, too. And I just wanna

19 comment on the testimony we heard was somewhat
20

disappointing and disturbing. Even after the audit was

21

done, it's -- at least from what we're hearing, there's

22

been no improvements out there. So, I -- I look forward

23

to the appearance of the sup -- course superintendent.

24

Thank you.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you.
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1 Members, we will keep this item open.
2

The next one is the Self Insurance --

3

Insurance Programs and Self Insurance. Member

4

Victorino?

5

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, I know,

6

Chair, you added a little over a million dollars, and

7

I'm to the mindset, I -- and you know my background. In

8

insurance, you never have enough. But those -- that's

9 one fund that when I talked to Mr. Young and he had
10

indicated that they felt comfortable with that, that

11 that may be the possibility of the various cutbacks that
12 we or some of the refunding of some of the positions
13

could come out of that and lessen that fund.

14

So, that's my take on it, Chair. I --

15

that's all I have to say about that fund. Thank you,

16

Chair.

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

20

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho'ohalahala?

22

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Pass.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Pass.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?
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2

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Like you, I see this
as a place to balance the budget, but, of course, the

3 more the merrier, because we never know what's coming,
4

but that's it.

5
6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member
Molina?

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members,

9 that's all we have for the Finance Department at this
10

time. So, I wanna thank Ms. Hayashi for being here.

11

Thank you.

12
13

The next area is the Housing and Human
Concerns area. We're gonna be starting at page eight.

14
15

Okay. Members, we do have the Department
Director with us this afternoon. We had a lot of

16 questions with regards to several of the grants -- many
17

of the grants in Housing and Human Concerns area. And

18

the first one is on page eight, Grants and Disbursements

19

for the First-Time Home Buyers Program.

20

Member Victorino?

21

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, you know, I

22

think I like to -- you know, I like to go first, but I

23 wanna yield to my colleague Molina, if you don't mind,
24

Chair, and allow him to go first, because this is his

25

baby.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.

2

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: In recognition of

3

that.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. And I think

4

5 he thank you for that.
6

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina?

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair, and

9

thank you Mr. Victorino. But, you know, it's all our

10 baby, our little child that has yet to get off the
11

ground walking.

12

But, anyway, good afternoon, Madam Director.

13

Just some questions with regards to -- the issue I had

14

was the consideration of adding back another 200,000 to

15

make it a total of $400,000 appropriation, which was

16

the -- I guess the prior appropriations from the last

17

three or four years.

18
19

My question is, I'm looking at several areas
where to get this additional 200,000. I'd mentioned it

20 previously, I believe, yesterday about possibly looking
21 at taking some monies that had been appropriated for the
22

replacement vehicles from various departments as one

23

option.

24
25

I came up with two other options today. One
option is to look into the Affordable Housing Fund. I
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1 have a copy of the Charter here, and it basically reads
2

that revenues in the funds can be utilized for things

3

like land purchase or other acquisition of land or

4

property entitlements, planning, design, and

5

construction and so forth.
And Chairman, I'll have a copy of this to

6

7 distribute to the Members at a later point. And the
8 third option I had was related to the additional
9

$200,000 appropriation for the rental assistance.
And if you could refresh our memories, Madam

10
11

Director. You -- several days ago, you mentioned about

12 an appropriation from the Federal Government for rental
13

assistance. Can you remind us again once -- refresh us

14

on that?

15
16
17
18

MS. TSUHAKO: Thank you, Councilmember
Molina. I will refresh your memories.
The State of Hawaii received approximately
$2.1 million through the stimulus funding that was meant

19 to fund Homeless Prevention and Rapid Re-housing.
20

That's the name of the program as the funds were

21

transferred to the State.

22

Out of the 2.1 million, Maui County was

23

allotted approximately $708,000. I -- I participated

24

with colleagues from across the State as a reviewer for

25

those grant proposals. I don't believe that I can share
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with you the final recommendations, because I don't know

2 that the grantees have been notified of the awards yet.
3
4

But I can say that all $708,000, that were
allocated for Maui County, will be given to agencies

5 here in the community specifically for rent subsidies.
6

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh. So, add that

7

to the 425,000, plus the additional 200,000 recommended

8

to the Chair, we're looking at 1.3 million. A jump from

9

425,000 to 1.3 million roughly.

10
11

MS. TSUHAKO: Mr. -- Mr. Molina, just to be
fair, I wanna also note that the Homeless Prevention and

12 Rapid Re-housing Grant is meant for a three-year grant.
13

So, agencies -- whatever amount they're allocated, we'll

14

need to spread that across three years. But, yes, it's

15

a big amount of money.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you.

17

So, Mr. Chairman, those are three options that I'm

18

considering or I would ask the body to consider to

19

allocate an additional 200,000 to this program where we

20

could help more families.

21
22

And I'm also -- Madam Director, I'm also
asking -- I may be considering a proviso as well, from

23 the Administration, that if we do indeed allow this
24

200,000 or 400,000, whatever amount, that we'll be -- if

25 we decide to have it done as a grant, that I'm gonna ask
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the Administration to consider providing us first the

2

parameters.

3
4

And I know you folks did send out a March
30th tran -- transmittal to the Committee as well. But

5 just to insure that the Council Members know how this
6 money's being distributed, what are the parameters. For
7

example, if a grant is given to someone, what the

8

restrictions are and so forth.

9
10
11
12

Could you elaborate on that at this point a
little bit for the committee?
MS. TSUHAKO: Yes, I will, Member Molina.
The parameters of the proposed program, as you said,

13 were transmitted to this body late in -- in March.
14

And basically, I think during our

15 discussions here, Deputy Director Ridao mentioned that
16 the Department had no problem with consideration of that
17

gap group, those people who are earning 140 percent and

18 below the median income.
19

I think in our first proposal, we had talked

20

about capping that at 120. And so the Department is

21

very willing to open the program up, eligibility-wise,

22

to provide that assistance to folks who are at 140 and

23 below, which would -- which would address many of the
24 working families who are living in our community who can
25 make good use of this fund.
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I absolutely have no problem with working

2 with any of the Members, with staff, to tweak and to
3 make better the proposed guidelines that the Department
4 has -- has forwarded to you, and to make sure that
5

there's concurrence from this body, about those

6 parameters, before we move forward and actually start
7

operating the program.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh. And one last

8
9

question before I -- I yield to my fellow colleagues.

10

If we were to move it at 400,000, are you confident that

11

all of these monies can be doled out by the end of this

12

fiscal year?

13
14

MS. TSUHAKO: I'm confident that we can do
that.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chairman.

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?

18

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much,

19
20
21

Chair. This is a very important one for me.
Director, if you could please clarify
something for me. I had been advised that there was a

22 possibility that the money that we're going to receive,
23

that $700,000, might be limited to TANF eligibles. And

24

for those who are not familiar with TANF, it's Temporary

25 Assistance to Needy Families, which is the successor of
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welfare. So, it's welfare by another name.

2

And I'd like to know that, because, you

3

know, we -- it's a very serious limitation on the use of

4

the funds. And I believe the question was asked. I

5

don't know if we have an answer.
MS. TSUHAKO: Thank you, Member Baisa. I

6
7

looked over the RFP, uh, it actually was an RFI that the

8

State put out, and I did not see a limitation that it

9 had to be only used for TANF families.
There were income criteria associated with

10
11

the granting of these funds, and I believe the

12

criteria -- I can't remember specifically what it was,

13 but I -- I don't remember having seen that limitation on
14

only being able to serve TANF families. I can -- I can

15

certainly check on that.

16

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I really want you to

17

check, because if that is true, then that is a serious

18

issue. Because, you know, we will have people who do

19

not qualify for welfare, because our welfare rules, as

20 everybody knows, have greatly diminished due to the new
21
22

TANF rules.
So, it would limit our eligible

23 participants, particularly those who we really wanna
24

help, which is the gap group. So, I'd like to have that

25

information before we make up our mind finally. Thank
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you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

2
3

Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: This is -- it's not

4
5

exactly on this subject, but we don't have an item

6

currently.

7

I don't know if you were listening to

8

testimony this morning, but one of the individuals,

9

on -- upon questioning, was encouraging the Council to

10

look at a program similar to what we had. It would go

11

for housing assistance, and, you know, rental, similar

12

to our Help Program that we did after September 11th.

13
14

Have you or has the Administration looked at
anything of that sort in that particular program?
MS. TSUHAKO: I'm not familiar, Member

15
16

Johnson, with the Help -- with the Help Program. I

17

think we have certain other allotments in our -- in our

18 budget, such as the Affordable Housing, Supportive
19 Living Fund that could do -- that could supplement those
20

efforts. But the Rental Assistance Program is the only

21 one that I know of that we have that would meet that
22
23

need.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, this was

24 administered by Maui Economic Opportunity. It covered
25

things like utility bills. It covered rental
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shortfalls. It covered all kinds of expenditures. So,

2

what was it?

3

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Medicine.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Medicines, car

5

insurance, I -- you name it. I mean, anything that the

6 people were struggling with, and food, all sorts of
7
8

things.
So, while it's not specifically this item, I

9 think that what we're trying to do is keep people in
10

their homes. And I think that's the whole goal and

11 objective that Member Molina had when he conceived of
12
13
14

this, you know, whole area.
So, I don't know if we will have monies
available, but I would really appreciate you discussing

15 with the Mayor, hoping that the TAT is retained, at
16 least coming up with a program or something similar
17
18
19

along those lines. Thank you.
MS. TSUHAKO: I will, and I thank you for
that suggestion.

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

22
23
24
25

Kaho'ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you,
Chair. I would kokua the concerns of Member Baisa.
And I think we talked about, Director, about
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the increased qualifications or increasing the amounts

2

in the qualifications, so that what we are terming as

3 the gap group might be eligible, so that we are not just
4

looking at the very low criterias.

5

And -- and since you're not sure what the

6

income cri -- I mean, you said income criteria, but, at

7

this point, you're not sure what that is?

8
9
10

MS. TSUHAKO: Member Kaho'ohalahala, you are
referring to the stimulus funds or are you refer to
the -- are you referring to the First-Time Home Buyers?

11
12

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: First-Time
Home Buyers.

13
14

MS. TSUHAKO: Okay. The -- I believe the
income criteria we spoke about last week was in --

15 potentially increasing it from what the Department first
16

proposed, which is 120 of median income, and increasing

17

that to 140 percent of median income.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: 140. Okay.

18
19

Okay. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

20
21

Medeiros?

22
23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr.
Chairman.
You know, the program didn't get off to a
good start. And I can see your rationale, especially in
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1 these times when we have to do what we have to do.
2

But, I would also support Member Molina's

3

suggestion of at least having 400,000 in it, so that we

4

could start something. And according to the Department,

5 they said that they would be able to do that.
So, that's my comments on that. Thank you,

6
7

Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

8
9

Nishiki?

10

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino?

12

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I think I share

13

the same sentiment as the rest, Chair, by looking at

14

making that 400,000. The concern I had and I have with

15

this being used as a grant entirely, especially I've

16

heard the figure of $15,000 per grantee.

17

If you calculate out $800 a year in -- in

18

real property tax for our homeowner, it takes us 19

19

years to break even. I don't know if I can sell that to

20 all those who are worked hard to buy their homes on
21
22

their own without any help.
So, beware what you wish for, Members.

23 Beware what you wish for. And that's all I have to say
24

about that. I'll wait until we get to that point to

25

discuss the matter as far as that issue's concerned.
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But I do like to see us increase it to 400,000, if we

2

can find the money someplace else. Thank you.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

4

Director, just clarify for me the difference

5 between grant and loan?
6
7

MS. TSUHAKO: Yes, Mr. Chair. The
differences -- as the Department articulated, the

8 difference between a grant and a loan is that the -- the
9

recipient of this assistance would receive a grant of

10

the $15,000 for down payment. And they would not be

11

required to repay that to the County, so long as they

12

remained in their homes, and they didn't refinance it,

13

they didn't sell it for a period of about 15 years.

14

The difficulty with the loan, as the word

15

loan is described, is that the financial institutions

16

have told us, if it's counted as a loan, then it adds to

17

the liabilities that the family comes with at the onset.

18 And so they may not even qualify for the mortgage in the
19
20
21

first place if it's termed a loan.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Is there a
difference or do we still continue to have the Home --

22 the Home Program in Maui County?
23
24
25

MS. TSUHAKO: The Home Program exists in
Maui County, yes, sir.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And -- and is that --
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1 what was the difference between the Home monies as
2

compared to the First-Time Home Buyers?

3

MS. TSUHAKO: The Home Program is a

4

federally-funded program that -- that's regulated, and

5

it funds -- affordable housing could be one of the --

6

one of the funding uses for this money. It's all

7 programmed money, so the Home Program goes through an
8

annual plan. It's just part of our County's

9

Consolidated Plan that HUD requires.
There's a procurement process that's

10
11

followed, so agencies who wanna apply for Home funds

12

have to do their application. And we just closed those

13

applications, I think, last month or the month before.

14

So, it's not the same as giving direct aid to

15

individuals.

16
17
18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: And is there a repayment
on that one there?
MS. TSUHAKO: The Home funds? No, I believe

19

that there's a -- there's a program, the American Dream

20

Down Payment Initiative, that is also a Home funded

21 program. And that would run the same way, where if you
22

stayed in your home for a certain number of years, you

23 would not need to repay that.
24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Okay,

25 Members. Any more discussion on this item. Member
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2

Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yes, just a quick

3

couple of follow-up questions. And first of all, I

4

think it's good that the Members will consider

5 proceeding with caution in terms of debating whether to
6 do this as a grant or continuing to maintain this as a
7
8

loan program.
So, if I could ask the Director, how -- with

9 your -- and I presume you'll have some administrative
10

rules and so forth coming to us before the Council

11

considers releasing the funds. And I'll just give you a

12

heads up. That's basically what my proviso will be that

13

I'll propose.

14
15

Doing this as a grant, how could this
prevent any potential speculation? 'Cause I -- I'm very

16 uncomfortable with individuals who try to exploit
17 programs like this. I look at this as a hand up and not
18
19

a hand out. And, you know, times have changed.
And, you know, again, we need to -- there's

20

a social aspect of this whole bill, providing

21

opportunities for our families, future generations to

22

stay here, and not having to move, and providing 'em the

23

opportunity to get -- to get shelter.

24

Director, can you tell us what -- by

25 proposing this as a grant, how can we prevent
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2

speculation?
MS. TSUHAKO: Thank you, Member Molina. I

3 think the way the County would prevent speculation is
4

the same way we would if it was given out as a loan.

5 And that is that there's a 15-year requirement, that
6

folks who use this money to buy their homes, live in

7

their homes for 15 years.

8

If they sell it before that time, they're

9 required to give the money back to the County. The -10

if I can recall correctly, the other provisions were for

11

if they refinance, or they did -- they did certain other

12

actions that would -- that would jeopardize the County's

13

interest in having given the grant, then that would also

14

trigger repayment.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh.

16

MS. TSUHAKO: So, there's some built-in, I

17 think, controls that would be applied to the program to
18

certainly deter people from using this to get involved

19

in a speculative process for their homes.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you.

21 And one last request. If maybe you or Ms. Ridao could
22

check with the California communities that we basically

23 modeled the legislation from several years ago. Of
24
25

course, the economy was different then.
And, you know, with the lending institutions
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1

here locally, they've expressed concerns as to the

2

disbursal of these funds in a loan form, and to see

3 what's happened over in the California communities, and
4 we can work with my staff to find out what's happening
5

now in these communities.

6

MS. TSUHAKO: Uh-huh.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Are they looking now

8

at adjusting -- you know, divvying the monies up as

9

grants, or are they still maintaining a loan program

10
11
12
13

with their legislation.
So that would, I think, be helpful to us,
Mr. Chairman.
MS. TSUHAKO: Yeah, and Mr. Molina, I think

14 the other protection that the County has is the plan is
15

to put a lien on the home. So, the County's interest,

16

in terms of giving this assistance to the home buyer,

17

would be protected by that lien. So they couldn't sell

18

it -- you know, speculatively sell it without the County

19 being notified about that sale.
20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. That's --

21

that's very important and helpful to know. And again,

22

I'm hoping that we can help our gap group. Because I

23

know there's a lot of Federal programs that help people

24

in the lower incomes, but there's not a lot of help for

25

people in gap groups, the firemen, teachers, nurses, and
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so forth.

2
3

So, thank you, Madam Director. Thank you,
Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

4
5

Kaho'ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah,

6
7

Director, just to follow up on Member Molina's questions

8 about how to prevent speculation, you said that one
9 would be that they would be required to pay back if they
10

sold within the time period that they're not supposed

11

to. How do you enforce that?

12

MS. TSUHAKO: Because there would be a lien

13

on the property, so we would -- I think it's in the way

14

the contract would be written.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So, the lien

15
16
17

would be ...
MS. TSUHAKO: The lien would notify the

18

County that the property is potentially being sold. And

19

I think, at that point, the terms of the contract would

20

come into play. We would just try to enforce the terms

21

of the contract.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And that's --

23 that's what you think would be the -- the absolute
24

strength that you need to be -- insure that you could be

25

collecting those funds?
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2

MS. TSUHAKO: At this point, we do think
that that's sufficient. I mean, I -- if -- I don't have

3 the -- the transmittal with me right now, but I think it
4 details some of the -- some of the means in which the
5

Department has tried to look after the County's

6

interest, and tried to protect the County's interest,

7

and to do as Mr. Molina said and prevent speculation.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank

8
9
10

you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any

11 more questions regarding that item?
12

If not, we go to the next one, Grants and

13

Disbursements for Supportive Living Programs.

14

Mr. Molina, questions on that?

15
16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: I'll pass on this
round, Chair. Thank you.

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?

18

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Pass.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho'ohalahala?

20

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No questions.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

22

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Pass.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

24

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino?
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I forgot. I think

2

Ms. Baisa brought this up yesterday, but I'm -- I

3

forgot. We're supportive living again?

4

MS. TSUHAKO: Thank you.

5

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: It just slipped my

6
7

mind. I apologize.
MS. TSUHAKO: Thank you. So, I think Member

8 Medeiros had asked last week about perhaps the retitling
9

of this line item.

10

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.

11

MS. TSUHAKO: Because it was a little

12

nebulous. So, the Affordable Housing Supportive Living

13

Program, the parameters for this line item grant were

14

really fashioned around the State and the Federal

15

definitions of Supportive Living or Supportive Housing.

16

So, these definitions encompass any form of

17 housing that provides or offers some form of personal
18

assistance, such as meals or housekeeping, laundry, or

19

other personal care.

20

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.

21

MS. TSUHAKO: It's meant to be low cost to

22

the client, so cost-effective, help provide people with

23

stable and productive lives. And I -- I think the

24

confusion was that I talked about how homeless programs

25 had been granted some of these funds in the past. And
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2

supportive living programs to transition formerly

3 homeless folks into a more community, independent-living
4
5

situation.
But I also wanted to note that homelessness

6

is not the only focus for affordable housing and

7

supportive living programs. You know, other individuals

8 who have barriers that might impact their ability to
9 maintain a housing -- stable housing over the long term,
10

such as employment challenges, or mental illness, or

11

like chronic disease, or something like that also

12 benefit from programs that are in the supportive
13
14
15

housing -- supportive living realm.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you for
refreshing my memory. I apologize. Thank you, Chair.

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Director, are

17

there any other, I guess, organizations that provide the

18

same thing that you mentioned just now?

19

MS. TSUHAKO: Um ...

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: And is this just to

21

insure that, you know, if an agency runs out of funding,

22

that this is one area that we can take a look at?

23
24

MS. TSUHAKO: Well, it is. I have a
two-pronged response to your question, Mr. Chair. There

25 are some agencies who do specialized work in supportive
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1

housing. For example, Steadfast provides housing for --

2

for those folks who have chronic mental illness.

3
4

Our Ka Hale A Ke Ola Program has both
emergency shelter as well as transitional living

5 programs. So, they do that kind of on their own.
I think the purpose of having the fund is

6
7

really to -- you know, number one, to develop programs,

8

if there's actually a -- a need for further

9

specialization for supportive living. And I'll give you

10
11

an example.
The Department's various divisions have been

12 working with -- have heard from the hospital, and it
13

said, you know, we have some people who don't have any

14 place to get discharged to. You know, they might be
15 elderly, they may be homeless, or they may have other
16 needs that cannot be accommodated by letting them go to
17 whatever home they have.
18

And, so, we've been looking at maybe

19 developing programs that sort of meet those needs in
20

particular. So, we look particularly at folks who need

21

discharge from hospital but don't qualify to go directly

22

into Hale Makua.

23

We're also looking at programs that might

24 provide some assistance to the -- to the special
25 population of elders who end up being homeless. They
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1

lose their homes, because they can't afford to -- you

2

know, they may refinance late or give their kids all

3 their money or whatever, and not have a place to stay.
4
5

So, I see this as -- as sort of our -our -- the Department's safety net, so that we could

6 develop a program, that we saw was a very -- was a very
7

necessary and needed one that didn't have the baseline

8

funding to go for.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. And the

9
10

50,000-dollar reduction, can you live with that?

11
12

MS. TSUHAKO: We don't like it, but I could
live with it, yes.

13

(Laughter)

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

15

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's an honest

16

answer.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any

17

18 more question regarding that?
19

If not, we go to Grant to Hale Mahaolu for

20 homeowners and housing counseling? Member Molina,
21
22

questions?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair, I had a prior

23

conversation with a Hale Mahaolu official, and on top of

24

the testimony that was given by, I believe, Ms.

25 Kalilikane this morning, my questions have been answered
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on that. Thank you.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?

3

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you. I did owe

4

Council -- Councilmember Molina, I did the same thing.

5

Thank you.

6
7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member
Kaho'ohalahala?

8

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No questions.

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

10

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No questions.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

12

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino?

14

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I spoke to the

15

same party and got the same answer, so no questions.

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. The

17

next area is the Housing and Human Concerns, Maui

18

Community College Cooperative Education Program.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman?

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, the last item

22
23
24
25

is consensus?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: As far as the
reduction -- I'll come back -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: -- to take a vote on

1
2

this.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Because what I heard is,

5

yeah, consensus, but I wanna nail it down, yeah?

6

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Maui Community

8

College Cooperative Education Program. Mr. Victorino?

9

Page nine. I'm sorry.

10
11

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, I'm on page
nine. Sorry.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Down to the bottom.

13

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Down to the

14

bottom, yeah. Oh, okay. Yeah. Okay. You know what, I

15 was looking for something that had a minus on it, and
16
17

there was nothing.
This is one of those I think all of us are

18

or were considering some reduction to put in other

19

areas, even though -- and I think this was because we

20 understand this is like a stipend program that students
21
22

work and get credits.
And -- and I think, in good times, in times

23

when we have the funds, I think that's excellent. But

24

at this time, when we're cutting every place we can cut,

25

this was one of the thought process.
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So, Ms. Tsuhako, I guess that's my question

2

to you. First of all, is it a stipend program for

3

students? And secondly, could you live with less or

4

none at all?

5

MS. TSUHAKO: Thank you, Member Victorino.

6

It is a -- this Cooperative Education Program is a

7

stipend program. Students who are placed in various

8

work sites receive stipend as well as pay for college

9

tuition -- I mean, excuse me -- college credits, which

10

they earn.

11

You know, I really am not -- I know that

12

the -- the Council has tough decisions to make, and one

13

of the considerations that you all had discussed earlier

14 was about looking at State programs, and whether you
15 would choose -- because it is your choice -- to fund
16

those State programs.
This is clearly a program that -- that

17
18

originates from the State to MCC. But it -- you know,

19

I'd just like to put in a little plug. That it is a

20 program that also benefits a lot of people in the
21

community, because they get good workers. They get good

22

workers.

23

You know, we've really -- our Department, in

24

particular, as I said last week, has utilized these

25

students very well over the last few years. And so I --
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I would leave it at that. That it's been a -- a great

2

benefit to us in our Department. I think it's a great

3 benefit to the other entities that have accepted these
4

students and accepted their contributions to the final

5

work product.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you,

6
7

Ms.Tsuhako. That's a terrific political answer as I've

8

heard in a long time.

9

MS. TSUHAKO: (Laughter)
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And I thank you

10
11

for that. Because, you know, you know, you didn't want

12

to commit, and yet you were saying, okay, up to you

13

then, yeah.

14

Again, we have to make our decision, and

15

that's maybe one of the areas that I have to. Yes, I

16

want good workers. Yes, I want a lot of things. But if

17

I don't have the money to pay for it, then I've got to

18

decide what the priorities are, and that's what we've

19 been talking about. And the Mayor even said, look at
20

the State programs, if you wanna start somewhere.

21

MS. TSUHAKO: Uh-huh.

22

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So, we may.

23

Thank you, Ms. Tsuhako. Thank you, Chair.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Nishiki?

25

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Not knowing much
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about this, is this income-derived? Someone has to have

2

need for it before one gets it?

3
4

MS. TSUHAKO: No, I believe the
qualifications are that you have to re -- the students

5 have to achieve a certain level in their educational
6 progress and have progressed to the point where they are
7
8
9

ready for work study.
And then they're teamed with the MCC
coordinator. And with the faculty there, they're teamed

10 at different workstations where they could put to use
11

the actual skills that they're learning in school.

12

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And they get paid?

13

MS. TSUHAKO: They don't get paid like a

14

full-time job. They get a stipend for the -- the

15

semester that they're with any work site.

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: This is one area I

19
20

can see we can cut.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. So, Director,

21 where the students go at the work site, do they get paid
22 by the -- the work site, whoever owns that work site?
23

MS. TSUHAKO: No, the stipend comes from

24

these grant funds that are given to MCC. They

25

administer the stipend.
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2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, it's more like a
training program?
MS. TSUHAKO: It's a training program in one

3

4 way, because the students are being given an opportunity
5 to put into practice the -- the skills and education
6 that they are getting at MCC, and at the same time
7 providing benefit back to the -- to what I think are the
8

Department's and the other entities in the community who

9

are recipients of that help.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

10
11
12

Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you,

13

Mr. Chairman. You know, I -- I advocate for education

14

in every way I can. I know it's a tough year, but I'll

15

support your recommendation.

16
17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. The -- Member
Kaho'ohalahala?

18

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Pass, Chair.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?

20

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Like my colleagues, I

21 am dearth to take away anything from education.
22

However, being that this is the year of slashing and

23

burning, and, you know, sitting here, agonizing out of

24

the -- over the best use of dollars, and where will we

25 get the best bang for the buck, it breaks my heart to
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2

Those are kids that are really, really needy

3

and really need life skills and help. And to reduce

4

that and fund this is a very hard choice for me, but,

5

Chair, I will abide by your recommendation.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

6
7

Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair.

8
9

Madam Director, again, in your response to Mr. Nishiki,

10

so, to -- to qualify for this program or to get into

11

this program, there's no income criteria. For example,

12

you have to come from low income. So, in theory, you

13 could come from well-to-do -- come from or have a
14 well-to-do background and still qualify and participate
15

in this program?

16

MS. TSUHAKO: Thank you for your question,

17 Member Molina. I have, actually, the program narrative
18

from the Cooperative Education Program. And I can scan

19 through that very quickly to see if there is a financial
20

eligibility that's being attached to participation in

21

this program and answer your question very quickly.

22

(short pause) I do not see that there's any

23

eligibility requirements financially for those students

24

from MCC to participate in this. So, theoretically, you

25

are correct.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you,

2 Madam Director. It kinda sheds a whole new light on
3

this, Mr. Chairman, for me.

4

So, I'm open to -- I think, in general, all

5

of us support education in one way, shape, or form. But

6

again, as was stated earlier, we have to look at what

7

the best use of our dollars is, in these stressful

8

times, Mr. Chairman. So, I'll just leave it at that.

9

Thank you.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any

11 more question regarding that?
12

If not, we go to the next one, Maui Farms.

13 Member Victorino?
14

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's on page 10.

16

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: 10, yeah?

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: There you go.

18

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, I guess -- I

19

guess we had the confusion -- well, okay. I think this

20

is the one regarding -- okay -- the reduction of 22,000.

21

See, this is where I could hopefully find money in what

22 we're talking about for a program that is very valuable
23
24

for needy families in a transitional period.
But you -- you tell me, Ms. Tsuhako. This

25 program serves a number of people, and I think I heard
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six families yesterday or seven families, something like

2

that. And -- but it also contributes to rehabilitation

3

and some, you know, self-esteem, growth of food that now

4

is used and shared with other agencies.

5

So, my question is, this reduction, I -- I

6

know that they've been reduced. What is their fee from

7

the year before, and I think you've answered that

8

question, but what was the 2008-2009 allocation?

9
10

MS. TSUHAKO: I believe the 2008 allocation
was $280,000.

11

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So, they've

12

already taken a 20 -- a 28,000-dollar reduction, yeah?

13

If I'm correct.

14

MS. TSUHAKO: You're probably better at

15 math -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.

16
17

MS. TSUHAKO: -- than I am.

18

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, no. Okay.

19

So, we're talking taking a program of almost $50,000,

20

and that's where I would like to see reinstatement of

21

funds, because I think that program does a lot of good.

22

But what's your take on that? Do you think

23 that that has a wide spectrum of help for needy
24
25

families?
MS. TSUHAKO: You know, Member Victorino, I
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think that Maui Farms, like most other agencies that the

2

County deals with, have a lot of dedicated people. They

3 work really hard to help the families who they serve.
4

And I -- I guess I've heard discussions that

5

they serve very few people. But, really, if you look at

6 the -- the reach of these agencies, they serve many more
7

than they're actually housing in their program. And I

8 think last week I talked about the difference between
9 programs that do what I consider, in the Human Services
10

arena, light-touch programs, where you serve many more

11

people, but you -- your intervention is much less. It's

12

a very light intervention.

13

Maui Farms is on the total opposite of the

14

continuum. Maui Farms does intensive work with

15

families. They -- they have them there for sometimes up

16 to a year, a year and a half, depending on what the
17

overall needs are. They rehabilitate families, you

18

know?

19

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.

20

MS. TSUHAKO: They take sometimes women and

21

children who've been subjected to years and years of

22

domestic abuse, and try to -- to deal with the trauma,

23

deal with all the impact of those -- those issues,

24 and -- and slowly teach them how to come back into the
25

community.
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So, it's really difficult, even in my

2 position, and I think even if we were to gather a whole
3

room of nonprofits, to say, you know, the light-touch

4 programs are more important, because they serve more
5

people. Because, truly, if we are really to talk about

6 having a safety net in this community for our families
7 and for the people who are the most vulnerable, we need
8
9

to have services that encompass both ends.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.

10

MS. TSUHAKO: And in the middle, too.

11

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.

12

MS. TSUHAKO: So, I consider Maui Farms to

13

be one of those programs that is intensive, it's

14

thorough, and it's comprehensive. And, so, my personal

15

belief and my professional opinion, as a social worker,

16

is that we need to have both. We cannot just say we're

17

gonna just have the programs that serve, you know,

18

10,000 people.

19

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.

20

MS. TSUHAKO: And forget about those that

21
22

work intensively with those folks.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, thank you,

23

Ms. Tsuhako, for that broad, broad explanation, and I

24

think that's something that the public has to

25

understand. Because even if it's only six families,
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and, you know, some of these families have three, four,

2

or five members in that family, that's a lot of people

3 being housed and rehabilitated so that they can become
4

productive citizens.

5

And I think that's something that's very

6

important. I mean, you can teach a man to fish, or you

7

can keep fishing for that man. And I think we've got to

8 have more programs that teach people to get out of that
9

cycles and be able to be productive citizens, or we'll

10

always be here five, 10, 15 years from today, when it's

11

also some other Council, looking for money to help these

12

needy people.

13
14

And not that need will ever go away, but if
we can start to reduce it, I think that's our charge.

15 And I'd like to make that one of our -- our core
16

essential along with all the other things that are

17

helping our elderly, and our children, and Head Start

18

and all that.

19
20

So, thank you, Ms. Tsuhako, and thank you,
Chair, for this opportunity.

21
22
23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member
Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No, I just wanna

24 thank Lori for explaining what you did, because my
25

thought was the same. Ah, you're only serving six
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families, and, therefore, I can scrutinize and look for

2

cuts in this situation.

3

But also, I wanna ask you the question.

4 These people also are housed in an area where they can
5

receive help like this, like you are talking about?

6

MS. TSUHAKO: Yes.

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: This is at the Maui

8

High School.

9

MS. TSUHAKO: No, Maui Farm is actually a

10

number of structures that's up by the old Maunaolu

11

College --

12

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Oh, okay.

13

MS. TSUHAKO: -- on Ike Drive. So, they

14 have different homes spread out around their property,
15 and the families actually inhabit the homes, and they
16

work on the farm. And as Mr. Victorino said, they help

17

produce food for their neighbors.

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

20

Medeiros?

21
22
23
24

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr.
Chairman.
Yes, Ms. Tsuhako. So, the Mayor's budget
cuts them by 10 percent. Was there discussions with

25 your Department and the Administration? Was this just a
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1 normal 10 percent that everybody was taking a reduction
2
3

at this point?
MS. TSUHAKO: Let -- let me just take a

4 moment to explain, Member Medeiros, how that went.
5

Maui Farm actually, when they submitted

6

their proposal, their request for funding from the

7

Department, asked for a level funding.

8

And Ms. Ambre, who testified before you

9 yesterday, actually made an appointment to come see me.
10

And she said, Lori, I know that you guys are asking us

11

to take a little bit of reduction, but this money is

12

really necessary. And she proceeded to show me that she

13 needed money for staffing and not to have to lay off
14 anybody, because she has a team of people up there who
15
16

work with these families.
And in the end, I understood a lot better

17

what her program was. But in the end, I said, you know,

18

I'm really sorry that the Department's priorities, as we

19

set forth, were for food, shelter, and for safety. We

20

tried to make as little reductions as possible.

21

So, there was that discussion, and I'm sure,

22 you know, she was very disappointed to see the
23 Department and the Mayor's recommendation for a lower
24
25

level of funding than she actually asked for initially.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh. Okay.
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Well, yeah, thank you for that clarification, you know.

2

And I agree. This is a really great program. And like

3 any other great programs, you know, we hate to see any
4

reduction.

5

But I think, as the Budget Chair is trying

6

to do, he's trying to, you know, balance this. And we

7

all hate to see any reductions in good programs. But,

8

so, the nine percent in the Mayor's budget reduction was

9 after your conversation with Ms. Ambre, and that would
10 have been what the Mayor was asking from all the
11

nonprofits, a 10 percent reduction?

12

MS. TSUHAKO: Yes.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you,

14

Ms. Tsuhako. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho'ohalahala?

16

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No questions,

17

sir.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?

19

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you for the

20

opportunity, Chair. And thank you, Ms. Tsuhako, for

21

your eloquent explanation of what's going on at the Maui

22

Farm. It is a very unique program.

23
24

And I'd like to muddy the water a little bit
more. While we're talking about affordable housing

25 money in several pots, big fat pots of money, can some
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1 of that money go to Maui Farm that is actually providing
2

affordable housing?

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Director?

4

MS. TSUHAKO: Thank you for your question,

5

Member Baisa. Possibly, yes. Possibly, yes. I think

6 what would -- what we would need to do, if Maui Farm
7 were indeed granted some money from these other
8

allotments -- these other allocations that are

9

available, specifically for supportive housing, is we'd

10 have to be very clear about the delineations of which
11

services come from which funding source.

12

So, the line item, I think just in general,

13 would -- you know, could fund some of the program and -14 and maybe Ms. Ambre would need to factor out some of the
15 other programs that would be more applicable for funding
16

through these other allocations.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Because, you know, if

17
18

we're actually providing affordable rentals for these

19

families, you know, if they were out in the community,

20

knowing what rent costs nowadays, for these families,

21 minimum, thousand dollars a month, and we got five or
22

six families, that's $6,000 a month times 12 months.

23

Hello.

24

I -- I think that we -- you know, at this

25 point, we're gonna have to be very creative in order to
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fill holes. And I would like that pursued. And while

2 we can move money for rental assistance, I think we can
3 move money to help with agencies that are providing
4

rent -- rent -- affordable rent.

5

Chair, if we could please pursue that.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, thank you. I'm

7

just gonna ask Corporation Counsel to give us some

8

comments regarding utilizing those kinds of funds that

9

the County, at this time, do have in regards to

10
11
12

affordable rental assistance.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Mr. Chair, I took a
look at Chapter 3.35, which is the Maui County Code

13 provision on Affordable Housing Fund. And that -- that
14

Chapter says that revenues shall be used for the

15 provision and expansion of affordable housing and
16

suitable living environments for residents of very low

17

to moderate income.

18

And then when you look at the use of the

19

fund, it does allow for grants, and it does also specify

20

to increase the supply of affordable rental and

21

owner-occupied housing. So, at least that fund looks

22

like a possibility. I'm not sure what other fund --

23

funds you might be referring to.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. There is a

25 possibility of utilizing that kind of funds?
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MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: For that fund, right.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Ms. Tsuhako?

3

MS. TSUHAKO: Mr. Chair, are you referring

4 to the Affordable Housing Fund, or are you talking about
5

some of these other allocations within the Department,

6

like this -- we discussed earlier Affordable Housing

7

Supportive Living?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, I'm talking about the

8

9 Affordable Housing Fund.
MS. TSUHAKO: Would -- would not the -- if

10
11

the County were to grant funding to an agency, for

12

example, like Maui Farm, wouldn't that have to be part

13 of our Affordable Housing Fund Plan that the Department
14

is required to submit before the -- to the Council for

15

approval?

16
17

The -- the RFP period has already ended, so
I think we might run into a roadblock there.

18

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?

20

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: What about the other

21

fund, the First-Time Home Buyers' Fund that we already

22

talked about using for something else?

23
24
25

MS. TSUHAKO: Member Baisa, I'm not sure I
understand your question. Sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I'm trying to figure
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1

out, that if we can move money for rental assistance,

2

we're talking about that, right?

3
4

MS. TSUHAKO: You -- you're talking about
increasing the funding for --

5

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Correct.

6

MS. TSUHAKO: -- rental assistance.

7

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And we're taking it

8

out of those funds, right? Is that correct, Member

9

Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: That would be one

10
11
12
13

option.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So -- so, it could
be -- so, I'm following along, and I'm saying if we can

14 put more money in the Rental Assistance Fund, then why
15

cannot we subsidize an agency that is actually providing

16

an affordable rental to a number of families? I don't

17

see the conflict, but I'm not a lawyer, and I would like

18

to have somebody to take a look at it.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Yeah, if

20

Corporation Counsel, do you have any comments?

21

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: What the Director

22

mentioned is true. If Council is gonna be using monies

23

in that fund in -- say within a fiscal year, then you

24 would have to comply with the provisions that are
25

outlined in the Chapter.
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2

However, the Affordable Housing Fund is a
fund that's established by ordinance. So, technically,

3 what that means is that the funds lapse at the end of
4

the fiscal year, and then they are reapprop -- usually

5 with these ordinance-established funds, they're supposed
6
7

to be reappropriated into these particular funds.
But, Council has the option of appropriating

8

more or less. You know, when you're -- as you're

9

looking at the budget.

10

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, it could be

11 done then at that time when we set our appropriation for
12

the new year.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Uh-huh.

14

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So, you know, we might

15

not be able to cover this now.

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA: No.

17

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: But I think we could

18

keep it as a -- as an action to take later in the year.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yep.

20

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And that would solve

21
22

our problem for now.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, some of the

23 housing-type problems that some of the -24
25

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: -- agencies have.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes. Because, you

2

know, this is not just one, but this is the one that

3

I -- I'm very familiar with, but I know there are

4

others.

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

6

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much.

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

8
9
10

Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair. I
just wanted to thank the Director for the additional

11 explanation on what the Maui Farm does with these
12

families. Even though it's six families, and I know,

13

like I mentioned earlier to a testifier, we sometimes

14 get caught up with numbers, but then the human aspect
15 and what the benefit can -- you know, we can get from
16 our investment in working with -- you know, even though
17

it's six families, but it has an impact one way or

18

another in our community.

19

So, Mr. Chair, I'm open to -- I know the

20 Administration already recommended a 10 percent cut on
21

this organization. And there's an additional

22

22,000-dollar cut being proposed as well. I think that

23 would really, really hamper their ability to perform.
24

So, I just say I'm open to finding monies to

25 at least restore them back to the Mayor's Administration
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recommendation, which is already a 10 percent cut. So,

2

I'll work with some of my colleagues as well on this

3

particular matter. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. The next item

4
5

is ...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Chair, just one

6
7

clarification.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

9

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Chair.

10

Department, so at the Maui Farm, just so I

11

understand that they do house their clients or families.

12

Is it at a fee or is it free?

13
14

MS. TSUHAKO: No, there is a fee attached to
that.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: There's a fee.

16

MS. TSUHAKO: Yeah.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: That the clients

18

pay?
MS. TSUHAKO: The clients pay for their

19
20

housing. So, usually, I believe what the Farm does is

21

they take a look at what their income is, and they --

22

they use the same sort of HUD guidelines, where you

23 don't pay more than 30 percent of your income for your
24
25

housing.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh.
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2

MS. TSUHAKO: And then they would -- they
would, as case managers, you would utilize whatever

3 alternative sources of income that family had, whether
4

it's SSI or welfare, to supplement the cost of that

5

housing.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you

6
7

for that clarification. And that's all I have. Thank

8

you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. So, let me

9
10

clarify. So, the clients do pay a -- an amount for the

11

rental?

12

MS. TSUHAKO: Yes, they do.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any

14

more questions?

15

If not, the next one is the Housing and

16 Human Concerns National Kidney Foundation of Hawaii.
17

Member Victorino? Page 10.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No. Okay. Got

18
19

it. No, no questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

20
21

Nishiki?

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

24

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I support your

25

recommendation.
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2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member
Kaho'ohalahala?

3

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No questions.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Which one are we on

6

now?

7
8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: National Kidney
Foundation on page 10.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, that was the

10

one where, you know, I -- I -- I still have a problem,

11 because it was supposed to be a short-term program. And
12 it has gone two years beyond what we were originally
13

told.

14

So, if people are looking for money, you

15

know, I support what they're doing. I know there's a

16

lot of problems, but this is not putting food on

17

anybody's table, it's not providing a roof over

18

anybody's head, and it's not creating jobs per se.

19

Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I -- I know,

20
21

at one time, all of these -- not all of them, but some

22 of the requests were supposed to have been one time,
23

too.

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yep.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Pass.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina?

3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No questions.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I got a question.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: How many years have

8 we funded?
9

MS. TSUHAKO: I believe Member Johnson is

10

correct. I -- I think we funded them for three fiscal

11

years.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Three years.

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Thank you.

14

MS. REVELS: Mr. Chair.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Revels.

16

MS. REVELS: We began funding them in Fiscal

17

Year 2007.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chair?

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

21

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, I know we

22 have nonprofits that seem like they come in for initial
23

funding to get started, but, you know, we still have

24

them. But, you know, I wanna support this group.

25 Because, you know, having completed and opened the Home
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Dialysis in Hana, with the support of this Council and

2 previous members of the last term, one of the things
3 that we have learned, in that process, is that we have a
4 lot of members in the community who are on a list of
5
6

borderline.
And some of the mitigative ways of having

7 people not get on that list is through the educational
8 part. A lot of people don't realize how they -- they
9
10

get, you know, kidney disease, which leads to dialysis.
So, I think this is an important organization.

11

This is not a luxury. This is -- we talking

12

life and death of people. Once you get on dialysis, you

13

know, pretty much, that's the rest of your life. So, I

14

just wanted to be sure that we were clear on that.

15

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. All right. I

17

concur with your comments. I know they have had several

18

displays recently at Kaahumanu Center. I think we all

19

receive a newspaper article where they screen people for

20

kidney disease. So, early prevention, you know, will

21

cost less in the long run. Thank you.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Mr. Chair?

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I think I said

25 previously on this one though, I would go along with
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whatever the majority wanted, so ...

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, you did.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I mean, it's only

4

money, right, people?

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: You did, Member Johnson.

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Ah.

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. The next one is

8

the Salvation -- looking at -- before I go to the next

9

one, I wanna call on Corporation Counsel in regards to

10

the item that we were talking about, Maui Farms, and

11 possibility of utilizing some of the other funds that we
12
13
14

have for affordable rentals. Corporation Counsel.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
I want to apologize. I misspoke when I referred to the

15 Affordable Housing Fund as created by Ordinance. I
16

double checked, and it is one of the funds that's

17

created by Charter.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.

19

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: So, those funds do

20 not lapse at the end of the year, but they remain in the
21

fund. And they would have to be used for the purposes

22

set forth, which it is a purpose -- which is it looks

23 like it would qualify as a purpose, but you would need
24 to go through the proper procedures of authorizing the
25

grant. And the procedures are all set forth. Just
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wanted to clarify. Thanks.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Okay.

3 Members, the next item is the Salvation Army. I -- I
4

know it's -- Member Victorino, if you have any questions

5

for the Director at this time.

6

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, not so much

7 on the Salvation Army. I think we know the good work
8

they do. But I would like to find some way of -- and

9

that's why I'm -- I'm kinda going back to that one with

10

the $40,000, and that would cover pretty much the two

11 programs I would like to see reinstituted, both the Maui
12
13

Farm and the Salvation Army.
Not to say Cooperative Education is not

14

important, but there I would like to put my money there.

15

So, Ms. Tsuhako, you've worked with the Salvation Army.

16

Your comments.

17

MS. TSUHAKO: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. The

18

Salvation Army provides a very essential and basic

19

service for our homeless population and those who are at

20

risk for homelessness. I -- I really respect the work

21

that they do.

22
23

I think the Merritts, who are sitting in our
audience today, Captain Merritt testified yesterday,

24 have been a good shot in the arm to the Salvation Army
25

since they got here last year.
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1

2 is that they have continued to serve many of the chronic
3 homeless that other agencies don't seem to be able to
4 work with very well. And so I respect them, and I thank
5

them for that.
I think that, you know, the -- the Mayor's

6
7

recommendation for funding in this agency for -- for

8

level funding on this agency was in recognition of -- of

9

that hard work that's being done. I think, you know, in

10 previous months, I spoke to the Merritts, and they very
11

excitedly told me that, you know, they've -- they've

12

gotten about three or four of these chronically homeless

13 people -- I mean, you know, we've probably all seen them
14

around town, 10, 15 years, chronically homeless.

15

And they come to their shelter at night.

16 They get to know the folks who work there. Pretty soon
17

there's a relationship, a rapport that's built up. And

18

they end up being able to talk these guys, who've been

19

chronically homeless for like 15 years, into treatment

20

on Oahu.

21

And I can tell you, as a former probation

22

officer, that is not an easy thing to do. So, you know,

23

a hundred and $50,000 goes a long way to providing these

24

services. I will say to the Merritts that my hope, as

25 one of the leaders of the continuum of care, that we can
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see your agency at more meetings and participating much

2 more closely with the other agencies who work in
3

homelessness. I will tell you that, but that I do

4

support your program.

5
6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member
Nishiki?

7
8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, I know I -I -- listen to Gladys always supporting the -- the needy

9 people, but when she made a statement that she said when
10

we had no other place to send these people, that's the

11

agency that they sent these human beings to.

12

And I just wanna say that a lot of us are

13

fortunate that we can eat, we have a roof over our

14

heads, and we got clothes to put on. But these people

15

that don't, you know, they still are part of this

16

community.

17

And they may have mental problems. And I

18

just ask all of us that you are not guaranteed that you

19

are going to be in the best mental shape in your life,

20 and should you have someone in your family that may have
21
22

this kind of disease, are you going to put 'em out?
And, and so, when I look at what the

23 gentleman came and testified, and the other thing is is
24

that I'm not against other nonprofits, but when he said

25 that they cut warm bodies, I was impressed by that. And
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1 then as he came in today, you know, the honesty of the
2 person saying that, oh, I just wanted to let you know
3

that we do get subsidies, I think is, for me, enough to

4 want to give that agency back their money, Mr. Chairman.
5 And at the same time, I know where I wanna cut. So, I
6

have that answer also.

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman, thank

10
11

you. Just to say that, yes, I think this is a worthy

12

organization for what they do, and I think, as Member

13 Baisa and Member Nishiki just described, they are pretty
14 much where people have no other place to go or won't be
15 accepted at any other place, end up at the Salvation
16

Army.
And, you know, they -- they welcome anyone

17

18 under any conditions to their organization and give them
19

whatever help they can. So, I -- I certainly would like

20

to see some money restored to their funding, so they can

21

continue their good, humane work in our community.

22

Thank you.

23
24
25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member
Kaho'ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you,
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1

Chair. I'll support your recommendation.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

2
3
4

Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: If you can find the

5 money, you can put it there. But I always have a
6 problem, I guess, doing it at the expense of other
7

programs that may offer similar services. So, I hope we

8 don't take from anything of that sort where other people
9

won't be served.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?

11

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you, Chair. And

12

everybody knows where I stand on this. I'd certainly

13

like to see the 20,000 put back. And my fear is that

14

20,000 this year is not gonna even begin to deal with

15 the tidal wave of need that's gonna wind up on the
16
17
18

Salvation Army's door.
They do wonderful work. They are a great
program. They are the place of last resort. They deal

19 with the people that our society has thrown away and say
20 we don't wanna be bothered with them. We don't wanna
21

see them in our parks. We don't wanna see them in our

22

shopping centers. We don't want them anywhere.

23

But the Salvation Army welcomes them and

24

treats them like they should be treated, with dignity,

25

and respect, and with ultimate care. And I cannot say
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1

enough about the work that the Salvation Army does. I'm

2

a big fan.

3
4

Thank you. Let's find the money, and Member
Nishiki, God bless you if you can find it.

5
6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member
Molina?

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you,

8

Chair. It is with some hesitancy that I support your

9

recommendation. I mean, if the monies can be found, we

10

are all the better for it.

11

But I -- I have a sense with the way the

12 economy is gonna be next year, this appropriation might
13 be a bigger one from the Administration, because there's
14

gonna be a lot of tough times ahead, Mr. Chair. Thank

15

you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I agree with

16
17
18

you.
Members, the Chair is gonna stop right here.

19 But before we recess, I have a question for the Director
20

in regards to self-sufficiency programs. Can you remind

21

all of us, you know, what kind of programs are those?

22

MS. TSUHAKO: The self-sufficiency

23 allocation in our Department has been historically used
24 to support those programs that work with clients who
25 have a variety of different needs, but to help them in
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1

the process of becoming more self-sufficient.

2

So, for example, during the current fiscal

3

year, you know, after the closure of Moloka'i Ranch and

4

the mass layoff of numerous people, the Department, with

5

the assistance of MEO, executed a grant to allow for

6 those families who are unemployed and who may need
7

assistance with utility costs, that were projected to go

8

very high, after the Ranch's closure, offered that sort

9

of subsidy for utilities to them.
And so it's -- it was our effort to try and

10
11

help those families along, so that they could do their

12 best to become -- or to remain self-sufficient and not
13

have to resort to, you know, funding like TANF.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: As far as affordable

15

rentals, do you utilize this particular fund to do that

16

also?
MS. TSUHAKO: The -- you mean the Rental

17
18

Assistance Program?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I'm sorry. Rental

19
20
21
22

Assistance.
MS. TSUHAKO: The Rental Assistance Program
Guidelines have been recently changed, because --

23 because of need, actually, to allow some of the grantees
24
25

to use those funds for helping clients with utilities.
So, they do the rental subsidy, and they
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1 work with them on a case management basis, so that they
2

are not on it forever. There's a time limit. There's

3 a -- a cumulative amount that they cannot exceed.
4

And then so the utilities might be used

5

to -- to assist them maybe in paying arrears or just for

6

the utilities if their costs are really high for one

7

month.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. So, you know,

8

9 we've increased a lot of monies into the Affordable
10

Rental Housing Program. So, those monies can also be

11

used for things like utilities that you just mentioned.

12
13

MS. TSUHAKO: Yes, because of the recent
change in the guidelines.

14
15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. If we
were to take our monies from here ...

16

MS. TSUHAKO: Pardon me?

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: If we were to reduce this

18

funding, is that a problem?
MS. TSUHAKO: Well, I think the four

19
20

grantees would object to it, because they see the need

21

for it. However, like I said, the State is probably,

22

very soon, if not already, informing those agencies who

23 will get funding through the stimulus money that they -24
25

they have an extra pot of rental assistance funding
to .
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1

CHAIR PONTANILLA: And so the $700,000 that

2 you talk about is gonna be in this particular program?
3
4

MS. TSUHAKO: It -- it's not gonna come to
the County, Chair. It's gonna be directly --

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Directly.

6

MS. TSUHAKO: -- granted from the State to

7

the agencies, yes.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.

9

MS. TSUHAKO: And all of the proposals that

10 were submitted for Maui County agencies were all for
11

rental subsidies, rental assistance.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, the four agencies

12

13 that you talk about also are being funded from this
14

location?
MS. TSUHAKO: Yes. So, it's Women Helping

15

16 Women, Ka Hale A Ke Ola, MEO, and Family Life Center are
17

the four recipients of what now is $425,000.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, we

19

are gonna recess. Thank you for that information. It

20

shed some light anyway.

21
22

At this time, the Chair is gonna call a
recess, a dinner break.

23

(Chatter among Members.)

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, yeah, recess. I'm

25

sorry.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Oh, thank you.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: All of you wanna go home.

3

(Chatter among Members.)

4

MS. TSUHAKO: Happy birthday, Mr. Chair.

5

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, here we go

6

again. Oh, my God.

7

(Laughter)

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We -- I know some

9 of the Members have some appointments to do. And,
10

Members, is it okay to come back like 7:00 o'clock?

11
12

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Now? Now? No, that's
too long.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: 6:00 o'clock.

14

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Excuse me, Chair.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.

16

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: If I might. I know

17 many of us have an appointment at 5:30 this evening that
18

will probably last from 5:30, at least 6:30, maybe 7:00.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, okay.

20

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So, we'd like to

21 postpone the break a little -- the dinner break later,
22

so that we can take that and then come back in time,

23 with your approval.
24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, okay.

25

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: We can take a
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2

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Take a short break.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Yeah, we'll take,

4

let's say --

5

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: 10 minutes.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: -- 10 minutes. We will

7

reconvene at 4:30. I'm sorry. I thought it was 5:30.

8

This meeting is recess until 4:30. ...(gavel)...

9

RECESS: 4:19 p.m.

10

RECONVENE: 4:33 p.m.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: ...(gavel)... The Budget

12

and Finance Committee Meeting is now reconvened. I'm

13

sorry, Members, if I said 5:30. My eyeballs was --

14

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Lowered.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: -- kinda bleary.

16

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I thought you was

17

right, too, you know.

18

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: We're not surprised.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.

20

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Know he can see.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Ms. Tsuhako,

22

regarding the Self-sufficiency Program. That was very

23 interesting information that you provided this
24
25

committee.
The next one is the Keiki Kokua. Member
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1 Victorino, got any questions for them?
2

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes. Ms. Tsuhako.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Page 11.

4

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, yeah. I got

5

it. This is another fund that I know does great things.

6

It sometimes will be called the hidden problem, because

7

these children are removed from situations, and then,

8

you know, put out there.

9

If it wasn't for these foster families, we'd

10

be in a world of hurt. And I think the 20,000 is -- is

11

a very small, insignificant fund, but yet very important

12

to them. And we're hoping that by next year at this

13

time, they would become one of the self-sufficient ones

14

with their thrift store, et cetera. But your take on

15

this particular one, because I think this would be

16

essential, not the soft, touchy-kind-of organization,

17

but you tell me what you think, if I may, Ms. Tsuhako.

18

MS. TSUHAKO: Thank you, Member Victorino.

19

I think everybody probably heard from Ms. St. James

20 during your Community Budget Hearings, and she probably
21
22

described their program.
It's really a program that supports and

23

provides assistance to foster families. And, you know,

24

the -- the issue of foster care in our community is

25

important, because these kids have very little support
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from their birth families, and so their foster families

2

are all that they essentially have.
And there is a high rate of turnover in

3
4

terms of the foster families that the State is able to

5

recruit. And, you know, the Administration tries to

6

support this program, despite the fact that we know this

7

is -- foster care is a mandate that the State has, not

8

the County. This is not a County issue.

9

And I think that we realize that there's

10 work that is being done, and we appreciate the work
11

that's being done, because the kids who are in foster

12

care on Maui are from Maui. So, essentially, we're

13

trying to take care of those kids. Because we -- the

14

Department does recognize that this is essentially a

15

State function.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you,

16
17

Ms. Tsuhako, and I appreciate your response to the

18

question. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

19
20

Nishiki?

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yes, I'd just like

24

to add to what Ms. Tsuhako said. You know, I had

25 personal experience with knowing foster parents, and my
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aunt in Honolulu was one. And she would take in, like,

2

anywhere from seven to 11 in her house. And she was

3

ones that took care of the infants, the very young,

4

which is -- I don't know how she did it.

5
6

But they would arrive at her house at 3:00
o'clock in the morning, 1:00 o'clock in the morning,

7 ordered by the Court, taken from mothers that just gave
8 birth that had -- the Court felt would -- would not do
9
10

well in rearing that child.
So, foster parents give up and sacrifice a

11

lot to take care of children that others do not take

12

care of. So, I -- you know, I'm a great supporter of

13 when it comes to -- not necessarily Keiki Kokua, but
14
15

just the idea that foster parents are out there.
The other thing is we constantly see where

16 there's a program to try and get more people to go into
17

foster care, because there's always a shortage of foster

18 parents. And what happens was if you -- you have a
19

shortage, then those foster parents that are in the

20 program already start to get more children than they
21
22

really can handle.
But there's no other place for them to go,

23 whether they are brought to the house by CPS or by Court
24

order. So, you know, I'm very supportive of a program

25

like this that takes on the difficult challenge of
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supporting foster parents.

2
3

So, Ms. Tsuhako, what was their funding in
2009 currently?

4

MS. TSUHAKO: $25,000, Mr. Medeiros.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And was

6

there funding in 2008?

7
8

MS. TSUHAKO: That was the -- that was the
first year that this agency -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right?

9

MS. TSUHAKO: -- approached the Council for

10
11

assistance.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right, and, you

12
13

know, I -- I'm not sure if you have that with you, but

14

if you know.

15
16

MS. TSUHAKO: Yeah, last year was the -well ...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, 2008 was the

17
18

25,000? No.

19
20

MS. TSUHAKO: 2009. The current fiscal
year --

21
22
23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: That's the first
year?
MS. TSUHAKO: -- was the first year that the
County has funded this grant.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And so --
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so, this was just part of the Administration's

2

requirements of reducing close to 10 percent for

3 everyone?
4

MS. TSUHAKO: Yes. The reduction in this

5

line item was due to the fact that, you know, we -- the

6

Department asked all agencies to cut back on their --

7

their costs. We wanted to focus on monies being spent

8

on direct services.

9

And as I was trying to explain to Mr.

10 Victorino, there is a -- there is an acknowledgment that
11

while this agency does a lot to support foster families,

12 and -- and the work that they do to take care of our
13

children in our community, foster care is really a State

14

function.

15
16

And I will also let you know, Members, that
I've talked with this agency and very much encouraged

17 them to work with the Department of Human Services,
18 which is where I believe a lot of their funding should
19

come from, for the services that they provide, and have

20

encouraged them to pursue that.

21
22

I've also spoken with Family Programs of
Hawaii, which is the recipient of the Statewide contract

23 from DHS and encouraged that program to work with Keiki
24 Kokua to expand their funding base in an attempt to
25

acknowledge that it is a State responsibility.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. And I agree

2

it's a State responsibility. You know, however, it's

3

children in our County.

4

MS. TSUHAKO: Yes.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And do you know

6 what the State funding is? Has it take major cuts also?
7

MS. TSUHAKO: I -- I do not know. I haven't

8

spoken -- the woman who's in charge of the Family

9

Programs of Hawaii Foster Family Support, her name is

10 Eva Chow, and I haven't spoken with her over the last
11 month and a half probably.
12

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh. Okay. And

13

to the credit of this organization, you know, they try

14

to generate revenues themselves.

15

MS. TSUHAKO: Yes.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: To help themselves

17

with the thrift store.

18

MS. TSUHAKO: Yes.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And I give them

20

credit for that. And so, Mr. Chairman, if we can

21

restore it, fine, if we can find the money. Otherwise,

22

I support your recommendation.

23
24
25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member
Kaho'ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No questions,
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Chair.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Support.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?

5

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: This is hard. I'd

6

like to see the money, at least $5,000, put back. But

7

if we can't, then I would ask that every single one of

8 us would help out by donating all of our used items and
9 at least attending the thrift store and helping these
10 people make it, because the work they are doing, in my
11

opinion, is very important to our community.

12

You know, foster children are a huge

13 challenge, and I have nothing but admiration for anybody
14

who is willing to take that challenge on. It's hard

15 enough to raise your own kids, but to raise somebody
16

else's is laudable.

17

MS. TSUHAKO: Absolutely. Absolutely.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

19

Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you,

20
21

Chair. I was just wondering if the Director could help

22 me verify or clarify some things that we heard during
23

the evening budget presentations or hearings, I should

24

say.

25

They've opened up a thrift store, and
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there's mention of scholarships. Now, the thrift store,

2

I guess, revenue that's generated, that's all going

3 towards the scholarship. And is any of the money from
4 the thrift store also going towards the program and
5

services as well.

6

MS. TSUHAKO: Um --

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Have you discussed

8
9

that with Ms. St. James on that?
MS. TSUHAKO: I have not, Member Molina. I

10 believe that the opening of the thrift store and any
11 proceeds that they receive from that were not factored
12

in to the request that was generated by the agency,

13 because it was done last November.
14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh.

15

MS. TSUHAKO: So, I do not have an answer to

16

your question. I do know that one -- I think Council

17 Chair Mateo told me that someone had testified in
18

Lahaina that the County's funds are being used to fund

19 that MCC scholarship for former foster children who had
20
21
22

aged out of care.
We did call the agency and asked them for
clarification about that. We checked with the

23 parameters of our County grant and found out that that
24

is not an allowed use for this County grant, that exists

25

in Fiscal Year '09. And we confirmed with the agency
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that they are not, in fact, using the County grant to

2

pay for those scholarships to MCC.

3
4

And the donor -- there's a separate donor
for that, who -- who had, I think, maybe been the person

5 who testified about that program.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. And I don't

6
7

know if you can help refresh my memory, maybe, Chair,

8

you, too. Was this -- I guess the initial appropriation

9

was made Fiscal Year '09.
And by the way, if Members want references

10

11 as to what programs received prior year funding, you did
12

give us out a document dated April 14. And it shows all

13 the grants in the prior appropriations from the fiscal
14

years. Was this initially a one-time request?

15

MS. TSUHAKO: Member Molina ...

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Was that represented

17

to us?
MS. TSUHAKO: Yeah, I don't remember if it

18

19 was a one-time request, because I think the request came
20

directly from the agency to this body.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh.

22

MS. TSUHAKO: There was never a formal

23

request made to the Department by this agency. So,

24 they -- they came, and they lobbied this body for -- for
25

that grant.
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2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh. Okay. Yeah,
Chair, I don't know if you recall, but, you know, I've

3 heard -- I don't know. Maybe I was hearing it from
4

someone else, but it was initially -- the initial intent

5

was just a one-time request.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: We were talking about the

6

7 Kidney Foundation, when they first came in as a one-time
8

request, but since then -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Not Keiki Kokua.

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA: -- because of the

10

11 programs that they provide in regards to people being on
12

dialis -- dialysis, that the program educate the public

13

in regards to staying healthy, and, you know, hopefully

14

don't get kidney disease.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh, yeah. Thank

15
16

you. And I just bring this up, because, again, as the

17

Director mentioned, this is primarily a State

18

responsibility, and, you know, when does it end, you

19

know.
So, anyway, I mean, we all care about our

20
21

kids and whatnot, but there's -- has to -- the line has

22

to be drawn somewhere, especially when it comes to State

23

mandates.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes, and I think the

25 Mayor made a clear distinction as far as that. When you
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go back through this budget, there's a lot of State

2

programs that's on here. But some of the State

3 programs, I -- I must say, you know, help the people of
4

this County.

5

You know, and I look at MCC. There's a lot

6

of discussion made on MCC. They provide training for

7

future nurses for this County, and health care is very

8

important for all of us. And if we can continue to

9 provide for nurses to be -- for people, if they want to
10 be in the Nursing Program, stay on Maui, work on Maui,
11

you know, that -- that's a pretty good future for them.

12

And I can see the -- some of the dollars

13

that we provide for some of this. For example,

14

University of Hawaii, MCC, you know, I look them -- look

15 upon them as part of our work -- workforce developers
16

for this County, not only in nursing area, but also for

17

long-term-care-type of schooling.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: But you are right,

20
21
22

though.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Especially
it's tougher, because we -- you know, the TAT situation.

23 And by the way, have you heard yet? I'm just curious.
24

I know it's almost 5:00 o'clock. Any reports you can

25

share with us?
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1

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Nothing on the TAT, but

2 maybe Ms. Revels can provide us some information in
3

regards to another bill.
MS. REVELS: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I have

4
5

not received an update on House Bill 1744, which is the

6 one that we've been talking about that takes money from
7

the counties.
But Senate Bill 1111 increases the TAT 1

8
9

percent in 2009 and 2 percent in 2010, with the

10 additional revenue to be deposited in the General Fund
11

and sunsets in 2015 -- in 2015 passed the Senate this

12

afternoon.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Okay,

15 Members. Any more questions regarding that particular
16

item?
If not, we go to youth centers.

17
18

Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. Thank you,

19
20

Chair.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: And Members, on page 12.

22

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, yeah, yeah.

23

You know, we were -- yesterday, Ms. Tsuhako, you

24 explained to us the mistake that had occurred in your
25 budget. You had discovered that the carryover really
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1

wasn't a carryover. Am I correct in -- in that

2

analysis?

3

MS. TSUHAKO: Yes.

4

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. And so the

5

Chair had proposed a 40,000 reduction based upon us

6

having a carryover.

7

Is that correct, Chair? Was that your --

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Not a carryover, but

9
10
11

funds that weren't designated for any of the agencies as
noted on page 10-27 of the program budget.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So, I

12

guess, Ms. Tsuhako, you know, we know all our youth

13

centers are such valuable pieces of our -- our

14

communities. And again, our youth, you know, one of

15

those real challenge areas.

16

So, my question to you is this $40,000, do

17 you think this would inhibit a number of our youth -18 youth programs, our youth centers to the point where
19 maybe some will have to start closing earlier, if they
20

cannot find the additional funding. Because we -- we

21 already went through that with Paukukalo, and the Boys
22 and Girls Club. And I remember people coming in and
23 asking for more money, because they were about to close
24

it, which I think eventually, I think, did happen. I'm

25

not sure on that one.
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1

However, this $40,000, when it comes to our

2 youth programs, your take on that, and what we can live
3
4

and live without.
MS. TSUHAKO: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. You

5 know, I really regret the error that the Department made
6

with -- that showed that there was an 80,000-dollar

7 amount that was unallocated. Because the Grants Review
8 Committee actually did a very good job of using that
9

entire 1.8 million that was allocated in the last fiscal

10

year, divvying it up between all of these youth centers.

11
12

I really -- I know that Mr. Hanlon is here
and Ms. Huddleston-Hafoka is here. And they would be

13 able to tell you specifically what that additional
14

40,000-dollar reduction would mean to them in terms of

15 their programs and the number of kids they can serve.
16
17

One of the things that Mr. Hanlon shared
with me, while we were outside, is that, you know, this

18 County money that they -- the youth centers receive is
19 used to leverage Federal money -20
21

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes.
MS. TSUHAKO: -- and Federal grants. And so

22

if they don't have this money, it cripples them in more

23

than just the initial amount of reduction. It cripples

24

them, because they are not able to utilize all the

25

Federal funding, the matching funds or the -- the other
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2

So I am -- I am concerned about this. And I

3 really -- I apologize to this body for that bad math
4 that allowed that mistake to occur and for that money to
5

seem like it was unappropriated, because it -- I mean,

6

unallocated, because it was.

7
8

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Ms.
Tsuhako, thank you very much. And I've got some ideas

9 where we can find some money to reinstate that, and
10

we'll bring that up a little bit later. But I'm glad

11

you clarified that. And mistakes happen.

12

Unfortunately, when we are in such austere times, these

13 kinds of mistake are really exacerbated with the whole
14 problem, and now we've got a compounding problem, yeah?
15

MS. TSUHAKO: I realize that. I apologize.

16

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. It happens,

17

so let's see if we can right the ship and get this thing

18

rectified. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

19
20

Nishiki?

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

23

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho'ohalahala?

25

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No.
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1

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I, too, want the

3 money restored to just correct the error.
4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?

5

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I think I agree with

6

my colleagues. We've got to fix this. We've got to

7

find this money.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.

9

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. The next --

11

next one is Youth Programs on page 12. Somebody had a

12

question. Member Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, I -- no,

13
14

I'm -- I was okay with that. No, no question from me.

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Which one? Youth

16

Centers?

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Youth Programs.

18

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, right

19

underneath, yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho'ohalahala?

20
21
22
23

None?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Oh, okay.
Chair, no, I have a note here.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.

25

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And it was --
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1

I mean, we kind of laughed about this, but I had asked,

2 and we had some giggling over the -- the Brain Gym. And
3
4

we're gonna get giggles again, perhaps.
But I -- I needed to understand, what

5 exactly does this program do? Because I tried to -- to
6

look up myself, and if some of the Council Members can

7

enlighten me on what the -- the program is about. And,

8

Director, is that something that you can bring some --

9

some light to?

10
11
12
13
14

MS. TSUHAKO: I -- I will do my best. May I
just take a moment, Member Kaho'ohalahala, to just ...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: It's listed under your
Youth Programs.
MS. TSUHAKO: Yes, yes, I understand that.

15 The agencies that you see listed under Youth Programs
16 Recipients, all made application to the Grants Re -17 excuse me -- Grants Review Committee. And that body was
18

responsible for reviewing the applications and making

19

recommendations to the -- to the Administration.

20

So, the funding for this -- for the Youth

21

Programs doesn't get looked at, I think, by this body

22

individually per app -- per recipient. It just looked

23

at as a aggregate amount.

24

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Uh-huh.

25

MS. TSUHAKO: I -- I can tell you what the
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1 program from Giving Back has said about Brain Gym. The
2 Giving Back Program is a mentoring program utilizing a
3 preventative approach to addressing community problems
4

like truancy, drug abuse, and crime, by utilizing senior

5

citizens and children in the practice of kinesthetic

6 exercises which help youth develop strong academic and
7

social skills and help all participants improve their

8

cognitive abilities, self-esteem, and emotional

9

well-being, which, in turn, enhances the vitality of the

10 greater community. And that is their program
11

description.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And this

12

13 program has been in place for how long?
14

MS. TSUHAKO: I -- I don't know about the

15 origins of this program, but I know that Giving Back has
16 provided Brain Gym for at least -- at least several
17

years, and they do it not only through this format, but

18

also to our senior citizens via Kaunoa's Leisure

19

Program.

20
21

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So, is it an
active program as we speak?

22

MS. TSUHAKO: It exist, yes.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And do we

24 have any information on what is provided specifically?
25

MS. TSUHAKO: Well, it's a ser -- it's a
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1

ser -- as I understand it, it's a series of -- of

2

exercises that helps the participants, both youth and

3

elders, maintain their cognitive abilities, raise their

4

self-esteem, and -- and thus make them more capable of

5 maintaining their vitality and their contributions to
6

the community.

7

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Now, I know

8

you are saying that, but I -- I don't understand what

9

that means.

10
11
12

MS. TSUHAKO: I -- I haven't obviously been
to Brain Gym yet, but -COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No, I mean,

13 what you are saying -14
15

MS. TSUHAKO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: -- is nice,

16 but I wanna know specifically what is the -- the
17 participation? What is the end product? And when you
18

said contributions to the -- the good of the community,

19 what does that all mean?
20

And then what does this grant provide for in

21

terms of staffing? Is it paying for individuals who

22

conduct these exercises? I -- I just don't have enough

23

information to understand what it is that -- that is

24

being funded.

25

MS. TSUHAKO: My understanding is that the
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1 grant pays for a teacher who then works with -- with
2

numbers of people. They may recruit volunteers, but

3 they work with both senior citizens and youth to provide
4
5

this program. I think it goes for several weeks.
And they -- I think it's a group meeting,

6 and then they go through that process together. I -7
8

I'm sorry, Member Kaho'ohalahala. I can't be any more
specific than that, because I'm not directly familiar

9 with exactly what Brain Gym does operationally.
10
11

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Well,
I mean, we need to -- I mean, I need to understand,

12 because we are funding something, so -- and then if I
13

don't get clear answers, it leaves a question in my mind

14

about what is it that we are funding then.

15

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?

17

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I might be able to

18

shed some light. I don't really know a lot about the

19 program, but I know a little. I had the opportunity to
20 attend one of the Kula AARP meetings where the founder
21

was a speaker. I think her name is Karen --

22

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Peterson.

23

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: -- Peterson. And she

24

had us participate in an exercise. And, you know, being

25 AARP, we are all seniors who are beginning to deal with
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1

this lack of memory, and all kinds of things that are

2

happening to us with our brains.

3

And I think the thrust of this is to help

4 people stay mentally alert and active by doing different
5

kinds of exercises. And not just exercises, physical

6

exercises, but mental exercises, and games, and puzzles,

7 and, you know, doing the kind of things that help keep
8

you mentally alert.

9

And so that's what this is -- is about.

10

It's really for seniors to help us maintain our mental

11

faculties.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Chairman, do

14 we know how many people actually participate and are
15
16

currently involved in this?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I'm not really sure,

17 but I do know that they are working with a lot of senior
18

groups and probably with Kaunoa, providing classes. But

19

I -- like I said, I don't know a whole lot about the

20 program, but I had that one experience. And it was very
21

enlightening for me to realize that, you know, you are

22

losing these things, and you need to work on it.

23

(Laughter)

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair.

25

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I just wanna
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1 make sure that it is being utilized, and there are
2 participants, and they are ranging in the groups that
3

are being described. And that -- and I -- I still don't

4

know what that means with the description in terms of -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: We probably need to

5
6

ask Ms. Peterson to appear, which I'm sure she'd be

7

happy to do.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. That

8

9 was the only part in the Youth Program that I had a
10

question, and since it was tucked in there, then that's

11

why I had a problem.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

12
13
14

Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair. To

15

add to Member Kaho'ohalahala's further confusion and

16

need more clarity, years ago, I took a course during the

17

summer. And Member Kaho'ohalahala, your spouse works --

18

is employed by the DOE, and back then, I was also

19 employed with the DOE. And teachers, during the summer,
20

take courses for enrichment as well as adding -- getting

21 more credits to apply towards maybe a Master's Degree or
22
23

a 5th Year Diploma.
And I did take this course, and at the time,

24

Ms. Peterson was just introducing this course. And

25

initially, it was brought to teachers to experience to
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1 maybe better connect with their students.
2

I kind of characterized it as like aerobics

3

for the brain, if you will. I guess there is some

4

meditation involved, closing your eyes and so forth.

5

So, as Member Baisa described it as mental -- a lot of

6

mental exercises. So, you know, it's a matter of

7

opinion of what you think about the program's benefits

8

and whatnot. So, it's -- that's just basically my

9

experience with it.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: What happened to

10
11

you?

12

(Laughter)

13

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: I decided to run for

14

County Council after that.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, I don't wanna

15
16

take this course then.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: We don't need to go.

17
18

That's why we're doing this.

19

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh.

20

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Keep alert.

21

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Blasted already,

22

yeah.

23

(Laughter)

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
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1
2

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Chair.
Chair, again, I still don't have enough information.

3 And I went to the website to understand what it is that
4

the program offers. And I can hear the Department

5

giving a summary of it, but it still doesn't answer the

6 questions about what is the benefit, who is the
7 participants, and how many people have actually
8 participated, and what is the cost to -- to this
9 particular program, in light of all youth programs?
So, that's why I kind of put that there,

10
11

because I still don't have answers to this. And it

12

would seem strange. No one can answer these questions,

13 but we fund it. So, while we are giggling about, you
14

know, the exercise the brain, yeah, we always need that.

15

I just would like to be real clear about what it is that

16 that program offers and why we -- why we fund it.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

17
18
19

Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No, and the one

20 person that I know, who was a participant in this, and
21

she was one of the instructors, was Sue Self. And she

22 had passed away a couple years ago, and she was a huge
23

advocate for this program. I don't believe, from my

24

knowledge of this, there's any charge. But they had

25

expanded. I'm sure the statistical information is
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1 available at some point, and -- but I have no problem
2 with the program, because I think that it does keep our
3

youth, and it also keeps our seniors interacting, and

4

it's the intergenerational component that was very

5

attractive to me. So, I don't have any other problems

6

in this area.

7
8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Member
Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.

9
10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina?

11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I got a

13

question for the Director. Looking at page 10-27 of the

14 program, you know, we have all this GRC and Culture and
15

the Arts, and Youth Programs. You know, you told us

16 that, you know, there was an error regarding the Youth
17

Centers, okay. In the other areas, I'm looking at

18

Community Partnership Grant -- Recipients, where it says

19

unfunded.

20

MS. TSUHAKO: Yes.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Or funding distribution

22 to be decided or recommended by the Grants Review
23 Committee. Would you know if they made a recommendation
24
25

on the $41,000 that's showing in 2010?
MS. TSUHAKO: No, my understanding is the
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1 Grants Review Committee left some money in the CPG
2

allocation to allow for other programs that didn't come

3

forward at the initial time of the opening for these

4

requests and allowed for the Department to exercise some

5

discretion in funding additional programs.
I will tell you, Mr. Chair, that the

6
7

Department has -- subsequent to the initial

8 recommendations made by the Grants Review Committee, the
9 Department has funded a grant program in the amount of
10

$2,000, I think, to Ohana Makamae in Hana, because

11 they -- they were used as an umbrella agency to provide
12 bus transportation for Hana High -- High School students
13 to participate in the PacSun National Guard About Face
14

Programs.

15

And without the assistance for

16

transportation, they would not have been funded at all.

17

So, we used some of the -- what is there as unallocated

18

to do that, to provide that service to the Hana youth.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. And

20 then when you look at the Culture and the Arts
21

Recipients, the same thing, 11 -- $11,900?

22

MS. TSUHAKO: 930, that's correct.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, that's available?

24

MS. TSUHAKO: Yes.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Okay.
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1

Members, moving on .

2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Mr. Chairman?

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. Are you

5

saying that these leftovers is now available for us to

6

use?

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: It's ...

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Or is that ...

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA: It's not you know, when

10

you read the documentation on 10-26 and 10-27. But

11

there was an error for the Youth Center recipients, and

12 this Chairman had utilized funding from the Youth
13 Centers, not knowing that an error was made in that
14
15

location.
So, what Ms. Tsuhako just confirmed is that

16

there are allocations that -- not allocation, but

17

funding that distribution still need to be made by or

18

recommended by the GRC.

19

But the allocations for the GRC, it's a

20

two-year allocations. So, we -- you know, there is

21

funding available in several of the different areas

22

that, you know, I -- I just confirmed with --

23

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Right.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: -- the Director this

25 evening. But the Chair had gone and utilized 50 percent
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1

of the Youth Center's available dollars that we thought

2 was available that -- you know, when we -- or when the
3 Chair made his recommendation.
4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Thank you.

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Chair?

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho'ohalahala?

8

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So, for

9

further clarification then, aside from the 2,000 that

10

was just described, then the 41,000 is available, except

11

2,000 that they utilized for the Ohana Makamae Program?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. If she says that

12
13

she utilized 2,000, then there's 39,000 that's

14

available.

15

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And then the

16

eleven thousand nine thirty is also available?

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.

18

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And then on

19
20
21
22
23

the bottom, the 1,500?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Maybe the Director can
clarify the 1,500.
MS. TSUHAKO: The 1,500 is also available in
the Youth Program allocation.

24

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chair is keeping tabs, by

3

the way.

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Trying to. I can see you

6

guys' minds going. Okay. The next one is the J. Walter

7

Cameron Center for facilities improvements.

8

Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair.

9
10

And we were just given a compilation, I guess, from

11

the -- Mr. Gaxiola, showing the breakdown in not only

12

the funding but the necessary repairs that our

13

allocation of $240,000 would help.

14

And I guess they are looking at a $1.2

15 million renovation and rehabilitation. And right now,
16

with our 240,000, it seems like they will achieve that.
Ms. Tsuhako, you have a copy of this that

17
18

was ...

19

MS. TSUHAKO: I do not, sir.

20

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, okay. There

21

was some extra copies. I think, Mr. Chair, you got the

22

extra copies?

23
24
25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, I can give
Ms. Tsuhako this copy.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
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1
2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Since I'm so familiar
with this.

3
4

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And I think all -the only question I have here is, as I can see, CDBG,

5 and CDBG ARRA are contributing somewhere around 500 plus
6 thousand for ARC of Maui program space and the Easter
7

Seal. And then our portion would go, I guess, for the

8 American Cancer Program.
9

But I think what I see here is a complete

10

rehabilitation according to the pictures, right, Mr.

11

Chair?

12

So, I was one of those that was thinking of

13 maybe taking some out, but with this report, I think I
14
15
16

feel comfortable leaving it in.
Ms. Tsuhako do you have any comments beyond
that, after looking this over?

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Tsuhako?

18

MS. TSUHAKO: No, Member Victorino.

19

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Chair,

20

thank you. Thank you, Ms. Tsuhako.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

24

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Mr.
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Kaho'ohalahala?

2

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No questions.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I support your

5

recommendation.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?

7

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, I'd like to

8 thank the Members for their support. And I thought it
9 was important that we have some graphic examples of
10

what's going on there.

11

You know, this building is almost 40 years

12

old. And what has happened is over the years, the

13

corrosiveness of being in the salt air has really done a

14

lot of damage. And, you know, my husband used to work

15 with the Water Department. He's a pipe person. And we
16 are beginning to have all these leaks all over the
17
18

place.
And last week, there was an emergency. They

19 had to close down because a pipe burst, and they had to
20 dig up through the parking lot. And so we have to do
21

this, because it's not the office that is impacted when

22

Cameron Center closes down. It is like the Simply

23 Healthy Cafe, and all of the agencies that need to have
24

water running so they can take care of the clients.

25

And I asked him, why is it that this is
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happening? And he said, well, you have to understand.

2

Upcountry, our pipes corrode from inside out. But in a

3

place like Cameron Center, where it's salty, the pipes

4

corrode from outside in.

5

And just so that we would feel very

6

comfortable about supporting this project, it benefits

7

20 agencies, and I wanna show you what the pipes at

8

Cameron Center look like.

9
10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, just like from my
house before.

11

(Laughter)

12

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And there are holes

13

directly through the pipe. And if we don't do this

14

pretty soon, we're gonna have to close down majorly.

15

And all those people that are served, over 20,000

16

people, will be affected.

17
18

So, I think, colleagues, this is a really
good investment. If we don't help Cameron Center, the

19 only source of revenue that they can count on will be
20 from the member -- the member agencies who are housed
21

there. And we are trying to keep their costs down. You

22

know, we are cutting all the budgets, and they cannot

23

afford to pay more for space.

24

And Cameron Center tries really hard to keep

25

the assessments low. So, this is a very good investment
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in our community, big return on our investment. So, I

2

wanna thank you for your support. It's really

3

important.

4
5

I also want you to know that the Cameron
Center Board of Directors is not resting on our laurels.

6 We are trying to build an endowment fund, and we are
7 planning a major fundraiser for Cameron Center later
8

this year. In fact, it's scheduled for Halloween eve,

9

now that, you know, we don't have a major Halloween

10

event anymore. And we're trying to raise money, too.

11
12

So, this is something for our community. We
can all do it if we all help together. So, thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

13
14
15
16
17

Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Support the
recommendation, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. And Member

18

Baisa, it's all right, you know. The Cameron Center is

19

located in an area where the rust comes from out in.

20 And you know, those old increments in Kahului are now
21

facing the same problem.

22

Member Medeiros?

23

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Chair.

24

Is it correct that that property is County property as

25

far as the land?
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes, it is.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And the building is

4

private?

5
6
7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Private. Privately
built.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Maybe Member

8 Baisa can help me understand more or clarify something.
9 So, where does the funding come for day-to-day
10

operations, maintenance?

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?

12

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you. The -- the

13

tenants in the Center pay an assessment fee. And that

14

assessment fee is based on just trying -- it's like a

15

CAM charge. Trying to, you know, just pay for costs.

16 And every effort is made to try to reduce costs.
17

The most important thing that has happened

18

there this year -- and by the way, the Director of

19

Cameron Center is here if we need more information.

20

One of the largest expenses that Cameron

21

Center was facing was the cost of electricity. The bill

22

was crazy. And so this year, we've purchased a new

23

chiller, which is very energy efficient. We also worked

24 with an energy company to install photovoltaic system to
25 try to reduce. And part of this renovation will be to
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change the jalousies that leak, so that the

2

air-conditioning goes out, and, of course, it costs more

3

electricity.

4

So, every effort is being made to make

5 Cameron Center green, so we can keep the costs that we
6
7

charge the agencies down.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you,

8 Member Baisa, for that information. That helps me
9 understand more the overall maintenance and operations
10

of that building and organization.

11

Thank you. Thank you, Chair.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I'd just like

13 to add that when we do have the Mercedes Golf
14

Championship, volunteers from the Cameron Center do --

15 do volunteer at the golf championship. And part of the
16 proceeds -- the donation proceeds go to Cameron Center
17

to keep the costs for those clients' rental, you know,

18

at a minimum. So, thank you.

19

Member Nishiki?

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino?

22

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Sounds

24

like -- okay. Housing and Human Concerns, Animal

25 Management, same page, page 12. Member Molina?
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2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No, no questions,
Chair.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No, but is this the

5
6

one where you were taking 150,000 out due to that error?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, this is the one

7 that -- it did have some funds in the Animal Management.
8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, but there --

9 there was a mis -- you know, that was the fund where
10

there were three separate projects.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Right.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And that would have

13

eaten up pretty much what's in there.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Exactly.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And what Jocelyn

16 Bouchard was saying was that it would not -- it
17

wouldn't, you know, help them to take out that money. I

18

don't mind if -- you know, but I really believe we need

19

to work on this and get it as close as we can.

20

I don't mind using some of that money, but

21

it -- it just -- it's a program, that I can tell you

22

right now, people are dumping their animals. People who

23 are losing their homes don't have anywhere to go with
24

them. I mean, it's not just a problem here. It's a

25 problem in the whole United States.
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So, I -- I just don't think it's just their

2 problem. They are performing a service that the County
3 would otherwise be saddled with, and they cannot
4 afford -- they -- they at least have to have enough
5 money to do operations. So, I -- we have to do whatever
6 we have to do, and I don't wanna cut anything if we can
7
8
9

avoid it.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I got a
question for the Department regarding this. As far as

10 the Animal Management revolving fund, do we show it
11 anywhere in our budget?
12
13

MS. TSUHAKO: Yes, I believe we do. I'm
gonna defer to Mr. Pablo to give you a reference.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Pablo?

15

MR. PABLO: Yeah, we do show it on Schedule

16 A, Roman Numeral II, right after the Grants Revenue. I
17

believe we have it on page -- in the ordinance. Let's

18

see. It's several pages here.

19
20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: And -- and the reason why
I ask is that how do we know if an agency's going to

21 utilize those funds that are available when we do our
22 budget deliberation?
23
24
25

And probably there's other funds, you know,
that's out there that really some of us don't know.
MR. PABLO: Okay. On your exhibit, it's on
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page 49 of 50, on Exhibit 1 that you prepared, which is

2

also a reflection of the proposed budget ordinance.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. But

4 how would the -- the Members know if there is a program
5

or a project? And, you know, we -- again, we may have

6

other funds in this location here.

7

MR. PABLO: Uh-huh.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: In this case here, you

9 know, we found out yesterday that the agency was gonna
10 utilize the funding in that particular Animal Management
11

revolving fund.

12
13

MR. PABLO: We get the balances from the -from the Finance Department in the accounts program.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Uh-huh.

15

MR. PABLO: They would -- they would track

16 that. And I believe the -- how that money is spent is
17

described in the County Code.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. But what I'm

18

19 getting at is that what was presented to us yesterday
20

was projects, three projects, I understand. One,

21 purchase computers, one to replace the cesspool, which
22

is required by law, and the other one was some

23

renovation.

24

MS. TSUHAKO: Modular, I think modular unit.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
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MS. TSUHAKO: Mr. Chair, if I could, the --

2

the grantee, in this case, the Humane Society, made the

3

request to the grants management specialist who's

4 working with them, saying we would like permission to
5 tap into the fund, and -- and laid out the -- the scope
6 of the purchases that would be used or that they needed.
7
8

And I -- what the Department did, is we
consulted with Finance with Purchasing to find out how

9 is it that we actually are able to help the grantee tap
10

into that revolving fund. We got some direction from

11 Finance and then proceeded to do as was recommended in
12
13

terms of the procurement.
To answer your question more directly, I

14

think what we -- I can't speak for every department, but

15

at least for us in Housing and Human Concerns, we could

16 perhaps send a correspondence to the -- to the Budget
17 Chair to let you know that the agency has requested
18

access to the funding. In the future, we could work

19

that into the normal routine as we're approaching

20

Finance to ask for their assistance. And that might

21 alert you to the fact that there are pending -- there
22 might be some encumbrances from that fund.
23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Because when

24 we deliberate for the -- you know, when we do this
25 budget, you know, all of the information that we
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2

You know, we were blindsided by -- well, not

3 blindsided, but, you know, we work on a vacancy
4 information that was provided us back March -- back in
5

March 11.
And then yesterday, we receive an updated

6
7

one. And here we are, you know, scratching our heads,

8 because of some of the cuts that we made, not knowing
9 that some of, you know, the information was updated and
10

was presented to this body yesterday. It makes life

11

real difficult.

12

Member Johnson?

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, I have a

14

suggestion, because I realize that, you know, we can't

15

read people's minds, and, you know, the Department has

16

no requirement to really get back to us.
I think, Mr. Chair, that this may be one

17

18 area where the Council could put a proviso with regard
19 to any funds that the agency intends to use out of that
20 Animal Management Fund, so that either there is a report
21 required, that at any time when they tap into that
22 money, that the Council is always apprised of what that
23
24
25

is.
And even if it's providing it, you know,
just prior to budget, I -- I really think it's
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important, because then that way we have a full picture

2

of where we're going. Obviously, the cesspool's needed.

3 They really have the overcrowding, which is an
4

unhealthful situation. And then you've got the final

5

thing, which is the computers 'cause if their computers

6 go down, then it may be very difficult to track the
7 animals and put them back with their rightful owners.
8

So, I just think putting in a proviso may be

9 the way to go on this. But I do support their -- their
10
11
12

full request. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member
Medeiros, question?

13

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino?

17

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Okay. That's

19
20
21

all I got for Housing and Human Concerns at this time.
Members, this is the time that the Chair
will call for our dinner break. But before we do that,

22 Member Victorino?
23
24

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, no. I just
was happy to hear that, Chair. I'm ready to go. That's

25 why I was saying thank you.
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(Laughter)

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.

3

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I'm ready.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: We'll break for -- recess

5

for a dinner break. And then I know one of the Members

6 have an appointment, and I -- I also have an
7

appointment. But I will be here, and, Members, is one

8 hour good enough?
9
10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yep.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And then Member -- you

11

know, whenever you return. Thank you. So, this meeting

12

is in recess till 6:30. ...(gavel)...

13

RECESS: 5:23 p.m.

14

RECONVENE: 6:36 p.m.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: ...(gavel)... The Budget

16 and Finance Committee meeting is now reconvened.
17

Thank you, Members, for coming back.

18

(Laughter)

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Members, we're

20

gonna continue on, and the first one we gonna take is on

21 page 24, the General Fund County Emergency Management
22

Center. Disappeared. Where is Mr. Verkerke?

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: There he is.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: I'm sorry.

25

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: He went home. He
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didn't want to come back, did he?

2

(Laughter)

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Verkerke,

4

for being here.

5

MR. VERKERKE: Thank you, Chair.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Members, on page

7

24.

8

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Twenty-four.

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA: The Emerg -- County

10 Emergency Management Center. Some Members had questions
11
12

on that. Member Victorino, we'll start off with you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. And I

13 was one of them that eliminated that, but I've also been
14

told, Mr. Verkerke, that if we do not put any funding

15

there, that we, A, lose, I think, 800,000 or something

16

like that. Is that correct?

17

MR. VERKERKE: That's correct, $850,000.

18

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That would be the

19

matching Federal funds.

20

MR. VERKERKE: That's correct.

21

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And that's just

22

for the design part, right?

23

MR. VERKERKE: Design and planning.

24

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Design and

25 planning. And then, of course, more money down the
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road. I guess the question I have for you, Mr.

2

Verkerke, is really simply this. Is this the time?

3
4

Okay. The 850,000, I think all of us agree,
we want Federal funding. We like matching. Yes, thank

5 you. But is this the time, because we need more money
6

as the future goes on, and the future doesn't look very

7

good. So, please.
MR. VERKERKE: I understand the question,

8
9
10

and it's a tough question to answer, because there's a
number of aspects to it.

11

The first aspect and the most obvious one is

12 what is the message that we're gonna be sending to the
13 Federal Government if we decide that we -- after going
14 through all the effort and that the Mayor made, and
15

applying for the grant to say, well, we changed our

16

mind.

17

The other concern that I have is there is a

18

window of a number of years, I hope, where Federal

19

funding for this kind of projects will remain available.

20

If we do not -- and -- and I'm talking about the

21

continuation of the design and the construction.

22

If we do not move now and keep the effort

23 and the momentum that we've been able to create, if we
24 do not keep that going, we have a good chance that when
25

it comes to construction, the real expensive portion of
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this project, that we may not be able to tap into as

2 much Federal funding as we hope we will be at the time.
3

So, we may -- we may lose that window that

4 exists now to -- to maximize the amount of funding
5

that -- that will be available for this kind of project.

6

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Then, please, give

7 me your best estimation -- and I know that's an
8

estimation -- of the total cost of this project? What

9 do you think the percentage of Federal funding we can
10

count on or we -- we can -- we can expect? How's that

11

sound?

12

MR. VERKERKE: I do not feel comfortable

13 making a guess at that, because, at this point, that
14

would be a guess.

15

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.

16

MR. VERKERKE: I have -- I'm in a fortunate

17 position in that I have a staff member, who is working
18

on our Business Continuity Plan, who is also charged

19 with researching every last Federal grant that will be
20 available. And we just have not had enough time to come
21
22

up with numbers.
Last year, when we presented the report on

23

the conceptual design and the site selection project

24

that we concluded in April, the estimated cost of the

25

facility was around $40 million.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.

2

MR. VERKERKE: I -- I really feel confident

3

in saying that a good portion of that, if we can keep

4

the momentum going, if our timing is right, should be

5

funded through Federal funds. But at this point, I

6 could not give you an honest and meaningful answer as
7 how much -- how big that portion would be.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. And just

8
9

the last question, the intent also is just not in

10 Emergency Center, but to relocate some of our vital
11

services, communication services, such as dispatch and

12

some other things; is that correct?
MR. VERKERKE: Yes. We started out

13
14

recognizing the need for a second backup Data Center,

15

computing center, because all we have is what's in this

16

building. If anything happens to this building, it's

17 gonna be very challenging for the County to keep
18
19

functioning.
While we were going through that, we

20

recognized the connections, the interdependencies that

21

exist between the Data Center, computing power, where

22

the information is that people will need to rely on in

23

time of an emergency. The importance of the police 911

24

Dispatch Center for the same reasons. The EOC is in the

25

same building as we are without any redundancy, and
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then, of course, the Police Department's Radio Center.

2

All of that needs to be reliable, needs to

3 be available, needs to work together to provide the best
4 environment for the people that need to manage an
5

emergency or crisis to be able to do their job.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you,

6
7

Mr. Verkerke. I will let other Members ask questions.

8

But thank you for the information. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

9
10

Nishiki?

11

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

13

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr.

14

Chairman. I'm not sure if you answered this already,

15

but I'd like to ask and be sure I hear it. So, the

16

850,000 Federal grant is tied into this project; is that

17

correct, with our County funds?

18

MR. VERKERKE: That's correct.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Is this ARRA

20
21

funding, or is there a potential to get ARRA funding?
MR. VERKERKE: It's funding that came

22 through Department of Commerce, Economic Development
23

Administration. I don't know if that is --

24

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, no.

25

MR. VERKERKE: -- considered ARA funding.
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2 making sure that we are prepared for ARA grants is
3 ongoing, so we definitely are working very hard to be in
4

a position to take advantage of that.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, there's no

6 current information that you have that could help us
7 understand if there is a potential for ARRA funding?
MR. VERKERKE: I don't have anything I can

8

9 give you now, but everything in the Act points to the
10

likelihood that this is exactly the kind of project that

11

they have in mind.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Help me understand

12

13 that AR -- ARRA funding, my understanding was -- I don't
14

know if it was just for infrastructure, but for a

15 project like this, does it have to be shovel-ready to
16
17

qualify?
MR. VERKERKE: I believe being shovel ready

18

is going to give you an advantage. I don't know if it

19

is an absolute requirement. And that's part of the

20

research that we're working on.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, you're pursuing

22

trying to see if there's a potential to receive ARRA

23

funding for this project?

24

MR. VERKERKE: Most definitely, yes.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So, I think
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as you already expressed, the $290,000 is for planning

2

and design of the project?

3

MR. VERKERKE: That's correct.

4

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And there was a

5 question raised about the land area which is not secured
6

yet. What is the status of that?

7
8

MR. VERKERKE: We have very encouraging
discussions with the principal partner of the

9 partnership that owns the land. As I mentioned when I
10 was here a few days ago, he has given the okay for us to
11

have a fair market value appraisal done, and that's in

12

the process. We are waiting for the report on that.

13

We believe that there is every -- we are

14

confident that we will be able to come to a purchase

15 agreement, in time for the appropriation that is in the
16

current budget, for us to come back and discuss that

17

further with you at the exact price.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Is there any

18

19 ballpark figure we may be looking at at the cost of the
20

property?

21

MR. VERKERKE: No.

22

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.

23

MR. VERKERKE: That's what we had the

24

appraisal done for. We don't have that at this point.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, when you say
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the estimated cost of this project is 40 million, is

2

that including the property or just --

3

MR. VERKERKE: No, it's not including.

4

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: -- the building and

5

so forth? So, not including the property?

6

MR. VERKERKE: That's correct.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And so we would be

8
9

looking at additional costs for the property.
Okay. You know, my -- my initial assessment

10

of this was that -- I just thought it's -- you know,

11

it's something we need. I agree to that. It's just

12

that it comes at a bad time as far as funding.

13

But after hearing the Fire Chief speak on

14

it, and hearing, you know, from a member of the Police

15

Department and so forth, and, you know, having worked

16 with them for many years and knowing both gentlemen that
17

spoke, and knowing of their -- you know, their

18

integrity, and -- and -- and, you know, them actually

19

expressing the need for it, you know, I -- I -- I'm

20

thinking of that, you know, somehow, some way, we gotta

21

find a way to do this, except it's gonna be tough.

22

But, you know, I -- I think, at this point,

23 unless I hear something else different that sways me to
24

think otherwise, I'm gonna support the Committee Chair.

25

Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho'ohalahala?

2

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Pass, Chair.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. Mr. Verkerke,

5

what -- I guess your estimated cost is 43.6 million. In

6

addition to that, there's the land. What is the annual

7

operating cost approximately?

8
9

MR. VERKERKE: The estimated cost of
construction is $40 million plus the land cost. I do

10

not, at this point, have the estimated annual operating

11

costs. The design process has not progressed to the

12 point that we would be able to make those kind of
13
14

estimates in an accurate fashion.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Because you

15 are asking us to make a commitment, which will require
16

annual allocations, which will increase, potentially,

17

the operating bottom line for the County of Maui. I

18

think it's very important for the Council to know what

19

the figure is, approximately, for the operations.

20

Because it's my understanding that while

21

construction money may be available, as to the annual

22

operations, with money drying up left and right, in, you

23

know, other areas for grants and such, most of those

24

grants are not available for operations anyway. So,

25 we're going to be asking the taxpayers to pay the tab
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for this. I think they deserve to know.
MR. VERKERKE: I understand your concern,

2

3 and the only thing I can say to that is that one of the
4

design requirements of the facility is that it is going

5

to be as ener -- energy efficient as is possible for a

6

facility of that nature.

7

The other thing I can say is that the intent

8

is that existing operations of the 911 Data Center, of

9

EOC and the large -- or of -- and MIS, as well as the

10

Police's Radio Shop will move to that facility. So,

11

operating expenses would -- associated with those

12

functions are already something that is funded through

13

your operating budget. So, we'll move it to a different

14

location.
And I grant you that the new building will

15

16 bring its own cost. But in the design, we will try to
17 make that at least -- the energy cost of it as low as we
18

can possibly do.

19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you.

20

MR. VERKERKE: And the operational cost of

21

the functions is something that the County's already

22

faced with.

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and -- and you

24

have, you know, infrastructure maintenance, which, you

25

know, has its own life expectancy. It's just -- you
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know, it's adding on to something. They more than

2

likely will be maintenance personnel.

3

I -- I mean, you know what we're facing this

4

year. And to ask the taxpayers and to ask nonprofits

5

and everybody to do more with less, it's very difficult

6

for me, when I don't have the capability. If I were a

7

private citizen and somebody said, you're gonna go, and

8

you're gonna do this construction, even as a private

9

citizen, I'm gonna know what the costs are gonna be,

10

approximately, for operations. It's a prudent fiscal

11

thing to do.

12

And for me, I totally support the concept of

13

the project. But to me, it's -- the timing is not good,

14

but it's also that if we're going to spend Federal

15

dollars, it's still taxpayer money that's gonna be

16

allocated for this. Someone in the future's gonna have

17

to pay that money back. There is no free lunch.

18

So, I just -- for me, I don't have the

19

information that I really think is required to make a

20

fiscally and very prudent decision, and particularly

21

given the problems that we're facing. So, I -- I -- I

22

know it doesn't please everyone, but I have a real

23 problem with that.
24

MR. VERKERKE: The only assurance I can give

25 you right now, there will be an opportunity to factor
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those estimated costs in before the construction

2

commitment itself will be made. 'Cause we will be able

3 to estimate the operating costs once the design has
4 progressed to the point that we really know how to
5

fun -- the facility will function and what the expenses

6

will be.

7

So, we have an opportunity to revisit that

8 before we -- we -- we put that first shovel in the
9
10

ground, so to speak.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and I

11 understand that. And we had Federal funding allocated
12 previously for Dickinson Street extension. And we went
13 through the design, and we did everything. And yet the
14

community said, hey, wait a minute. That wasn't the

15

appropriate place for that particular connector road.

16

So, all of that money, all of those studies,

17

you know, it languishes. And the same thing would

18

happen is that if you could do some kind of, I guess,

19 projection of similar buildings in similar areas to get
20

some kind of an idea. That I would consider. But not

21

when you can't do this until the design is through,

22 because then you already go through the first step.
23

And what do we do? Oh, we already spent

24

this money. So, you know, we don't wanna throw that

25 money away. I know how it goes. Been there, done that.
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So, I'm sorry. I'm kind of frustrated by the fact that

2

we're being asked, and we're asking the taxpayers. This

3

is not my money. Even the 800 some thousand dollars,

4

it's not my money. It's not free.

5
6

So, I just feel we really have to be
careful. And particularly, Mr. Chair, when $290,000, in

7 this budget year for something that may sit on the shelf
8

for several years, and may never happen, because we

9

don't know these other things. There's a lot of

10

programs that could use the 290,000.

11
12

So, I -- I just -- it's not cutting it for
me, Mr. Chair. Thank you.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?

14

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I support your

15

recommendation, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

16
17

Molina.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair.

19

Mr. Verkerke, you know, the preliminary

20

design, I guess, if you will, for this proposed

21 Emergency Management Center, have you -- I presume you
22

folks have looked at other municipalities and generally

23 have an idea of what we want here in terms of size
24

and -- and I -- I'm asking this just as a follow-up to,

25

you know, the costs, if we do approve this, year in --
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year after year until it's finally done. And it is a

2 major commitment on the part of our taxpayers.
3

Can you share with us what you folks have

4 learned from what other municipalities have and have an
5

idea of what it's being -- what this center's being

6 modeled after?
7

MR. VERKERKE: One of the members of the

8 team -- the design team that we engaged, Member Molina,
9
10
11

is a firm that specializes in this type of mission
critical facilities.
And they drew on their experience with

12

designing similar facilities in Washington State and

13

many places on the mainland. We also, of course, closer

14

to home took a look at the EOC that was built in Kaua'i

15 after Iniki and modeled a lot of the -- or borrowed a
16 lot of ideas and modeled the basic layout on what we saw
17
18

there and some lessons learned over there.
So, at this point, we are quite confident

19 that the conceptual design we have, even though it's not
20

something we can go out for construction bids with,

21

is -- is very reflective of what the facility will look

22

like. We have done a lot of work in trying to size and

23

the relative elements -- the relative size of the

24

different elements, the EOC, the 911 Dispatch Center,

25

office space, all that.
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2

So, we hope that with all that work done,
the design process will move along quite nicely, 'cause

3 we do not have to start from scratch.
4

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.

5

MR. VERKERKE: And perhaps we will have the

6 information that Member Johnson is looking for when we
7 have to go to the community. Because one of the first
8 things we will need to do is go to the community and
9 tell 'em what our plans are as part of the whole
10

entitlement process that we'll have to deal with.

11

So, at that point, the community will have a

12

chance to -- to let us know what they think of it, and

13

if -- if they have concerns about the price tag.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you.

15

MR. VERKERKE: I'm hoping that they'll be

16 able to weigh the cost of constructing this against the
17

cost of not having it when you need it. And that's the

18 big unknown also. How -- how much of a price tag will
19 we pay when we really need to have it, and it's not
20

there.

21
22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, especially at
this point. Do people wanna at least get an idea or see

23 what they're -- what potentially could be purchasing,
24

yeah. So, okay. Thank you, Mr. Verkerke. And, Chair,

25

support.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. A couple

2

questions. The prior year appropriation, as far as the

3

design, we haven't started the design?
MR. VERKERKE: No, we have not. I mean,

4
5

other than the conceptual design that's been completed.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's the one that we

6
7

saw when you presented --

8

MR. VERKERKE: That's correct.

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA: -- this last year.

10

MR. VERKERKE: That's correct.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. As far as Homeland

12

Security Funding, will this support a project like this,

13

or .

14

MR. VERKERKE: Yes, yes.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: So --

16

MR. VERKERKE: So, there's a number of

17

sources, Federal, State -- I don't think the State of

18

Hawaii is gonna be in a position to support this very

19 well. But there are foundation funds, but we mostly
20

looking at Homeland Security, ARA, and some rural

21

development funds perhaps. It all ties in.

22

And so we -- we are working very hard to

23 make sure that we don't miss any opportunities there.
24
25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. So, when I see,
for Fiscal Year 2011, 2012, bond, so, we are also
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looking at -- hopefully, we can get some Federal dollars

2

to construct this facility rather than utilizing bond.

3

MR. VERKERKE: That's our .

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Am I right?

5

MR. VERKERKE: That's our expectation we'll

6 be able to do that.
7
8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Fine. Member
Mateo?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you very

9
10

much.

11
12

Perhaps for Corporation Counsel, what has
been the County's practice in allocating funds for

13 projects on properties that this County does not own
14

yet?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Mr. Chair. Well, in

15
16

past, we've allocated funds, of course, to acquire the

17 properties. Bond funds cannot be used to make
18 improvements on a property that we don't have a property
19

interest in.
So, we need to have at least a lease on the

20

21 property in order to make improvements on that property.
22

But other than that, there's no restrictions for general

23

funds.

24

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: But it has been practice

25 that we do not allocate funds for projects on property
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2

that we do not already own.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Well, that's a policy

3

decision. I'm -- I don't -- I mean, I'd -- I'd have to

4

ask around and see what the -- you know, what's been

5

done in the past. I think you're right. I think that

6 probably the County hasn't spent money on property that
7
8
9
10

it doesn't own, but I -- I don't know for sure.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Thank you. Thank
you for that information.
And Mr. Verkerke, my apologizes for coming

11

in a little late, so I missed -- I missed, you know,

12

part of the responses to some of the questions. In --

13

in terms of the acquisition, can you, once again, tell

14

us how close we are to acquiring?

15
16

MR. VERKERKE: We are in ongoing
conversations and discussions with the property

17 ownership. They have given us approval to have a fair
18 market value appraisal performed. The process is
19

ongoing, so we're waiting for the report, so that we

20 have an idea of what the negotiations for -- for price
21

on the property should --

22

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: And I --

23

MR. VERKERKE: -- be based on.

24

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: I understand that the

25

appraisal is, perhaps, ongoing or to be done. So, would
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2 potential costs might be just for that acquisition?
3
4

MR. VERKERKE: No, we have not received the
report from the appraisal firm, so --

5

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Okay.

6

MR. VERKERKE: -- it would be premature for

7

me to speculate.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Mr. Chairman,

8
9

I believe this Council acts on facts. And I believe,

10 because we do not have ample information, I cannot
11

support the Chairman's recommendation.

12

I do not think this Body should be making

13 appropriations when there are still multiple questions
14

yet to be cleared. This County cannot afford to pay or

15 pick up or -- or to construct a playground, and we're
16

ready to invest $40 million on a -- on a project that

17

has too many questions at this point.

18

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any

20

more questions for Mr. Verkerke?

21

Seeing none, thank you for being here.

22

MR. VERKERKE: Thank you, Chair.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Members, we're

24

gonna go with the Parks Department, and we'll start off

25

on page 16.
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2

MR. HELM: Wait just a second. Let me get
organized here. Okay.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: This evening, we do have

4

the Deputy Director of Parks with us. And at this time,

5

I'd like to call on Mr. Molina. And we'll start off

6 with page 16, which is the Administration Program.
7

MR. HELM: Page 16.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair.

9 You know, I believe Deputy Director -- Mr. Helm was here
10 the other day to explain his position or give us the
11

explanation on these positions that you're considering

12

removing. So, my questions were answered that day.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?

16

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Nothing at the moment.

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

18

Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I didn't have any

19
20

questions.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho'ohalahala?

22

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you,

23

Chair. I guess my questions, Chair, had to do with the

24

fact that I'm looking at where in the Parks and

25 Recreation's budget do we look at the inclusion of
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Lana'i pool.

2

Okay. And the reason that I highlighted

3

this specific in there, there were several sections in

4

here, because I wasn't real clear about where we would

5

consider that item in your budget.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Helm, can

6
7

you provide response to Mr. Kaho'ohalahala question?

8

I -- I know of this -- of the intent of

9

Mr. Kaho'ohalahala is asking. You know, he's looking at

10

the possibility of -- I don't know -- lease the pool on

11

Lana'i to provide swimming facilities for that

12

community.
MR. HELM: Yeah. Thank you, Chair

13
14

Pontanilla and Members of the Finance and Budget

15

Committee.

16
17

Member Kaho'ohalahala, regarding the
question regarding the Lana'i pool, we did provide you

18 with some breakdown as to what the position of the
19 Department would be. And as I had mentioned to you, the
20 position that the Department would like to see with -21
22
23
24

regarding the Lana'i pool is to -- to cover the cost of
the -- the pool guards.
And we would recommend that the -- the
filters, the maintenance of the pool, and the grounds be

25 continued to be maintained by the company.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And
then I guess my question then, Deputy Director, is where

3 in the budgets would -- would these items be considered?
4 You know, this one here is mainly your Administration
5

Program, and then you've got other -- you've got an

6 Aquatics Program, you know, which is down the line. And
7 then at the very end, I think we have one more entry.
MR. HELM: Well, I would -- I would believe

8

9 it would be under the Aquatics -COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Aquatics.

10
11

MR. HELM: -- Division.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And

13

then, Chair, I'll pass and wait until we get to that

14

section then.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

15
16

Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo,

17
18

Mr. Chairman. So, we're under Parks Administration

19

Program?

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No questions.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

23

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Mateo?

25

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: No.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino?

2

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Nope.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We going to

4

Aquatics. Again, same page. Mr. Molina?

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Going to --

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: We are going to Aquatics

7

Program.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No, no question on

8
9

Aquatics.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?

11

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No. The only thing

14 was about the question I think that you had asked the
15 other day or Members asked about the retaining the
16 position, keeping it open, when the shift in personnel
17

took place. And I think you answered that the other

18

day. So, unless there's something new, that was it.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Fast

20

question for the Department. Is the Department ready to

21

take over this swimming pool?

22

MR. HELM: As I pointed out, Chair, is that

23 in order for us to do take over the -- are you
24
25

pertaining to the Lana'i pool?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
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MR. HELM: Yeah. Okay. In order for the

2 Department to do take over the pool, we had made a
3 proposal as to just funding the personnel to operate the
4 pool. And -- with the understanding that the company
5 will -- would continue to maintain the filters and the
6

operation of the pool and also the grounds of the Lana'i

7

pool.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Do we -- have

9 we provided manpower to provide lifeguards at the
10
11

swimming pool in the previous months, years?
MR. HELM: No, not to my knowledge. But,

12 you know, I believe we had proposed like two -- two
13

lifeguards. I think it would be approximately $300,000

14

it would cost to man the pool.

15
16
17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member
Kaho'ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you,

18

Chair. That was the amount that I received from the

19

Deputy Director concerning staffing a pool facility. I

20

guess this is the situation. The pool is owned by

21

Castle & Cooke.

22

MR. HELM: Yes.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I have a

24

letter here that was dated in 1988 when the facility was

25

first constructed. And in here is a statement that
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2

available to Lana'i residents for noncommercial use and

3

at no charge.

4

And -- and what's occurred is that the

5 company has now laid off the only pool attendant that
6 was there, and thereby now having no one in their employ
7

to manage or care for the pool facility, the entire

8

facility is shut down.

9
10

So, at our recent Budget and Finance Meeting
on Lana'i, the people on Lana'i had sent forth to the

11 Members here a petition requesting that the County of
12 Maui look at acquiring the pool or operating the pool
13

for the community. Along with that letter was about a

14

hundred and 25 signatures that was sent with that.

15

And then at our hearing -- that also came up

16 in the public hearing of a need for the pool to be
17

opened by several testifiers. And so I tried to get

18

some kind of a gauge that evening, and unfortunately, it

19 was toward the end of the evening. But when I asked how
20 many people felt that that was an important item for the
21

Council to consider, I would say about 90 percent of

22

them said that it is an important item.

23
24

So, that's why I'm now trying to understand,
in this process now, how do we look at carving out the

25 positions that will be necessary to open. And your
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1 recommendation was that it be staffed by -- by two pool
2

attendants. Is it three?

3

MR. HELM: Excuse me. I have Duke Sevilla.

4

He's our Recreation Specialist for the Aquatics

5

Division. He can answer your question.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Prior to answering that,

6
7

I wanna call on Corporation Counsel.

8

Corporation Counsel, can you provide

9 guidance? Because this is a private swimming pool, and
10

the Members' intent is to have the County Parks and

11

Recreation, Aquatics Division, support the purchasing,

12

leasing of the swimming pool. And what is the process?

13

Before we put anybody -- you know, as far as

14 manpower requirements, you know, I just want your
15

guidance on this here, because there are some

16

liabilities that probably are involved. So, Corporation

17

Counsel.

18

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Mr. Chair, I think we

19 need to sit down with the property owner and figure out
20 what kind of an arrangement would be acceptable to them.
21
22

I was just asking Zach if they -- if they
had any discussions regarding the liabilities, because

23 our office would probably recommend that we at least get
24

insurance from the pool owners, if it's Castle & Cooke

25

still. And that's so that the County is -- has some
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protection. Because if we don't own the pool, then we

2

don't have control over maintenance, and repairs, and

3

things like that.

4
5

So, we want to make sure that the County's
interests are protected. So, we would have to sit down

6 with the landowners and work out some kind of an
7
8
9
10
11

arrangement.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member
Kaho'ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Mr. Chair,
I -- I agree with the Corporation Counsel. And I've had

12 preliminary discussions with the landowner about the
13 pool every since it was shut down. And, in fact, the
14

Director of Parks was also called from Lana'i residents

15 the moment the pool was shut down.
16

The company has indicated that they would be

17

interested in giving the pool facility. Now, what the

18

specifics of that, we have not talked about. I did not

19

know if there was going to be, one, any interest on the

20 part of the Parks Department to even consider looking at
21

the Lana'i pool as another facility that the County

22 would -- would own and operate.
23

And that's why I passed that information on

24 to the Director and asked what the -- what would be
25

involved. Now, they have come back and said that, in
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their view, it would cost $300,000 to operate that pool.

2 But, with those caveats, that says that they would like
3 the company now to do the maintenance of the filters and
4
5

the pumps.
And so, I -- I was not thinking about that

6

scenario. I thought that if we would take over the pool

7

itself, that we would maintain all of it. We would have

8

ownership of it. Whether it was a lease agreement or

9 license agreement, between the company or whatever that
10

was, that it would be our facility to manage, operate,

11

and staff. So -- so, the only proposal I have is the

12

one that Mr. Helm is presenting to us.

13
14
15

MR. HELM: Yeah. Sol, hang on. Duke wants
to share something.
MR. SEVILLA: The reason why we came up with

16 the -- the fact that we wanted Lana'i Company to take
17

over the maintenance of the grounds, the pumps, and the

18

filters, is because on Lana'i, we only have one BMR,

19 building maintenance repair person there. And for that
20 person to -- to try to keep up on that maintenance is
21
22

gonna be really hard.
You know, looking at, you know, the

23 maintenance that we have to do here for our pools on
24

Maui and Moloka'i, it's -- it's a lot of work. And so

25 that's why we started to look at that part that was
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really important.

2

Another thing that we talked about was is

3

about like two guards. Actually, the ideal situation

4 would be four guards, and that's what we put in the
5

budget was for four guards at $300,000. If you're gonna

6

cut anything more, then you start looking at a scenario

7

almost like Moloka'i.

8
9

Moloka'i has three guards. Right now we
running with only two, because one resigned. And you

10

working with a skeleton crew already. And so if we're

11

talking about liability, if that's a big issue, then

12

reality is four guards would be appropriate for Lana'i

13

pool.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So, your --

15

your $300,000 proposal was including four.

16

MR. SEVILLA: Yes.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. I

18

thought that was pretty high to begin with, but, I mean,

19 I wanna go with -- with what your recommendations would
20

be. And that's why I brought it to the Director's

21

attention, so that this wasn't a -- something that we

22

were gonna just initiate on our own.

23

And so you have come back with that proposal

24 with that caveat of it maintain the pool facility, with
25

the pumps, the filters, and the landscaping.
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1
2

And I don't know, Chair, what that would
entail legally, you know.

3
4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: I -- I -- I think, you
know, I would love to see the pool at this juncture.

5 But before we can commit to anything, I would recommend
6 that, you know, the Parks Department work with you as
7

well as the landowners and Corporation Counsel, so that

8

we get everything legalized.

9

And, as far as I'm concerned, the biggest

10

issue for me is the liability. That the County don't

11

get into a situation where, you know, the County's being

12

sued for something that we may have missed, you know, if

13

we say, yeah, go ahead.

14

So, I -- I would suggest that, at this time,

15 that the Parks Department, along with yourself and the
16

company, if you can make the arrangements, along with

17

Corporation Counsel, you know, work out the details and

18 work out an agreement that we all will be comfortable
19
20

with.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Chair,

21 that would be my intention to do that. And I think why
22

it's being raised here is because we're in a budget

23 process now, trying to carve out where these
24
25

expenditures are gonna be placed.
And that's why I kept holding off and
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1 waiting until we get to this point to make this kind of
2

introduction to the Committee, so that we could find the

3 place, perhaps, with the support of the Council, to
4

accommodate this potential, you know, acquisition,

5

perhaps, of the Lana'i pool for the Lana'i community,

6 who have expressed a -- a need for this facility, you
7

know.
It does fall within -- you know, if you

8
9

wanna look at the complex of Lana'i facilities, that are

10

under Parks and Recreation, it's tucked in the corner of

11

the -- the ball field that's been recently upgraded, the

12

tennis courts, and our -- our County gym. So, the pool

13

is just one little corner of the complex.

14
15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: It's a good location,
yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So, it's --

16
17

it's within the facility areas of all of our County

18

recreation. So, it seems a likely location that, in a

19

facility, that we might consider looking at. So, but I

20

will work with them.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And try to

23

get something before we're done with budgets.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you very much.

25 Member --
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1
2

MR. HELM: Chair. Sorry. We'll continue
to

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. I'm sorry.

4

MR. HELM: -- do our best as a Department to

5 work hand-in-hand with Member Kaho'ohalahala and try to
6 move this forward.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

7
8
9

Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No questions.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

11

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: We were told, and

12 maybe you -- you people know, what about the pumps and
13 the whole machinery that goes to run this pool? If it
14

is not running, is there a possibility that the

15

machinery would be, I don't know, lost?

16
17
18

MR. SEVILLA: Can you repeat that again?
I -- I just ...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You got a pool, and

19 then you got your pumps or whatever else, everything to
20 do whatever the pool needs to do to operate.
21

MR. SEVILLA: Uh-huh.

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: If you don't run

23 that system or something, can you lose or will that
24
25

system break down or .
MR. SEVILLA: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Oh, okay. We were

2

told that on Lana'i. So, what do you do with it? You

3

know, if -- if -- if Maui County is going to make a

4 move, I would think that if you don't take care of it
5 now, the cost is gonna be bigger to replace the entire
6

system.

7

So, it's something that you need to know as

8

you negotiate to what is going to occur. And I don't

9

know, Sol, is it totally shut down now, the system, the

10
11

pool?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I know that

12

it is -- the facility is shut down. I'm not sure if the

13

company is currently just running their -- their pumps

14

to keep the water filtered. Otherwise, the water would

15

start to grow limu, yeah.

16
17

MR. SEVILLA: From my understanding,
everything is shut down right now.

18

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: It is.

19

MR. SEVILLA: But before it was shut down,

20

everything was running smoothly. They have a heater.

21

The heater actually runs.

22

It's fairly new, and just got re -- I mean,

23 maintained a few years ago, but it's still in good shape
24

from what I heard from the last lifeguard that was

25

there. I spoke to him about that. So, the equipment is
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still good as far as I know.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Well, I guess time

2
3

is the essence. And maybe it is on your shoulder now to

4 go and see what you can do to not allow this equipment
5

to --

6

MR. SEVILLA: Uh-huh.

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: -- fall apart.

8

MR. SEVILLA: Yes.

9

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Mateo?

11

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: No questions.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino?

13

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No questions.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you very much.

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Chair?

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. You know, I

18

don't know. It's like Lana'i is a place where they

19

really need help.

20

MR. SEVILLA: I agree.

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And I -- I would

22 hope that you can pursue this with great haste. I was
23 told that the schools were using that for the kids to
24
25

have an activity there.
And I don't know. Sol can correct me. But
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I think it's the only swimming pool on -- in that area,

2 besides -- I think they've got a small pool at the
3

resort in Koele. So, you know, it's something that I

4 think even the kids in this community would appreciate
5

having. Thank you.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Not to mention the

8

disabled, and the elderly, and the seniors.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Nishiki.

9

Yeah, while we were on Lana'i, I agree that

10
11

there were some testifiers in regard to the need for a

12

swimming pool on Lana'i. But if we are going to afford

13 the direction, I would caution that we gotta make sure
14

that the things -- the mechanical stuff are in working

15

condition, so that if we do decide to take over the

16

pool, or purchase the pool, or lease the pool, then I

17 wanna make sure that, you know, the maintenance dollars
18

that will come with this thing is not so exorbitant that

19 we need to replace a major equipment.
20

Member Baisa?

21

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, I wanted to

22 weigh in on this issue and to support Member
23

Kaho'ohalahala's request. But I also wanted to say a

24

few things.

25

You know, while I was there, I spent the --
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the next morning with some parents talking about this.

2 And the parents are really worried, because there is so
3

little for the kids to do there in terms of recreation.

4

There's just nothing.

5

And so all they are doing is hanging about.

6 And they are quite concerned about the effect it's
7

having on their youth. And so I think it's a very

8

important thing, but I also am concerned about

9

maintenance.
You know, every since I got on the Council,

10

11 the albatross around my next is the swimming pool in
12

Pukalani. Because, you know, they need heaters, and

13

they need filters, and on, and on. And it's very

14

difficult to take care of those things. And the Parks

15

Department has been trying really, really hard to get

16

things taken care of, but it takes time and it takes

17

money.

18

And I'm concerned that if we do something

19

like this on Lana'i, and maybe the Director -- the

20

Deputy Director can help me -- who maintains that pool

21

on Lana'i and those filters, and do they -- I don't even

22

know if they have heaters, because Lana'i's pretty cold.

23

MR. SEVILLA: It's heated, yes.

24

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: It's heated, so do

25 they have somebody who can take care of that, or are we
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2

MR. HELM: Well, if we do come up with a

3

solution regarding taking over part of the

4

responsibility of the pool, I'm sure that we can -- we

5 do have pump specialists here and that specializes in
6
7

maintain -- maintaining pools.
And, for example, if we do have a problem on

8 Moloka'i, because we do only have one pool there, we
9 would have the mechanics from Maui go to Moloka'i to
10

repair whatever that is needed. But we would probably

11

do the same on Lana'i.

12

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I just wanted to bring

13

it up, so that whatever we are factoring, we think about

14

that. Because, you know, that's an added cost. But I

15

will say, if we can manage it, it's a really wonderful

16

thing to do for the -- for the people of Lana'i, because

17

they -- that was clear that, you know, they don't have

18

options. Thank you.

19

MR. HELM: Yeah. Thank you.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, question for Member

21

Kaho'ohalahala.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yes.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Just for my own

24

curiosity. I guess when they got their land

25

entitlements, meaning Lana'i Land Company, is there any
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1 kind of an agreement that they were gonna run the pool,
2

for the life of the pool, that maybe the community can

3

get -- get back to the landowner, or -- you know, if

4

there's an agreement with the County, regarding

5 entitlements that was provided to them, that they need
6
7

to abide with.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, Chair,

8

this is what I mentioned, these documents that I got

9

dated 1988 and 1989. And in the first document, 1988,

10

it is a letter from Bill Mills, who was then the

11

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Castle & Cooke,

12

to Lana'ians for Sensible Growth.

13

And in it he says that as promised during

14 the negotiations of our agreement between our company
15

and the Lana'ians for Sensible Growth, this letter will

16

serve as our written commitment to Lana'i Recreation

17

Center, which will be formally dedicated on Saturday,

18

January 9th, will be available to Lana'i residents for

19

noncommercial use at no charge.

20

It goes on further to say that I would hope

21

that in the spirit of good faith and cooperation, we

22

will be able to operate and utilize this facility to the

23 maximum extent possible and enjoy it on an equitable
24
25

basis by all of the Lana'i residents.
So, this is all that we have. And I think
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1 what we are trying to look for is other documents right
2

now. But this was just acquired, because remember at

3

the night of the -- the hearing, a testifier said that

4

we had documents, but this -- this is the document.

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Just those two.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah. And I

7

just received this today. You know, so, thanks to Staff

8

who went to track it down. So, this is what we have,

9

and we're looking for further documents to see if

10

there's any more entitlements that we can look at to

11 begin deliberating with Lana'i Company as to whether or
12 not it would be something that they would be responsible
13

for continuing to maintain, based on whatever documents

14

that there are, or if it's something that the County

15

would like to consider, you know.

16
17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. And
again, if you could work with the Department, you know,

18 get some guidance from the Department as well as Corp
19

Counsel, because I think it's gonna end up, you know,

20

needing our Corporation Counsel to -- to support, you

21

know, having a swimming pool on the Island of Lana'i.

22

The Chair sees a need for that.

23

MR. HELM: Yeah.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, we

25

gonna go to Parks and Recreation, Waiehu Golf Course.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Oh, God.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: And Members, it's on page

3

17.

4

Okay. Members, we do have Mr. Kubo from the

5

golf course, the Golf Superintendent. At this time, the

6

Chair would like to call on Mr. Victorino, if you got

7

any questions.

8
9
10

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair.
And I guess I'll weigh into this, Mr. Kubo, and simply
ask you what's happening?

11

We've heard today testimony that things are

12

not getting better. We see a lot of complaints in that

13 regard of the upgrade that the study had indicated. And
14

I think the study came out a few months ago, and, you

15

know, the complaint seems to be it's getting worse than

16

getting better.

17

How do you address that, sir?

18

MR. KUBO: Well, you have to consider the

19

source. But there have been -- there -- there is

20

improvements, and I don't know where they're coming

21

from, where they're saying that it's not getting better.

22

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, these are

23 actually players that play there every day.
24
25

MR. KUBO: I know they play there every -almost every day, so --
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.

2

MR. KUBO: -- it can't be that bad.

3

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So, okay. And

4 then it is also our desire and the Mayor has sent down
5 an option to raise rates and to make us better in line
6 to do some of these improvements that we are
7

recommending or was recommended, I should say, by the

8

study, and, at the same time, probably much more

9 equitable compared to other golf courses throughout the
10
11

State.
And I went through the different municipal

12

golf, Ala Wai, and Kaua'i, and all that, and I found

13

rates much higher for our seniors, $9, $11. I mean,

14 everybody had much higher rates. And even their
15

twilight rates are higher. $3 was -- I didn't find

16

anything close to that.

17
18

So, Mr. Kubo, I guess the question comes up
from me, and maybe some other Members, I won't speak for

19 them, what can we do? Because we want to be more
20

equitable. We used to have Peter who could -- you know,

21 which is all our real property and all our other money,
22 that went into the General Fund, that could pay for
23
24

Paul's bills, which is yours and some others.
But we having difficult times, and they are

25 gonna get more difficult. And users have to be more
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equitable, and users have to pay more of their fair

2

share. I'm sorry. You know, it's just the real word we

3

live in.

4

But also we gotta offer a product that is,

5

at least in my mind, comparable, competitive. And, so,

6

my question to you is with 22.9 personnel, which is

7 almost double what the Ala Wai has.
8

MR. KUBO: 22.

9

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: 22.9, yeah.

10

MR. KUBO: Right.

11

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, 22.9. I'm

12

just reading right off the paper.

13

MR. KUBO: Uh-huh.

14

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I don't know what

15

the.9 means, but, you know. I guess one guy walks

16

around with 9/10ths of a day or something, I don't know.

17

But, anyhow, 22 people, why can't we get the golf course

18

in better shape?

19

MR. KUBO: The 22.9 people --

20

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.

21

MR. KUBO: -- includes -- includes the

22

starters and the janitors also.

23

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.

24

MR. KUBO: Okay. My crew is comprised of,

25

right now, 14.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: 14?

2

MR. KUBO: 14 crew members.

3

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.

4

MR. KUBO: Yeah.

5

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's the actual

6 operational people out there in the -- the -MR. KUBO: The maintenance.

7

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: -- course itself.

8
9

Yeah, maintenance. Maintenance, yeah.

10

MR. KUBO: Right.

11

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So, even

12

with 14, do you feel that we cannot get this course back

13

into shape?

14
15

MR. KUBO: Yes, we can, but we also need the
funds to do it.

16

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.

17

MR. KUBO: Because if you look at my budget,

18 my operations takes up only 25 percent of the budget.
19

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.

20

MR. KUBO: 40 percent of it is the salary.

21

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.

22

MR. KUBO: So, another 35 percent is the

23

other costs, which is all our benefits.

24

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.

25

MR. KUBO: Our Social Security, our health
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fund, our retirement benefits, plus the administrative

2 overhead that they charge us for the -- that the County
3

charges us.

4

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.

5

MR. KUBO: Plus the debt service.

6

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Understood.

7

MR. KUBO: So, you talking only like 400 and

8

some thousand dollars just for the operations.

9

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, but that --

10

okay. I can agree that there's a lot of benefit package

11

that goes with employees and their salaries. Okay.

12

I'll give you that much.

13
14

But last year, I remember you coming in, and
we gave -- and if I'm not mistaken, purchased a lot of

15 new equipment to replace old equipment that had been
16 broken down, rusted, whatever, right? And you had said,
17

at that time, this is what I need to get the golf course

18

up to snuff. This is one of the elements, because my

19 equipment was constantly breaking down.
20

MR. KUBO: Right.

21

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That was last

22

year.
MR. KUBO: We haven't gotten any of that

23
24
25

equipment.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So, why not?
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MR. KUBO: Because our budget.

2

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. I don't

3 understand the ques -- the budget?
4

MR. KUBO: The budget cuts.

5

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So, you -- so, in

6 other words, they removed the equipment that we had
7

allocated for you?

8

MR. KUBO: Yeah.

9

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: All of it?

10

MR. KUBO: Most of it.

11

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Most of it? Maybe

12 Mr. Zach, you can give me a little better explanation
13 why? And I understand budget cuts, but, again, if we
14
15

can't get past first base, why we cutting?
MR. HELM: Yeah, Member Victorino, we had

16 to -- all the departments were informed that they needed
17

to cut at least -- try to cut 16 percent from their

18

existing budget. And some of the cuts were equipment.

19

So, what we delayed -- what we did, we

20 delayed some of the equipment for the next budget to -21

for -- for like maybe one mower. And the -- the other

22 mower, we -- one of the mowers that we have now is a
23

rental, which we purchased outright.

24

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.

25

MR. HELM: So that was taken care of. But
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1 the other equipment, we -- we had to -- not put it on
2

our list, because we had to cut on our existing budget.

3
4

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So, I guess the
question begs to be asked. Of these cutbacks or lack of

5 equipment or lack of the new equipment that you had
6 requested to make this or take care of the challenges
7 you were having, how much percentage or what is the
8 percent of the equipment that you did get? 30 percent,
9

40 percent, 50 percent? What did you end up getting and

10 what did we end up cutting overall?
11

MR. KUBO: I think my equipment budget went

12

to 146,000. I have a balance of 132,000 that we haven't

13

spent.

14

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That you haven't

15

spent and they took back. Well, I can see why we having

16

some challenges in that respect, but okay. And I

17

guess -- and I'll let other Members ask, because it's

18

not fair I'm dominating right now. I apologize.
Other questions then, if my questions are

19
20

not answered, if we get to the end, if I can ask again,

21

other questions, I will ask you at that point, Mr.

22

Chair.

23

Thank you, Chair. Thank you, Mr. Kubo.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: The Chair has one

25 question. The equipment that you had budgeted for -- I
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1

know this Council have really supported the golf course

2

for many years. Knowing that we had the audit report

3 last November, is any of the equipment purchased, that
4 was removed, supported the audit report?
5

MR. KUBO: I believe the audit report

6

suggested that we purchase a 300-gallon sprayer, which

7

we didn't -- we didn't get to purchase this year. We

8

do -- we still do have a sprayer that we use, but it's

9

not -- it's a hundred and 60-gallon sprayer.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Mateo?

11

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chair, Chairman, thank

12

you. And I -- I'm a little confused. When you take a

13

look at their 2009 targeted savings for the Parks

14

Department, under -- and this is -- this is what Mr. --

15 our Budget Director had explained to us this was -- the
16 premise was you take a look at operations, equipment,
17

and salaries, and you do your calculations on what could

18 be saved and -- and the projections, in order for them
19
20

to meet a proposed savings.
And I guess it was supposed to have been

21

that 16 percent that they didn't achieve. For

22

equipment, they -- they show $1,429 in savings. And

23 there was a lot of monies that was allocated to
24

equipment primarily because of that audit, and -- and as

25

you indicated, our support.
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1

So, somewhere along the line, just like our

2 paving equipment, things get just taken out, and it
3 seems to be arbitrary when they do that. And it becomes
4

harder and harder, because when we allocate again, it's

5

gonna cost us more. So, you -- you said that you still

6 had a hundred somewhat available for equipment at this
7 time? What was that?
8

MR. KUBO: Yes, that's the balance of the --

9

the budget that was allotted for equipment, 132,000.

10

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: That's what's left or

11 that was what was budgeted for?
12

MR. KUBO: What was budgeted was 146,000.

13

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: In the prior fiscal year,

14 do you remember what that number was?
15

MR. KUBO: I believe it was somewhere around

16 hundred thousand. I don't know what the exact figures
17

are.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Well, perhaps the

18
19

Deputy Director can share some information with us in

20

terms ...

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Mateo?

22

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Yes.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Before you continue, I'd

24
25

just like to provide you with some information.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Please.
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1

CHAIR PONTANILLA: The Golf Fund has zero

2

carryovers. I think you were heading towards that

3

direction.

4
5

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, perhaps a need
for an audit of this Department. Thank you.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Wait now, there's no

8 money in carryover, and the Superintendent is telling us
9
10
11
12

that he's got 132,000 in operations or is this
equipment?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: This is the Golf Fund,
the enterprise.

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Oh, okay. Okay.

14

Not relying on figures, but I think that I've got to

15

rely on public testimony. And Mr. Kubo, you said you

16

need to consider the source. I think that the people

17

that came today -- and I don't have to say names -- are

18

users of the golf course.

19

And to be more specific, I think they were

20

dealing with number two hole. And I'm not familiar with

21

the golf course. I'm not a golfer, in fact, so I don't

22

know. But I'm a -- one of the nine decision makers

23 here. And he said that that hole was terrible. Are you
24
25

familiar with the hole that he's talking about?
MR. KUBO: Yes, I am.
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1
2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And you, as the
Superintendent -- Superintendent, are you saying that

3 that second hole is playable and in good shape?
4

MR. KUBO: If they are talking about the

5

green, it's -- it's playable, but it's not in good

6

shape. But that's the worst green that we have on

7 the -- on the course, because we have problems at the
8

green, because it's -- it's too small, and it's a slope.

9

So, there's not a whole lot of area where you can put

10

the flag.

11

So, most of the -- your -- your traffic is

12 right around the middle. And we always have problems
13 during the winter when it's -- when we have a lot of
14

rain, and it's cold that it thins out on that particular

15 green. So, we always have a problem keeping that -16
17
18

keeping that green in shape, and that's what happened
this year.
And I plan to -- to sod that. I couldn't

19

sod it right away, because we have -- we had

20

tournaments, and we have one this week again. So, we --

21 we don't have enough time to sod it for them to play on
22
23

it. So, it takes at least about two weeks.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And -- and -- and

24

besides that particular hole, the rest of the golf

25

course is what you would say is in good shape?
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1

MR. KUBO: It's in good shape, yes.

2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: The audit or that

3 study that came out and they recommended certain things
4

that I'm not familiar with. One was equipment. Would

5 you say that because you don't have the equipment,
6 possibly you are not able to keep up with the golf
7

course?

8

MR. KUBO: It's not just because of the

9 equipment. The -- the biggest problem we have at the
10

course is the weeds, which is called the goosegrass.

11 And the problem we have with the grass, and I think
12 every -- every golf course here in Hawaii has a problem
13

with goosegrass, 'cause it's supposed to be a winter

14

annual. I mean a summer annual. So, it's supposed to

15 last through the summer and go dormant and die during
16
17
18

the winter.
But being that we don't have a winter, it
becomes a perennial. So, it doesn't die. So, we -- we

19 have been using all these different herbicides to get
20

rid of it to exterminate it, but -- and I had it --

21

after about -- I been there for 11 years. And after

22

eight years, we had it about 80 percent controlled.

23

But then what happened was that -- see, your

24 weeds get -- after a while, when you use the same type
25

of herbicide, it gets resistant. So, that's what
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1 happened. And then I had the doctors from -- Dr. Frank
2

from University of Hawaii, the Ag Department, and they

3 came and did some tests on the -- on the herbicide, and
4

did test spots with the goosegrass, and they said that

5

it was getting resistant to the herbicide.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. And finally,

6
7

I don't understand this also, but a person that

8

testified said -- and I don't know who was your -- the

9 person in charge of the golf course prior to you coming
10
11

in.
They mentioned about rounds of play and have

12

stated that -- and I don't know how our Golf Course

13

Superintendent controls this play, but they said that

14 the rounds of play have gone down in numbers. Can you
15 explain that? And is that valid to you being in charge?
16

MR. KUBO: Not me being in charge, but ...

17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Oh, okay.

18

MR. KUBO: There's -- I know I heard that he

19

said there was 150,000 rounds. This was way back maybe

20

like 15 years ago, 20 years ago. But I -- I don't

21

believe there's ever been 150,000. Used to be around a

22 hundred thousand rounds a year.
23

But there have been -- throughout the

24

country, there have been a downturn in golf in the

25

number of rounds every since 9/11. And there was a
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surge, between 1998, when Tiger Woods started playing,

2

and we had a lot of interest in golf. But we kinda had

3

a downturn the last three, four years.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. And explain

4

5 to me a statement made -- and -- and I don't know if
6

it's by golfers themselves. Because there is a rate

7

increase being proposed, until the course is playable,

8 we don't think that there should be any kind of
9
10

increase. And it -- it is from that study that was
done.

11

So, my question is, are you familiar with

12 that study and what it recommended and have you met all
13

the concerns of the study to where, perhaps, a rate

14

increase could happen?
MR. KUBO: Yes, I know what -- what's in the

15

16 report, because I went with him when he went around to
17

do the study. And basically, what it was, the main

18 problem was the weeds.
And his recommendation was to change the

19
20

grass, which now is basically Bermuda, to go to

21

Paspalum. And the reason why he suggested Paspalum is

22

because its tolerance to salt, and it's aggressive, so

23

it would eliminate most of the weeds. And it's the best

24

grass for Waiehu, being that we are on the -- on the

25

ocean.
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And in order for us to do that, to change

2

all the grass for the greens and the tees, fairways and

3

the roughs, for the whole course, it's gonna take a lot

4

of money, 'cause we need to buy the stolons for the

5

grass and plant it.
Right now, I planted a seeded variety of

6
7

Paspalum on the number two tee, the original men's tee

8 on number two tee, which we closed down during the
9

construction of the new building. So, I re-grassed

10

that, and we used the lady's tee, which is pretty worn

11

out right now, because we've been using that for two

12

years.

13
14

So, I started to renovate that tee, and when
I do that, I'm gonna take the stolons from the new tee

15 and plant it on -- on that tee and get that so that they
16
17

can use the -- the new men's tee.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. And I think I

18

heard Mr. Victorino ask you this question, but I wanna

19

ask it again. You have, I think you said, 13 personnel

20

working to keep that golf course in good shape.

21

MR. KUBO: Fourteen, yeah, 14.

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Fourteen. So, you

23 don't need anybody. Your personnel can do the work and
24
25

make it a -- a great golf course.
MR. KUBO: Yes, but we still short of one,
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because I believe there's one that's -- one position

2

that's -- that's open that's been frozen for the next

3

fiscal year.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Let me ask

4

5 you the final question. Have you heard complaints from
6 people about the golf course? Are there a lot of people
7

complaining?

8
9

MR. KUBO: Not -- not a lot. I haven't
heard a lot of complaints. I've heard complaints, but

10

I've also heard a lot of compliments about the golf

11

course.

12

And I don't know if anybody -- any one of

13 you saw in the "Maui News" a couple months ago, they had
14 pictures of the golf course with -- with golfers
15 playing. And there was one golfer that commented that
16

he loves Waiehu. He says it's -- it's just as good as

17

any course on the island.

18

But nobody says anything. I mean, when

19 somebody complains and says something bad about a golf
20

course, everybody notices. But nobody notices all the

21

good comments that we get.

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, I guess my --

23 my -- my reasoning to ask you that question is because
24

it takes a lot for local people to come and make these

25

kinds of statements. And -- and -- and that's -- that's
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1

all, and I'm not saying whether it's justified or not.

2

It's just that they have come out. And -- and that's my

3

concern.

4

MR. KUBO: Well, the same people that came

5 today was here last year at the Budget Hearing.
6

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. Thank you.

7

MR. HELM: Mr. Chair, can I say a few

8
9
10

things?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Go ahead.
MR. HELM: Thank you for your comments,

11

Wayne. But, you know, I'm a golfer myself. And, you

12

know, I've had the opportunity, for the past two months,

13 to spend time down at Waiehu. And I've did my
14
15

inspections, and I've spent time with Ron.
And it is true. The weeds are one of the

16 biggest problems that we have at the course. Okay. And
17

the -- we're not denying that. And I think we

18

appreciate those testifiers that came this morning,

19 because, you know, if they -- they didn't have any
20

testifiers, you know, how would you know, besides the

21

Superintendent and the Department to know what's really

22

happening at the course.

23

But I've done my visits there, for the past

24

two months, at least three times a week. We spent two

25

hours there talking to the staff. And I can see, you
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know, small improvements. Okay. And regarding work

2

that's been done since I've been there, we've done a lot

3

of aeration on the -- all of the greens.

4

So, when the aeration is done on the greens,

5 we do nine holes at one time. And we close the nine
6 hole, and we just allow the golfers to golf on the other
7

nine. Then we'll do top dressing of the greens. And

8

that's been done the past month or so.

9

But the -- the -- the process to kill these

10 weeds takes a long time. And we -- we -- we always
11

remind the golfers, that when they on the carts, we

12

remind them, don't drive the carts close to the greens.

13 And what you do, when you compact the weeds, it -- for
14

some reason, it wanna multiply. It loves compaction,

15

this type of weeds that they call the goosegrass.

16

But there's -- there's -- to me, the back

17

nine, if you have a chance, I know the back nine has

18

some -- has improved somewhat. And, you know, but

19

we're -- we're -- to me, we're heading in the right

20

direction, but it's taking time.

21
22

And I will provide you guys an accurate
equipment list, as far as what the -- Mr. Victorino had

23 asked regarding what has been purchased for the present
24

fiscal year. I know what we're -- we're working with as

25

far as equipment is concerned, as far as the mowers and
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equipment that's necessary for the course has been up to

2

par.

3

You know, so, we're -- we're doing fine.

4

Sometimes we don't have control over employees not

5

coming to work, and -- but we -- we feel that, you know,

6

I -- I see some improvements, but there's a lot more to

7

do. And we're -- we're working at that. But I just

8 want to make that comment.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you. I'm

9
10

done.

11
12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member
Medeiros?

13

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo,

14

Mr. Chairman, and Department and Mr. Kubo. You know, I,

15

like Member Nishiki, I don't golf. And so we -- we

16 gotta go by sometimes what the testimony in or what we
17
18
19

hear from the Department.
As far as testimony, you know, we -- we hear
a lot of testimony on many other issues. But there's a

20 lot of people that come and give supportive testimony
21 when they like a program or a project or so forth. We
22

haven't heard anything supporting the golf course. We

23

have only heard criticism.

24
25

And for us, that's all we go by, unless we
play the golf course, which we don't. You know, some of
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us are not golfers. At one previous meeting, we asked

2 why, you know, maintenance was kind of stagnant. And
3 the response I got was that a major mower had broke
4

down. And so I asked, okay, why wasn't it fixed?

5

The mechanic is on extended leave. I

6

suggested contacting Public Works, see if they could

7 help fix the mower. So, what has happened to that mower
8

and the mechanic? Is the mechanic back?

9

MR. KUBO: This was last year?

10

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I believe so.

11

MR. KUBO: Yeah. The mechanic came back --

12 back to work in September.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, he was on

13

14 extended leave how long?
15

MR. KUBO: He was on Industrial.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And how long

17

was that?

18

MR. KUBO: He was gone for almost two years.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And in two years,

20

there was nobody else taking -- I mean, doing his work?

21 How did you maintain the equipment without a mechanic
22

there?

23

MR. KUBO: Well, we had one other mechanic,

24

but he's not a certified mechanic, so he wasn't able to

25

do the -- the larger jobs.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, so that

2 equipment sat for two years until the mechanic came
3 back?
4

MR. KUBO: No, it didn't sit for two years.

5 We hired a temporary mechanic in, I believe, February.
6 And he fixed -- he fixed all the machines that we had
7

that was down, and he's still working out -- he was

8

still working on one and almost completed it, but we had

9

to let him go.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, was --

10
11

Department, was this mechanic on contract or what was

12

the arrangement?
MR. HELM: The mechanic that he's talking

13
14

about, he was under a (inaudible), which is a temporary,

15 emergency-hire-type of thing. This individual was a
16

very excellent mechanic. As a matter of fact, he's a

17

certified mechanic. And when he came in, a lot of the

18 equipment that was down, he practically fixed
19

everything.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, why couldn't we

20
21
22
23

keep him?
MR. HELM: We're working on it. I'm working
on it, at least.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

25

MR. HELM: Because he's very, very
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1 productive, and I love productive people.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Very good. My next

2
3

question is for the Department. And if Mr. Kubo has a

4

response, too. After the study was completed, and we

5 had a presentation of that study, we had a conference
6

call with the consultant. We could ask questions, and

7

he gave responses.

8
9
10
11

What was the Department's response to that
consultant and his report as far as changes that you
made?
MR. KUBO: Well, the changes he wanted to

12

make was to re-grass -- re-grass the golf course. And

13

in order for us to do that, we do need the funds to do

14

that. And what I've done is that the grass that I

15 planted, I got it from Norman Nagata from the University
16

of Hawaii. So, he gave me that seed, so that's what I

17

started with.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, I remember

19 him mentioning using a different kind of grass, and
20

that's true. But he also mentioned some changes in the

21 maintenance program. Were there any changes in the
22 maintenance program, how you did things?
23
24

MR. KUBO: I believe -- I think that he was
talking about the irrigation, about watering. Because

25 there -- the mindset now is that they wanted the golf to
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1 be -- the golf course to be -- to dry and hard, because
2

they wanted the greens to be faster. But I don't -- I

3

don't necessarily go along with that a hundred percent.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Mr. Kubo,

4
5

just so that I'm using the correct title, you're the

6 Superintendent down there?
7

MR. KUBO: Yes.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you.

9

So, as the Superintendent in charge of maintenance, did

10

you develop, after this study, a maintenance plan and

11

strategy of setting some goals and objectives, and

12 measuring how you're achieving those things?
13

MR. KUBO: I didn't have a set plan. I had

14 my own ideas on what I was gonna do on how I was gonna
15 go about to go about changing the grass.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And as a --

16

17 as a manager of personnel, did you communicate that with
18 them and invite them into that plan so that they could
19 provide their comments and suggestions?
MR. KUBO: Well, we've discussed it at

20

21 meetings on what -- what the plans were to do with
22

the -- with the golf course as far as the -- the

23

re-grassing.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. You know, I

25 wanna ask another question on your personnel. Are your
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1 personnel divided in different teams to take care of
2
3
4

different components of maintenance?
The reason I ask that is after you're in an
operation as manager, superintendent for many years, you

5 have an assessment of what personnel have special skills
6

or can work together in different ways. So, I'm trying

7

to ask you, did you make an assessment of that, and --

8 and did you divide your personnel into different teams
9 that would work well together with the skills re -10

required to take care of different components of the

11 maintenance required?
12

MR. KUBO: At the golf course, it's handled

13

differently, because most -- most of the job you have

14

are done individually. All your mowing, 'cause we

15 have -- we mow greens. We mow tees. We mow fairways.
16

We mow roughs. We cut cups. We rake bunkers. So,

17

everybody has -- is assigned a job to do in the morning.

18 Then after the morning, they have their own
19 particularly -- particular jobs to do where they have
20

their own sections to work on. So, the only time we --

21

we work as a team is when we have special projects.

22

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And so are

23 there measurements set up where when you send people out
24 on their assignments, you have a measurement of how much
25 area they should be able to do in eight hours? How much
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1 they can accomplish in eight hours? Are they meeting
2

those goals?

3

MR. KUBO: Yes. Well, I more or less know

4 how long it takes for them to do the job. We don't have
5

a -- a -- like you say, a study, an efficiency study

6 where -- where you time everybody. But I -- I know how
7 much -- how long it takes to do this job.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Do you have a

8
9
10

subordinate supervisor that has direct supervision over
your crew, your personnel?

11

MR. KUBO: Yes, I do.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: And how many subordinate

13

supervisors do you have?

14

MR. KUBO: Just one.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Just one. Okay.

16 And is that a working supervisor?
17

MR. KUBO: No, he's not.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: He's a full

19

supervisor?
MR. KUBO: He's a maintenance supervisor,

20
21

yeah.

22

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And then I was

23

interested in your reference to a newspaper article

24 where, you know, one of the golfers gave compliments to
25

the golf course and stuff. And I just wanted to know if
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1 you knew who that golfer was? Was he a local resident
2

or a visitor?

3

MR. KUBO: I'm not sure --

4

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

5

MR. KUBO: -- whether he was a resident or

6 not, because he was a Caucasian, but he could have been
7

a resident.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see. Okay.

8

9 Because I know we did hear from the study and the
10 consultant that we have probably one of the most
11 beautiful areas to have a golf course. And he -- he
12

said, you know, in all his experience, that's one of the

13

most beautiful golf courses, because it's along the

14

ocean.

15

So, I think we need to utilize that asset to

16

the best of our residents. So, thank you for your

17

responses.

18

MR. KUBO: Thank you.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho'ohalahala?

20

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Pass.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And this may be a

23

question for -- for Finance or possibly -- I don't know

24

if you would know, Zach.

25

With regard to the monies that were
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1

allocated in the past budget cycle, for the equipment,

2 and the monies that were unexpended because there was a
3

savings achieved -- you know, I guess at least to try to

4

conserve funds -- were those monies coming from the Golf

5 Fund or was that due to a supplemental transfer from the
6 General Fund which went into the Golf fund?
7
8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Department or Budget
Director?

9

MR. PABLO: Okay. Let me try to answer

10

that. I would probably think it comes from a

11

supplemental transfer, if there's any carryover. The --

12

in past year, if you're talking about Fiscal Year '08,

13 there was roughly about a million dollars supplemental
14

transfer. So, if you have a carryover of anything less

15 than that, it's probably coming from the supplemental
16
17
18

transfer.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and -- and the
reason I ask that, Mr. Chair, and the reason I agree

19 with Chair Mateo, is that how many times have we funded
20

supplemental transfers for purchase of either specific

21 equipment or implementation of programs, and when that
22 money is used then as carryover or -- it can't be used
23

really. It looks like carryover in their budget, but

24

there's no mechanism to return it to the General Fund.

25

How many times has this happened? We are --
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1

this is worse than a boat, you know, in the ocean. It's

2

a hole into which you pour money. And I'm sorry, you

3

know, with all due respect, Mr. Kubo, you're not maybe

4

the financial person in charge of everything, but we're

5 the ones that get the flack year after year after year.
And I don't see anything changing from when

6
7

I was first Parks Committee Chair to the present day.

8

In fact, it's probably more confusing than ever, because

9 with all the money and the supplemental transfers that
10 have been made, with that money not now being able to be
11

transferred back to the General Fund, it's really not

12

fair to the people and to the taxpayers to continue to

13

do this.

14

And we -- we play these little games all the

15

time. And it's not you. I mean, you're just doing what

16

you are being asked to do, and you conserve funds, and

17

you try to carry over. But this is a systemic problem.

18

And that is why, Mr. Kubo, I'm gonna

19

recommend that we look at a request for proposal,

20

somehow, to either -- if we can't farm out, like they've

21

done the State golf course, and find some way to make it

22

operational and accountable to the public, then I'm

23

gonna go for the audit, and we're just gonna figure this

24

thing out, because this cannot continue.

25

MR. KUBO: Since you mentioned that, from
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1

2001 through 2006, we did not need any General Fund --

2

funds from the General Fund to support the golf course.

3

It's only from 2007. And that's because the -- it was

4

so off in the budget, where the expenses were -- were

5 way out of line, that you cannot -- you couldn't make up
6 the difference with the amount of -- with the fees that
7

we charged. That's why we couldn't make enough revenue,

8 because everything else went up sky high.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I -- I -- you know,

9
10

historically, I think we just have to look, you know, at

11

the whole big picture from a historical perspective, and

12

look at all the past years. Because when I first came

13 on the Council, I was told that the supplemental
14

transfers were occurring. And that was from 2000, I

15

believe.

16

MR. KUBO: From 2000. If you look at the

17

records from 2001 to 2006, because I -- I did have

18

savings, carryover savings every year to cover whatever

19

losses was.

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Well, this

21

goes back farther. But Mr. Chair, that's -- that's my

22

recommendation, and my concern is that these are

23 taxpayer dollars coming out of the General Fund, going
24
25

into a special fund, which we cannot get back.
And I just think it's fiscally responsible
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1 to do our job and figure out what the best way to handle
2

this is. And I know we're tired of hearing the

3

complaints. I'm sure Mr. Kubo wants to retire, 'cause

4

he's tired of hearing the complaints. And maybe,

5 Mr. Kubo, when you do retire, you can go to the golf
6

course, and then you can complain about it.

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?

8

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No thanks, Chair. I'm

9
10

ready to take action.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you.

11 Member Molina?
12

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: I've heard enough,

13

and just seems like every year, we have, you know, some

14

issue related to the golf course. And always try to be

15

optimistic that the issues get resolved, and there's

16

always a correlation when there's a proposed fee hike,

17

then we see the golfers come out. So, I don't know.

18

This is something -- this is a tough nut to crack.

19

After your line of questioning, Mr. Chair, I'm ready for

20

a break. Thank you.

21
22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. You mind if I
ask questions?

23

(Laughter)

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Go ahead, go ahead.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Kubo, you mentioned
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about the stolon -- stolons or whatever?

2

MR. KUBO: Yes, stolons.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Stolons. You said that

4

they are very expensive, and I've seen the Seashore

5

Paspalum around the building. And I gotta say, Members,

6

it can make a difference big time.

7
8

What is the cost for those stolons that you
need? 'Cause I understand that part of the audit report

9 was that all of the greens on the ocean side of the golf
10

course, if -- you know, we -- you know, we could start

11

planting, I guess, bulbs -- bobs, stolons, the

12

variety -- you know, a variety of 'em, so that we can

13

choose the best one to -- to stolon the greens.

14

MR. KUBO: The cost of the stolons we need

15 to get from Honolulu at -- from the sod farms would cost
16 about a hundred and twenty dollars a bushel. And to do
17

a green, normally, just to -- with renovating a green,

18

changing the grass, it takes about three bushels per

19

thousand square feet.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, if we had known

21 much earlier that, you know, part of the recommendation
22 was to -- to do the greens and the apron of the greens,
23

as the first priority, and if you didn't get the money,

24 you should have told us, when we had the audit report,
25 and somehow, you know, figure out how we could support
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you in -- in trying to re-sod the greens with the

2

recommendation. So, that's one comment that I want to

3 make in regards to -- and a question in regards to the
4
5

cost of this, I guess, seedlings.
The other one that I just want to pass on to

6 the Members, you know, what the Deputy had said, Deputy
7

Helm, in regards to having golfers stay on the cart

8

path, and, you know, they don't. And what they do, you

9

know, you cannot blame the golf course personnel for

10

some of the problems that they have. Because if they

11

running the carts on the golf course, like Director Helm

12

had said, it compacts the goosegrass. And -- and that's

13 where you see abundant of weeds.
14

And when you go to the golf course, and you

15

go, you look under the trees, like kiawe -- not kiawe --

16

coconut trees, pine trees, there's no weeds. So,

17

there's a correlation in what, you know, Director Helm

18

is saying. You know, if some of the golfers also follow

19

the rules, maybe some of this goosegrass, you know,

20

wouldn't have spread. But, you know, the case is we got

21

goosegrass all over that golf course.

22

So, you know, my rec -- recommendation to

23

you, Mr. Helm, as well as Mr. Kubo, is that if it's

24

gonna cost abundant of money to re-sod the greens, I'd

25

surely like to know. And if it's the budget that you
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1 presented us is -- is, you know, hopefully you do have
2 the cost to cover those improvements that need to be
3 made based on the audit report that we had last
4 November.
5

Understand that, you know, he told us that

6 within a year, you know, most of the greens could be
7
8

improved. So, I -- you know, I expect that.
So, Members, gonna take a 15 minute -- 10

9 minutes? 10-minute recess, and then we do have one -10

two more items for the Parks, and these are in the Park

11

Assessment Funds, one for Makawao-Pukalani-Kula, and

12

then the other one is West Maui. I think it's a

13

proviso, so this meeting is in recess till 8:25.

14

...(gavel)...

15

RECESS: 8:15 p.m.

16

RECONVENE: 8:29 p.m.

17
18
19
20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: ...(gavel)... The Budget
and Finance Committee meeting is now reconvened.
Members, we still have the Parks Department
with us. Joining Deputy Director Helm is Mr. Matsui.

21 Members, we got two more items in the Parks area. These
22

are Park Assessment Funds. And the first one is on page

23

31, Makawao-Pukalani-Kula -- yeah, Makawao-Pukalani-Kula

24

Park, Parks and Recreation. This is the Eddie Tam Gym

25

Lighting. Member Molina?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you,

2

Chairman. I believe this was the area I think Member

3

Baisa had a consideration.

4

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Lighting.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh, the lighting.

6

Oh, okay. I guess I must be thinking of the -- no, no

7

questions on the lighting. Thank you.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Baisa?

9

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Of course, I would

10

like to insert a proviso to make sure that in addition

11

to the Parks Assessment Fund, to take care of installing

12

a playground in Kula Park. We certainly appreciate the

13 help of Parks and Recreation, but we needed to find out
14

about when the assessment will be paid or if Mr. Goode

15 would -- would instead do the playground.
16

So, we were hoping that with -- we could

17

just support this at this time and maybe insert it

18

later, since it's a revenue neutral thing, at first

19

reading.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Parks?

21

MR. MATSUI: Yeah, I've talked to Mr. Goode

22

on this. I've talked to the President of the Kula

23

Community Association. I have been down to the site.

24

There's an existing playground.

25

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
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1

MR. MATSUI: That's on County property,

2

that's used by the school and the public. The

3

playground has -- is in disrepair. Part of it is --

4

it's been closed. They took out the swings. There's

5

still some play structures there, but some of it is

6

cracked, and so I think it's unsafe. So, that's one of

7 the few playgrounds they have in Kula.
8

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Right.

9

MR. MATSUI: Okay. We have a -- the Park

10

Assessment Ordinance is -- you can give land or cash.

11

Okay. Or you can put in the equivalent cash value of

12

improvements in that Community Plan District. So,

13

Mr. Goode has a development that's coming up. So,

14

he's -- he wants to actually do the improvements. Okay.

15

The other way would be that he would pay it,

16 then it would have to come to the Council for
17

appropriation, and then would show up in our Parks

18 Budget, then we would have to go spend the money. So, I
19

think it would be a lot quicker if Mr. Goode would just

20

go in, do the improvements, and turn it over to the

21

County, and get credit for that.

22

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much,

23

Mr. Matsui. I really appreciate that, because the

24

sooner we can do it the better. And I guess it would

25

work faster to let Mr. Goode do it.
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1

By the way, while I have you folks here and

2 while we have people watching at home, I wanna give you
3 a bouquet. I wanna thank you on behalf of the people
4 Upcountry. I received a wonderful e-mail today from
5

Steve Sutro. The Kula Tennis Courts are open. Thank

6

you. Thank you very, very much.

7
8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Baisa.
That was ever since I came here. Member Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.

9
10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho'ohalahala?

11

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

13

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: The reason we came

14

back to this, because my notes show consensus, is why?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: What just -- Member Baisa

15
16

had just spoken of.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, I see. Thank

17
18

you.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Mateo?

22

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: No.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino?

24

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Nothing at all.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, Mr. Matsui, so we
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1

just waiting on Mr. Goode on what he's gonna do, or has

2 he made up his mind?
3

MR. MATSUI: He's always been looking for

4 projects in Kula to -- to spend his park assessment
5

on -- money on. So, you know, this is -- this is one

6

that the timing was just right. I think I'm gonna meet

7

with him on-site tomorrow.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.

9

MR. MATSUI: So .

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.

11

MR. MATSUI: So, it's moving.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, if you let this

13 Committee know about your meeting. I think Member Baisa
14 wants to make sure that the park goes ahead, you know,
15

through park assessment, or if Mr. Goode agrees to do it

16

and then turn it over to the County, that's fine, too.

17

MR. MATSUI: Okay.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

19

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you, Chair.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Baisa.

21 And the next one is the Park Assessment Funds for West
22 Maui. And I think Member Johnson had a proviso that you
23 wanna add in case we don't get the Federal money for the
24
25

skate park.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and I'll just
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1

explain that in the Park Assessment area, I wanted to

2

add in an additional 450,000 for the West Maui Skate

3 Park, with the proviso that if we do not secure the
4

grant funds, which you've applied for, that those monies

5 would be available through the Park Assessment, so that
6

we wouldn't have to build half a Skate Park. So, I

7

just, you know, wanna know if that's agreeable to you.

8

It's coming out of Park Assessment, so ...
MR. MATSUI: Yeah, I just got an e-mail from

9

10 the grant writer, and we did get approval for the
11

Federal funds.

12
13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So, you did get the
450,000?

14

MR. MATSUI: Yes.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. So, and that

16

is sufficient to complete all of it?

17

MR. MATSUI: Yes.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And no other public

19 monies or anything else is needed?
20

MR. MATSUI: That's correct.

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Pau.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, Member ...

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: That better be

24

correct, because I do not want you coming back for

25

money. No change orders, as Mr. -- so, you are held to
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1

that. You heard it, Mr. Chair. I will not put in my

2

proviso, since we have the grant. So, I look forward to

3

receiving the official notification of it. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

4
5

Kaho'ohalahala?

6

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No.

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

8

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No questions.

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

10

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Mateo?

12

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: No.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino?

14

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, none at all.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina?

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?

18

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Nope.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, that's it for Parks.

20

Thank you very much, Zach and Pat for being here.

21
22

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Wait. I got one
question.

23

(Laughter)

24

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No talking about

25

that. I getting salty. Watch out. Thanks. Aye
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1

carumbas. So, Chair.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.

3

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: May I ask a

4

question?

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure.

6

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Does this mean we

7

have consensus of these, or we still gonna come back?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: We gonna come back to

8
9

these, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And vote on all

10
11

these various ...

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Exactly.

13

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you,

14

Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Okay, Members, we

15

16 do have the Director and Deputy Director from the
17

Planning Department, Mr. Jeff Hunt and Ms. Kathleen

18

Aoki.
Members, I'm gonna begin on page 17. And

19
20

this is the grant to Wailuku Main Street/Tri-Isle Main

21

Street Resource Center. And we'll start with Mr.

22

Molina.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much,

24

Chair. And, you know, this just a follow-up to our past

25

discussion on this. And I guess since Director Hunt
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2 guess the relationship the Department has with this
3

organization, we did receive a letter, a March 24th,

4

2009, letter. I don't know if all the Members have had

5

a chance to read it from Mr. Min.

6

And so I just wanted to give the Department

7 a chance to comment on this. And I know I did have a
8 private discussion with the Director about their -- an
9

update, I guess, so to speak, on the relationship the

10

Department has with this organization. So, at this

11

point, I'd just like to ask the Director to make

12

comments related to the letter from Mr. Min, who we know

13

is a former Planning Director here in the County.

14

And I guess they did express their opinions

15

about the Director's comments related to the matter.

16

So, I just wanted to give Mr. Hunt a chance to respond.

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Hunt?

18

MR. HUNT: Thanks, Member Molina. I think

19

I'd like to say that the -- the conversation that we had

20

really was directed at the proposed budget cut. And

21 the -- the point that the Department would like to make
22 regarding the budget cut is that we were proposing an
23

across-the-board 10 percent cut to all the different

24

organizations that we support. And that was just out of

25

fairness.
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1

We were told to cut our budget, given the

2

conditions of the econ -- economic conditions. And

3

that's really all it was. During that conversation, you

4

asked about our relationship, and I just wanna make it

5

clear. We have a good relationship with -- with the

6 Wailuku Main Street Association, and we'll continue to
7

improve that relationship.

8

And I don't want this conversation to focus

9 on that. I want to just make it clear that the budget
10

cut was just an attempt to be fair across the board. We

11

did a similar cut with the MRA, as one example.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. And I just

12

13 wanna make a correction. That was an April 8th letter,
14

right, response from dir -- former Director Min to your

15

comments. So, okay. And I -- you know, as far as the

16

organization itself, I know they've been very visible in

17

the community.

18

And, you know, a lot of people --

19 well-established people have been members of this
20

organization in the past. Former Council Chair

21

Hokama -- Goro Hokama was a member of this organization,

22 the late Goro Hokama, the late Velma McWayne Santos, and
23

so this organization's been around, and they've done

24 their part to support and work with our Planning
25

Department.
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1

So, needless to say when the letter -- the

2

response letter came back from Mr. Min, it did, you

3

know, raise my eyebrows anyway. So, I'll yield the

4

floor, at this point, Mr. Chair, for other questions

5

from the Members.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?

7

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No questions.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho'ohalahala?

11

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I just have

12

one question. What is the relationship between this

13 organization and the MRA?
14

MR. HUNT: That's an interesting question.

15

There's -- there's somewhat of an overlap, in the sense

16

that they -- they both focus, to some extent, on

17

redevelopment within Wailuku.

18

Originally, the Maui Redevelopment Agency,

19 the MRA, was more of a urban-renewal-type of a
20

organization, where you demolish the buildings, and

21

the -- the blight, as the term was used, and then you

22

would rebuild it.

23

With the adoption of the Wailuku

24 Redevelopment Plan, it turned in to more of a historic
25 preservation, reuse -- adaptive reuse of these buildings
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1

to retain our historic character.

2

Likewise, the Main Street Association has a

3

goal that speaks to historic preservation. If you read

4

their mission statement, it speaks to historic

5 preservation. And so there's -- there is an overlap
6

there, to some -- to some extent. The Executive

7

Director of the Main Street Association regularly

8

attends the MRA meetings. So, there is -- there is

9

overlap.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And,

10
11

well, I guess, are we gonna move to the MRA after this?

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Then

14

I'll have questions about the MRA. I just wanted to

15

know, at this point then, you said there's overlap. Is

16

there any duplication?
MR. HUNT: I think there's duplication of

17
18

interest and geographic area. The MRA has more of a

19

specific role in the sense of they review applications

20

and approve them. They also have jurisdiction on

21

variances.

22

The MR -- pardon me. The Main Street

23 Association has more of a pre-application role, where
24 they guide the applicant to make modifications to meet
25

the design guidelines. They also have other roles
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1

outside of the actual application process, such as

2

business retention, economic development.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And your

3
4

statement was that Main Street is a -- is a part of MRA?

5

MR. HUNT: No.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Is that what

7

you said?

8
9

MR. HUNT: They -- they are separate
organizations.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Separate, but

10

11 you said that they attended -- you said attends the
12 meetings, or at least -- not as a participating member
13

of the MRA.

14

MR. HUNT: Not as -- not as a member of the

15 Board of the MRA, but just to show the -- how they're
16

joined at the hip, to some extent. My experience is the

17 Executive Director of the Main Street Association
18

attends virtually every meeting, and there's often an

19 agenda item saying Report from the Executive Director.
20

So, there is -- there's a fairly strong coordination

21 between the two.
22
23

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank
you.

24
25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member
Medeiros?
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

3

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Mateo?

5

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: No.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino?

7

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I guess the

8

question I have for you, Mr. Hunt, this Tri-Isle -- I

9

mean, this Main Street Association/Tri-Isle Main Street,

10

is not only in particular for Wailuku but throughout the

11 County of Maui when it comes to small towns and the
12

redevelopment and revitalization. Is that correct?

13

MR. HUNT: Virtually all the small towns.

14

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: All the small

15

towns.

16

MR. HUNT: Not all of 'em.

17

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.

18

MR. HUNT: But a lot of 'em.

19

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, most of 'em

20

anyhow.

21

MR. HUNT: Most of 'em.

22

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Because I think

23 they presented that pretty, pretty accurately.
24

MR. HUNT: Correct.

25

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And the MRA is
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1

truly for Wailuku, and the blight and the status of

2 Wailuku Town, and the redevelopment and revitalization
3

of Wailuku Town.

4

MR. HUNT: Correct.

5

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And there's

6

specific parameters as far as the geographical area this

7

makes up, right?

8

MR. HUNT: I believe that's accurate.

9

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, I don't -- I

10

kinda have it in my mind where it is, but I won't go

11

into details.

12

So, don't they have similarities in what

13 they attempt to do in Wailuku? Beyond that, the MRA
14

doesn't have any other concerns, or jurisdiction, or any

15

other efforts in the other areas of Maui County, other

16

small towns?
MR. HUNT: That's correct. And I wouldn't

17
18

say there's a duplication in Wailuku. I would just say

19

there's a common interest, maybe, is a better way to put

20

it.

21

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.

22

MR. HUNT: The redevelopment and

23
24

revitalization of Wailuku.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: 'Cause I'm trying

25 to get the two separated, because -- and some of the
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1

Members are -- are not clear, and then, you know I don't

2

want the two tied together. Because they're really, in

3 essence, separate, but yet they have some common
4

interest, but, basically, in Wailuku. Beyond Wailuku,

5

Tri-Isle Main Street Resource Center is all the other

6

small towns that are involved, whether it's Paia,

7

Makawao, et cetera, et cetera, right?

8

MR. HUNT: Correct. Outside of Wailuku,

9 there wouldn't be any even common interest other than,
10

you know, we all have an interest in our small towns.

11
12

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Because I -- and
what I'm trying to do, as much as possible, is try to

13 get some additional funding back to the Wailuku Main
14

Street/Tri-Isle because of the extent of their -- their

15

reach.

16

And then with the MRA, although they are

17

very important, I think $90,000, if I'm correct, you had

18

said something like 45 was gonna be used for -- some

19

kind of 40, 45 for the project manager and the rest for

20

whatever else needs to be done, right? More or less?

21

MR. HUNT: Essentially.

22

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, essentially.

23
24

All right. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Any more

25 questions for the Director regarding that particular
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1

item?

2

Seeing none, we go to page 18, Planning,

3 Maui Redevelopment Agency.
4
5

Mr. Victorino, since you talked about the
difference -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Since I started

6
7

it, yeah. Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, just as well go

8
9
10

first.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Go first. Yeah,

11

thank you. I think we've covered the majority of it.

12

Again, this funding, there is no staff, no manager. The

13

money there is for, in your opin -- in your discussion,

14 was for a project coordinator for the Wailuku Municipal
15

Parking Structure, for which we hopefully will be

16 getting some ARR money and other stuff like that. Is
17
18
19
20

that correct?
MR. HUNT: That's the majority of the
funding is for that position.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, well, I

21

was -- I heard 40 to 45,000, so I wouldn't consider that

22

the majority. About half.

23

MR. HUNT: Okay.

24

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. And so the

25 rest of the money will be used for what? And I know
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2

there. So, is that how you do it? You divide up that

3 money into staff time for their meetings and all that?
4

MR. HUNT: It doesn't necessarily cover our

5

staff. Unless perhaps there's overtime, it could

6

conceivably. But mostly it's for other expenses. Court

7

reporters might be needed if there's some special

8

meeting or some issue like that.

9

They also have some contractual obligations.

10

Right now, I believe there's a street cleanup contract.

11

That's only a few thousand a year. That's one example

12

of a contract. The other one is kind of to finish up on

13 the Market Street improvements.
14

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.

15

MR. HUNT: Almost a punch list of additional

16

small items that they could add to it. So, it's -- it's

17

kind of a -- a variety of improvements to the -- to the

18

Main Street area.

19

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And I like your

20

statement a punch list. Now, a punch list, in my mind,

21

and -- and I'm sorry that's all I'm kinda using, and at

22

almost 9:00 o'clock at night, my mind is not very --

23 very stern. But a punch list would be things that were
24

not completed by the contractor. That's a punch list.

25

Now, are you telling me that they're gonna
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go in and get the punch list, and whatever wasn't done

2

by the contractor, they're gonna do it?

3

MR. HUNT: I wouldn't term it as something

4 that wasn't completed by somebody with an implication
5

that they didn't come through. I would look at it as

6

here's the next step or here's some things that weren't

7

included that would further enhance it.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So,

8
9

additional. So, it's really not a punch list, in the

10

terminology we use a punch list, 'cause a punch list --

11

and I've always been told, and correct me if I'm wrong,

12

is usually when somebody goes in and, okay, this is

13

wrong, this is wrong, this is wrong, get this fixed. Is

14

that right?
MR. HUNT: Well, I -- I didn't mean to use

15
16

that term --

17

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.

18

MR. HUNT: -- in that manner.

19

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So, in

20

other words, some enhancements or whatever, other things

21 that they could make things better than already that
22

exist at the completion of the project?

23

MR. HUNT: Yeah, I think, in addition,

24

things that were left off, not necessarily because

25

someone was neglectful.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.

2

MR. HUNT: It just perhaps wasn't included.

3

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Okay. I

4

can -- okay. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Hunt. Thank you,

5

Chair.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Mateo?

7

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you. Mr.

8

Hunt, who will have oversight over this position?

9

MR. HUNT: It would be technically through

10 the Planning Department, but we would -- we've committed
11 to the MRA to work with them in partnership.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: In partnership. So,

12

13 somebody from the Planning Department will be virtually
14

seeing that the objectives is actually being carried

15

out?

16

MR. HUNT: That's correct. But in -- we've

17 met with the MRA, and we've committed to them to working
18

with them. We'll report with them. We have staff that

19

staffs the MRA meetings, and we're there on a regular

20

basis. And we'll communicate with them, and so it won't

21 be us acting on our own, though ultimately, it would be
22

our decision.

23

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Yeah.

24

MR. HUNT: We have the -- we have the budget

25

responsibility.
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Right. So then the

2

Department thinks or feels that there actually is a need

3

for this position?

4

MR. HUNT: Yes.

5

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Thank you very

6

much. Thank you, Mr. Chair.

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Nishiki?

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Medeiros?

10

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr.

11

Chairman. Yeah, we had the former Chair and the current

12

Chair come testify. And I'm glad they did, because, you

13

know, I used to know that, okay, Maui Redevelopment

14

Agency, but I didn't know the faces connected to it.

15

So, it was good to see them.

16
17

Help me understand. In the handout they
left here, I'm assuming they left here. It was on our

18 desk when we got here this morning before the meeting.
19

That they say the MRA consists of five commissioners, a

20

secretary, and a manager. But the Chair said they do

21

not have a secretary, and they do not have a manager.

22

Is that because it's staffed by Planning Department?

23

MR. HUNT: Yes, the MRA's kinda gone through

24

several steps of evolution or changes. It --

25

originally, it was under the Planning Department, and
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2
3

autonomy.
And the idea was, well, with autonomy, you

4 would hire your own director and your own support staff.
5 And that was tried out for a period, and it became -- I
6 think the conclusion was then made that it didn't make
7
8
9

sense to have a duplication of staff.
So, for instance, all enforcement would
still have to be done by the Planning -- or was being

10 done at the Planning Department, having the computer
11

systems. And so then the County essentially went back

12

the other way and said let's put it back under the

13

Planning Department, 'cause that's where most of the

14

support staff was anyways.

15

So, now there is -- there is no independent

16

staff for that -- for that agency anymore. We -- we

17

staff it entirely, virtually entirely.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Help me

19

understand. They're considered a County agency, is that

20

correct, by HR 53, which is a State statute that gave

21

birth to this?

22
23
24

MR. HUNT: I think essentially. I'm not
sure if they're considered a County agency or .
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: But that's what I'm

25 trying to learn. Are they a County agency or are they
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2
3
4
5

a separate agency?
MR. HUNT: Well, they are definitely a
separate agency. They are not ...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So, are they

6 a separate County agency?
7

MR. HUNT: Give me a second here.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Okay.

9

MR. HUNT: I'm -- I'm getting advice from

10
11

your legal counsel that they are a -- a County agency.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So, because

12 they're a County agency, help me understand why they
13 wouldn't get a separate funding, and that they get their
14
15

funding from Planning?
Corp Counsel or Department, help me

16 understand that. I don't know any other County agency
17

that doesn't apply for their own funding.

18

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Mr. Chair?

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Go ahead.

20

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: They are an agency

21

not in the meaning of like a department or an office,

22 but they are like the -- you know, like a Planning
23

Commission. You know, all of our -- they are like a

24 board and commission. That's how you should think of
25

them. So, all boards and commissions are placed under
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1
2
3

some department.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you
for that clarification. The question I raised to them,

4 during testimony, was that they develop plans and
5

objectives for the revitalization of Wailuku Town area.

6 And once they do that, because they're not the agency
7

that builds these things, where does their plans go to,

8 and how does it get implemented?
9

Say they -- say build a municipal parking

10

lot. That's what we need. So, where does it go from

11

once they decide that?

12
13

MR. HUNT: We understand it would be a
two-step process.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

15

MR. HUNT: That the Planning Department

16 would be the lead through the Planning -- parking
17

coordinator that was just discussed earlier --

18

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Correct.

19

MR. HUNT: -- on that position to design the

20

structure, the parking structure. So, there would be

21

all the public process, though a lot of that has already

22 been achieved, and, hopefully, we can take off where
23 that left off rather than starting from square one
24
25

through earlier efforts.
Once we get the design done, then it would
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1 be handed off to the Public Works Department, who would
2 hire a construction manager, and they would oversee
3

that.

4

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see.

5

MR. HUNT: But the MRA would be an advisory

6 board throughout the whole process.
7
8

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, the project
coordinator that we spoke about that you just mentioned,

9 that would be an employee of Planning or employee of
10 MRA?
11

MR. HUNT: It would technically be -- the

12 parking coordinator, project coordinator would be an
13 employee under the direction of the Planning Department.
14

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Planning

15

Department. Would that be a civil service position or a

16

temporary position?
MR. HUNT: No, it would be more like a

17
18

contract.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: A contract. Okay.

19
20

Okay. I'm starting to understand what this group is.

21

Okay. Okay. Appreciate the answers. Thank you. Thank

22

you, Chair.

23
24
25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member
Kaho'ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you,
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1

Chair. Then the $90,000 that's in the budget right now,

2 and then that would provide the -- for the position of
3 manager to the MRA?
MR. HUNT: It would pay for the parking

4
5

coordinator position and then other expenses as well.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. But

7 all of your administrative support comes from your
8

Planning Department.

9

MR. HUNT: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So, how much

10
11

of the 90,000 gets used for the coordinator?

12
13

MR. HUNT: 40- to 45,000 is what we
estimated.

14
15
16
17
18
19

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: 40- to
45,000.
MR. HUNT: I don't believe we have an actual
contract yet, so that's an estimate.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. I'm
looking at HRS 53-5, and it says that the -- the entity

20 has to appoint a manager and a deputy manager who shall
21 have such qualifications to hold their respective
22

offices. So, is that something that you're not gonna

23 implement then?
24

MR. HUNT: That's kind of what happened

25 through this evolution that I talked about earlier,
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2

a word. And now it's swing -- swung back to saying,

3

well, let's just keep it under the Planning Department.

4

So, at one point, there was an actual manager, and I

5 believe he had support staff.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And

6

7 then the rest of the funding then goes to what?
8
9

MR. HUNT: It would be expenses that are
contracted already. An example is the street cleaning

10

or sidewalk cleaning, any kind of overtime that our

11

staff would -- our staff would need.

12
13

The -- the list -- I won't call it a punch
list this time -- the list of items that could be added

14 to the Main Street improvement, Market Street
15

improvement.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And

16
17

what is --

18

MR. HUNT: Court reporters.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: -- the

20 parameters or the boundaries of this redevelopment area?
21

MR. HUNT: It's essentially the older part

22

of Wailuku going up to -- I believe it may go as far as

23

Iao Stream, the historic district on this side, maybe

24

Central.

25

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So, can you
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1

give me the street boundaries or parameters? No? Is

2

there -- because their responsibility would only be

3 within -- within those areas then?
4

MR. HUNT: Correct.

5

MS. AOKI: Excuse me, Chair. Could I just

6

add?

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure.

8

MS. AOKI: One of the other things that we

9 wanna use this money for is to do the parking structure.
10 We know that we're gonna have to start looking at
11

supplemental parking for, you know, our -- the users of

12

the municipal parking lot while that parking structure's

13

being built.

14

So, we need to do a parking assessment to go

15 out and look at vacant -- you know, identify vacant
16

lots, secure leases with -- with these people, so that

17

there's alternate parking for when the parking lot is

18

being built. So, that was something else that I just

19 wanted to mention to you what that money would be used
20
21
22

for.
So, it's not -- it's not so much just
cleaning the streets of Wailuku. It's to help with the

23 projects that have been identified in -- in the plan.
24
25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I thought you
said that yesterday. Thank you.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: In this --

2

and just because it's here, and I'm looking at the

3

statute itself, it says that -- that if you are gonna

4

remove or replace anyone, that there's a fee that you

5 pay to the displacement of -- it says here, to the
6 extent that special funds are made available by the
7

State or County, the agency may authorize Central

8

relocation office to make relocation payments for actual

9

moving costs of families, individuals, businesses and

10

nonprofit organizations displaced from other than urban

11

renewable -- renewal project.

12

Is that something that's still in effect or

13 something that you have to contend with?
14

MR. HUNT: I -- I think that kind of

15

language was associated with the original intent of the

16

agency, the urban-renewal-type.

17
18
19

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So, what
language then should we be looking at if not this?
MR. HUNT: The Wailuku Redevelopment Plan is

20 probably more applicable, and it reflects the change in
21

the mission from a scrape and rebuild to a rehabilitate

22

and preserve.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Is there an

24 amendment to this statute then?
25

MR. HUNT: I'm not sure if there's an
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2
3

Plan has been adopted.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And once the

4 plan is adopted, none of this is applicable to the
5 MRA -- to the entity?
6

MR. HUNT: That's -- that's one of the

7

issues that the MRA has. And when the -- or that is

8

associated with the MRA.

9

With the position of the Director, that the

10 MRA actually had a year or two before, he identified
11

this potential conflict between the original enabling

12 legislation that created the MRA and the change in the
13 mission statement to more of a rehabilitation and
14
15

adaptive reuse, historic preservation.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Chair,

16

I'm -- I'm just trying to understand where the statute

17

identifies the entity. And when I'm reading the -- the

18

powers and duties of the entity, in that Section 53-5,

19 and these are the things that is -- that are being
20

elaborated upon.

21

So, I'm just wanting to know, is -- is -- is

22

this no longer in effect, Corporation Counsel? Is there

23 an amendment to this, so that we are looking at another
24

document that specifically identifies the -- the powers

25 and duties of the MRA?
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Corporation Counsel?

2

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Mr. Chair, no.

3

The -- the chapter that you're looking at is still in

4

effect. But when you look at the -- the chapter as a

5 whole, it describes redevelopment agencies where they
6 have very broad powers, but they don't have to exercise
7
8

all those powers.
So, I think what the Planning Director is

9 saying is that for the Maui Redevelopment Agency,
10

they've decided to do a more, I guess, limited scope of

11 work. You know, they -- they do have the powers that
12

you mentioned about, you know, actually taking on

13

redevelopment projects themselves, but I -- it -- it

14

sounds like they haven't chosen to do that.

15
16

And in my knowledge, since I've been here,
I -- I'm not aware of any type of redevelopment project

17 that would use those powers that you mentioned in HRS.
18

They are there, they are available, but they just

19

haven't used them.

20

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank

21

you for that clarification. Then I would be concerned

22

if we were going to be invoking some of these powers

23 through the MRA in your area that you are redeveloping,
24
25

so that's why I'm asking those questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
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2

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you,
Chair.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

4

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I already took my

5

turn. Thank you.

6

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: The other way.

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: You don't want one more

8
9

turn?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.

10

(Laughter)

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?

14

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina?

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No, just I appreciate

17 the Department differentiating the MRA versus the
18

Tri-Isle Main Street Association and their scopes of

19

responsibilities. Thank you.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

21

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair?

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino?

23

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Just for my

24

colleagues' information, if you go on to the Planning

25 Department, and you go to the Boards and Commissions
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that fall under Planning, and if you want to, there is

2 the Wailuku Redevelopment Plan, and there is the Wailuku
3 Redevelopment Area Map, which does locate the sub areas
4

one, two, and three, which inclusive of most of Happy

5 Valley, up through Takamiya, all the way back up to Main
6

Street.

7

It's all mapped out. So, if you want to --

8

you know, because Mr. Kaho'ohalahala had asked the

9

question. If you just go there, you can find all the

10

answers to your questions as far as the area that is

11

covered by the redevelopment agencies, their borders.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman?

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: One question, before I

15

call you, Member Medeiros. So, the MRA work

16

independently from you, but you're -- they are under

17

your jurisdiction?

18

MR. HUNT: I wouldn't say they are under our

19

jurisdiction. I would compare them to a Planning

20

Commission.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Uh-huh.

22

MR. HUNT: The Wailuku area has their own

23

zoning ordinance, in essence, and so the development in

24 Wailuku Town is regulated by the Wailuku Zoning Code and
25 is administered -- the larger permits -- by the MRA as
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opposed to the Maui Planning Commission.

2

So they are almost like another planning

3

commission. They do design review of projects, and they

4

grant -- they are also -- they also play the role of the

5 BVA. The BVA wouldn't have jurisdiction within the
6 Wailuku Redevelopment Area.
7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: To the confined area.

8

MR. HUNT: Yes, so they grant variances as

9

well.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Member

10
11
12
13

Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you. I will
take a second chance. The Chair, Ms. Bassinger, said

14 that -- and I don't know if the Wailuku Redevelopment
15

Plan identified this, but she said that 53 projects were

16 planned. Twenty have been completed.
17

So, those projects, once they're identified

18 by the MRA, go to the Planning Department for further
19
20
21
22

implementation?
MR. HUNT: I'm not sure which project list
she's referring to.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: She -- she named

23

some of them, but she said 53 projects. Twenty have

24

been completed.

25

MR. HUNT: And it may be out of the
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Redevelopment Plan. I'm not sure.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: It might be in

2
3
4

there.
MR. HUNT: I'll have to research that. I'd

5 have to get you that information.
6
7

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. But my -- my
question was, I think, what you identified the process,

8 after it comes from MRA, goes to you, and then you go
9
10
11

through your processes and goes to Public Works. So,
these projects would all go through that process?
MR. HUNT: Well, generally speaking, they

12 would be like the Maui Planning Commission, where we
13 would take a project to them, that we don't have the
14 authority to approve, and then we would make a staff
15 report and recommendation, and then they would make the
16

decision on that.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see.

18

MR. HUNT: Likewise with a variance. They

19

also might be a commenting agency, so to speak. An

20 example is the parking structure. They commented on
21

that, along with the -- the Main Street Association, on

22

that final preferred option, that you should be

23

reviewing in the near future.

24

So, they didn't make a decision on that, but

25 they were part of that public review process. And,
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2

MS. AOKI: I just had another comment that

3

if there's an actual suggestion in the plan, like say

4

improve Market Street, so we work with Public Works, you

5

know, as a -- as the Planning Department works with

6

Public Works, as well as the MRA provides comments,

7 comes up with a -- a formulation of how they wanna do
8

the -- do the actual engineering of it.
And then if the plan says, you know, improve

9
10

Market Street with trees, and benches, and trash cans,

11

and -- so then we will come in, help the MRA. Our staff

12 will -- will help the MRA with funding the trash cans
13 that are all along Wailuku or along Market Street now
14

and that kind of thing. So, it's kind of twofold.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see.

16

MS. AOKI: It could be approving projects

17

that are just coming in or actually implementing

18

projects that are in the plan.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, a large project

19
20

such as what we're doing at Market Street, all the way

21

down, Public Works then has to go and secure funding for

22

that?

23
24
25

MS. AOKI: That was a Public Works project
improvement, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. But did
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2
3

MS. AOKI: The MRA probably had a lot to do
with that, yeah.

4

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

5

MS. AOKI: The whole idea of improving it

6

and revitalizing Wailuku.

7
8

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And I just
want to know the process.

9
10
11
12
13

MS. AOKI: And the Main Street Association
as well.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see. Thank you,
Department. Mahalo, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Members, let's

14

move. Okay. Moving on, Planning Integrated

15

Socioeconomic Land Use. Member Molina?

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you very

17 much, Chair. The other day we had Deputy Director Aoki
18

came out to testify and give us a good explanation on

19

the proposed study. So, my questions were answered, and

20

this is one area that I'm considering some adjustments

21

to. But I appreciated Director Aoki's response to the

22

matter. So, I've no more questions on this.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?

24

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No, no questions.

25

Totally understand what it is, but I could covet this
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money. Thank you.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I covet the money

4

also for the Pioneer Mill project, which we put in money

5

for last year, but it didn't make it. So, there we have

6

it.

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho'ohalahala?

8

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Pass.

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Are they talking

10
11

about the 20,000?

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Let me ask

14

about that.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Hundred thousand.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Planning

17

Department, I think Miss Aoki said to remove 20,000 for

18

the incentives. Is that correct?

19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Wait. This

21

question is for the Deputy Director.

22

(Laughter)

23

MS. AOKI: I think what they're talking

24

about is the $75,000 for the socioeconomic forecast, but

25

what I, what I ...
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, but I have -- I
have a note here for 20,000.

3

MS. AOKI: Right. What I mentioned

4

yesterday was that I really don't wanna see that cut,

5

you know.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: The 20,000.

7

MS. AOKI: I don't wanna see 75,000. I

8

want -- I want it. So, what I suggested was if there is

9 a absolutely critical need to cut something out of our
10 budget -11
12

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MS. AOKI: -- I would suggest the $20,000 in

13 the Employee Incentive Program.
14

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you

15

for answering that question. I don't think the --

16

MS. AOKI: You're welcome.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: -- other members

18

could have answered it. Thank you.

19

MS. AOKI: Okay. You're welcome.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Mateo?

23

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: No.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino?

25

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Nope.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. And Members,
we -- we doing a running total, so don't get excited.

3
4

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: We get a running
total. Okay. Good.

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Now, page 18,

6 Planning Cultural Resource Management HAEBS and slash
7

HAER. Member Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes, and Ms. Aoki,

8
9

if I recall the other night when you were talking, you

10 had said this was one of those that if you had to give
11

it up, you'd give it up.

12
13

MS. AOKI: What I stated, Member
Victorino --

14

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, don't change

15

it now. Just be honest now. Would you give it up if

16

you had to?
MS. AOKI: -- I'll be honest. What I stated

17
18

was a Member had suggested cutting 10 percent.

19

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right, right.

20

MS. AOKI: And we could live with that.

21

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. That was it

22

now, yeah?

23

MS. AOKI: That was it.

24

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: The other 20,000

25 was from the Employee Incentive Program.
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MS. AOKI: It was from the Employee
Incentive Program, correct.

3

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. And I guess

4

the other question is, with this, is this specific for

5

an area, or is this for the entire County?
MR. HUNT: It's for the entire County on a

6
7

project-specific basis.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. On a

8
9
10

project-specific basis. Okay. Thank you. Thank you,
Chair.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Mateo?

12

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: No question.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

16

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho'ohalahala?

18

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I covet the 10

21

percent.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?

23

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Second that.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina?

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Okay.
Planning, Pioneer Mill, possible -- possible add. Any

3 comment? Planning Department?
4

MR. HUNT: Member Johnson?

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, Member Johnson?

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: That's the Pioneer

7 Mill one. I already made my comments about that before,
8

because it's really -- you know, for me, this year when

9

I looked at the revenue generated overall, real property

10

from West Maui, I think it was 41 percent of the

11 operating budget is provided by West Maui.
12

And when I look at historic properties like

13

this, which are part of the infrastructure and should

14

really receive attention -- it's falling into a state of

15

disrepair -- it is completely irresponsible not to spend

16 that money and to do it in a way that really respects
17

not only the Hawaiian culture, and, you know, the

18

historic nature of that building, because it's for -- Na

19

Kupuna is actually doing the project.

20

I feel really bad for them, because they

21

can't move forward. They can't even go out for grant

22

money, because that 150,000 isn't there. And we put it

23

in last year. So, to me, I'm not a happy camper, and I

24

know -- I realize you guys were charged with the

25

responsibility to conserve funds. So I -- I can't
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really -- you know, I mean, you go with whatever you've
got left.

3

But, for me, I -- it's just not fair. And

4

it's not fair to the community, because we -- we really

5

do pay our fair share. So, you know, give us a break, a

6

little bit of a break.

7
8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member
Kaho'ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, thank

9
10

you. I'm a little bit familiar with this one, because I

11 was called by Na Kupuna 0 Maui about the funding, so I
12 did inquire about where the -- what the status of the
13
14
15

funding was.
And I think the urgency was that this
facility or this building is going to come into its

16 hundredth year. And one of the things that the -- the
17 kupuna of West Maui wanted to do is prepare that -- that
18

building for it's hundredth year. But I think the 150

19

was supposed to help to mitigate issues of lead paint.

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Asbestos.

21

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Asbestos --

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Asbestos.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: -- within the

24 building. But without that being first completed, then
25

there was very little they could do anywhere else. So,
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I would support in any way trying to continue that, and

2 give them an opportunity to put that historic building
3 back to use, and then help to celebrate that, the
4

occasion of the hundredth year, you know, so ...

5
6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member
Medeiros?

7

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No questions.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

9

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No questions.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Mateo?

11

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, the question

12 would be directed for -- for the Chairman, if you could
13
14

respond.
There are several occasions when -- when

15

this body puts in funds to take care of a specific need,

16

case in point, Pioneer Mill. When the Departments do

17

their arbitrary cutting, what is -- what is our overview

18

in terms of having a say in what we put in as a body,

19 with -- with a directive to the departments to
20 implement, and the department arbitrarily removes that
21 particular component from their -- their budget?
22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good question.

23

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Corporation Counsel, is

24

there an issue -- is there a problem? Mr. Budget

25

Director, is there some kind of a -- a need for either
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2

us or .

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Let me -- let me provide

4

some comments. I been here seven years. I know we have

5

carryover savings every year. Projects that are

6 budgeted in previous years disappears. The dollars
7

disappears.

8

My responsibility, as a Councilperson, is to

9 approve a budget for the County of Maui. And the -- the
10 Administration is responsible to administer that budget.
11

So, I just like to offer you that comment.

12

Corporation Counsel?

13

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Mr. Chair, I believe

14

I was asked a similar question during this budget

15

session. I can't remember exactly when. But

16

basically ...
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: When Public Works was

17
18
19
20

here.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Okay. So, basically,
Council, as you know, appropriates the funds, and the

21 Administration administers the funds. They encumber the
22

funds. They don't have to encumber funds that Council

23

appropriates.

24
25

However, I will tell you that when I'm asked
for advice on the issue that you're talking about, I
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always advise Departments to communicate to Council.

2 Communicate that there was some change. Explain what
3 happened. Explain why they are not able to implement a
4

project, particularly if they were told, during budget,

5

that it was something that Council was interested in. I

6

always tell them, just send a communication to Council

7

and explain the change.

8

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

10

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Oh, Budget Director.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Pablo, you have any

12
13

comments?
MR. PABLO: During this past fiscal year,

14

Fiscal Year '09, we were looking at Fiscal Year '10 and

15

'11. And that's why a directive went out to the

16

Departments to see which areas they could postpone, so

17 that we would be able to have carryover savings that
18
19
20

would be a source of revenue for Fiscal Year '10.
Had we not cut back on equipment, had we not
cut back on operation expenses, our Fiscal Year '10

21 budget would be in worser shape than we are right now.
22

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: But, Mr. Director,

23

removing the funds virtually kills the project. And in

24

all honesty, this budget does not reflect -- the budget

25

that we got from Administration does not reflect FY '11.
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Thank you, Mr. Director. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member
Victorino, questions?

4

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I did.

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, you did?

6

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I guess the

7

question I had will just tack on to what Chair Mateo has

8

just stated, that what is the right of the Council to

9 put monies, we put provisos, we put all these various
10

options, so that we give money to something specific, to

11

the area, project district, park, whatever it might be,

12 but we very specific we want this money to go here.
13
14

And then the Administration and the
Departments arbitrarily take equipment out, take other

15 projects that were slated to be done, so then the
16 Council Member from that area finds out the next year,
17
18

oh, it wasn't done.
So, what right do we have to put that in

19 there? Where do we put it so that we know that we put
20 money to get something done? Whether it's equipment. I
21

can't tell somebody how to run their operation. I can't

22 tell them how to spend their money on manpower and all
23
24

that, so I'll leave that alone.
But specific for equipment, like we heard

25 about the golf course tonight, and now we hearing about
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this Pioneer Mill, and we've heard many others. What

2

right?

3

Corporation Counsel, maybe that's what you

4

should tell me. What right or how do I do it right so

5 that I know that money will be done for that specific
6 point, or item, or whatever I think is important, and we
7

all agree to it?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I think Corporation

8
9
10

Counsel answered that question earlier. So, I'm sorry I
called you.

11

(Laughter)

12

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's not the

13

point, you know.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: I know. I know.

15

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. I'm sorry

16

I'm here, too, but that's another issue. And it's after

17

9:00, so more so I'm getting testy right now.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Mr. Chair?

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: One way that Council

21 may address this is when we know that there's a project
22 that Administration absolutely wants to move forward
23 with, what you do is you piggyback your funding and your
24 proviso along with that, and the other project that the
25 Administration wants cannot move forward unless the
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other project happens first.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: That's how you do

4

it.

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: It's called

7

leverage.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Sounds like it's

8
9

not working very well, so ...

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I didn't do it last

12
13
14

time.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, I just like to
remind you again, issues like this, in regards to

15 projects not being done, should be taken up at a
16

committee meeting, on a quarterly basis, when we get the

17

quarterly CIP report.

18

That way, you will get a updated information

19

in regards to the projects that you -- you put in that

20

is not being done. At that time, you ask the question

21

to the Department heads.

22

Okay. What else we got for Planning?

23

That's it. That's it. Thank you, Director Hunt, Deputy

24

Aoki for being here.

25

Okay. The next area is Public Works.
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Public Works here? No?

2

MS. REVELS: Mr. Chair.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Water Department. Water

4

Supply. No, no, no, Water Supply is out there. They

5

are coming down. Thank you, Jeff.

6

Okay. Members, we are gonna complete with

7 Water Supply and then continue on with Public Works
8

tomorrow. I think the rest of 'em is with Public Works,

9

and then Housing. We still have Housing.

10

Okay. This evening, we have the Deputy

11

Director, Eric Yamashige from the Water Supply

12

Department. Members, if you can turn to page 22. This

13

is the Water Resources and Planning Program, Water Fund,

14

Disbursements to United States Geological Survey for

15

Stream Monitoring and Studies. I'm sorry. Water

16 Resources and Planning - Water Fund. I thought I had
17

consensus on that. I guess not.

18

Okay. Member Victorino?

19

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: On the Water Fund,

20

okay, I don't remember revisiting that. I know we

21

talking about the -- the USGS. No, I don't have any

22

questions. I'm just confused now, so --

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Mateo?

24

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: No.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

3

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yes, for the

4

Department. This is monies for disbursement to USGS for

5

stream monitoring.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, Member Medeiros. We

6
7

are on Water Resources and Planning Programs.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Water Resources,

8
9

oh, WS 21-11? Okay.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Exactly.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: At page 22.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Page 22.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I thought you said

14

USGS. No questions on that one.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

15
16

Kaho'ohalahala?

17

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No questions.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?

19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, I think this

20

was just an error. You know, I don't have any

21

questions.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?

23

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No, I don't have it

24
25

marked as a revisit. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Molina?
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you,

3

Members.
MS. REVELS: Mr. Chair, it was Member

4

5 Nishiki who wanted to discuss this item. I believe it
6

was a proviso.

7
8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, okay. This is a
proviso, so ...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You would provide

9
10

this data.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.

12

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: All right.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: And then if you can

14

provide, I think, staff with some information with

15

regards to the proviso, that would be good.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I've already given

16
17

them the proviso.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, okay. Fine. Thank

18
19

you.

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: All of them.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Water Supply Grant

22

and Disbursements to United States Geological Survey for

23

Stream Monitoring and Studies. Mr. Victorino?

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, I think the
question came up -- well, first of all, this was enough,
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and then I think Member Johnson, I think, was looking at

2

this on -- on the -- I forget which stream. I'm so

3

tired.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Kauaula.

5

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. So, I guess

6 she wanted to make sure that there was enough money to
7

take care of that study, because she felt it wasn't

8

complete. But anyhow, maybe you can explain what this

9

entails, and the monies, and how it will be used.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Yamashige?

11

MR. YAMASHIGE: Yes, thank you very much,

12

Mr. Chair, Member Victorino. Actually, this $40,500

13 that is budgeted is the fourth year of a contract that
14 we have with USGS for the Na Wai Eha Study and
15

monitoring. So, this is the fourth year. There's --

16

it's already committed because of that contract.

17

Member Johnson did share with me tonight a

18

proposal from USGS for the Kauaula Stream. And I'm

19

sorry this is the first we've seen of it. But it is

20

addressed to OED, so we will discuss it with them.

21
22

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So -- so
this has nothing to do with that?

23

MR. YAMASHIGE: Yes.

24

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: It's still part of

25 the Na Wai Eha Study that we've been working on in the
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previous years.

2

MR. YAMASHIGE: That's correct.

3

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And how many more

4 years we have before we complete this study?
5
6

MR. YAMASHIGE: This is the fourth and final
year.

7

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Final year.

8

MR. YAMASHIGE: And total expended is about

9

$336,000.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right. I

10
11

remember, yeah. And in fact, if I not mistaken, in

12 August, we gonna have -- August or September, a
13 preliminary report on that anyhow.
14

Okay. Mr. Chair, thank you very much.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Mateo?

16

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: No questions.

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Medeiros?

20

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I just have one

21

question. It may be for you, Mr. Chair. And I don't

22

know what role it plays, but, you know, on our report of

23 Member proposals, it has Grant and Disbursements to
24 United States Geological Survey for Stream Monitoring
25

and Studies.
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And then it has a proviso, provided that

2

70,000 is expended for Na Wai Eha Stream monitoring and

3

studies. Do you know what that is about? Because we

4

only got 40,500 here. Whose report is this?

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Staff, is this a number

6

that is located in the Water Supply area for this,

7

40,500?

8

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And --

9

MS. REVELS: I'm not sure what Member

10

Medeiros is referring to.

11
12

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: The Members
Proposals List on page 13 of 18.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, this is only

13
14

funding for that.
MS. REVELS: Yes, Mr. Chair, that is a

15

16 proviso proposed by Member Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, I was

17
18

just gonna say, Chair, that's a proviso that I added to

19

our Members Proposals.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. But there's

22
23

only 40,500.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, according to

24

Mr. Yamashige -- what he's saying is that this is the

25

fourth and --
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Final year.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: -- final year for Na

3 Wai -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Na Wai Eha.

4
5
6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: -- Eha Study, and this is
the $40,000 that is designated for that.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. I -- I just

8

didn't understand -- now that I know it's Member

9

Kaho'ohalahala's proviso -- where that 70,000 is coming

10

from.

11

MR. YAMASHIGE: I don't know.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. All right.

13

That's fine with me. Thank you. No further questions.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho'ohalahala?

15

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, hold

16

on. (short pause) I think, if I'm looking at -- 31 --

17

just, staff, is this the item that -- that is listed

18

um ... hold on. Excuse me, Chair. I'm trying to scroll

19

through my ...

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Page 21, I think.

21

MS. REVELS: Mr. Chair, the Members Proposal

22

also added funds to total $70,000 to go with this

23

proviso.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, the $29,500?

25

MS. REVELS: That's correct.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. So,

3 that -- that figure there is increased to the current
4

number there of 40,500 then. Okay.

5
6

MS. REVELS: That was the proposal that you
made, but it is not included in the Chair's proposal.

7
8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: It's not included in the
budget.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So, I made an

9
10

increase there of the twenty-nine five to add it to the

11

45.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: 40,500.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: 40,500 to

14

equal the 70, and the proviso that went along with that

15 was my proposal. And I wanted to insure that Na Wai Eha
16 had enough money to cover all of what needed to be done.
17

And then if there were any other kinds of

18 monitoring that were being left out of that, then
19

that's, I think, the question that I had asked the

20

Department sometime ago as to whether or not the USGS,

21

in their services, they were going to be reducing some

22

of their services to monitor water.

23

And that was my concern, and that's why I

24 made an attempt here to try and add another $30,000 to
25 make sure that they were not gonna be cut short, I mean
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USGS, from completing all of the kinds of monitoring.

2

So, that was my proposal, and it never got included on

3

this.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes, it didn't.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

7

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So, that's

8

what Member Medeiros is now trying to ask about, so ...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank

10
11
12

you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I think we had an

13 agreement to provide, what, 360 something thousand
14

dollars, Mr. Yamashige?

15

MR. YAMASHIGE: That's correct, Mr. Chair.

16

This is the -- again, the fourth and final year. That

17

40,500 is the balance that's due. So, they have enough

18

to complete the work.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And

20

then following -- well, then beyond this, what happens?

21

What do we ...

22

MR. YAMASHIGE: This is a stream monitoring

23 and a study to determine the impacts of the in-stream
24

flow. I'm sure you've seen USGS reports in the past,

25 and they do come out with a pretty --
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Technical.

2

MR. YAMASHIGE: -- pretty document, yeah.

3

But this will complete their project. Unfortunately,

4

the timeliness is -- doesn't really match with what the

5

Commission is going through.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, but we

6

7 will get a product. We will get some information from
8

what's already been funded.

9

MR. YAMASHIGE: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Up until the

10
11

end of this next Fiscal Year 2000 ...

12

MR. YAMASHIGE: That's correct, yes.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. As

14

long as -- and that was my concern, that there was

15 enough funding there for them to complete their work.
16

Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member

17
18
19
20

Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, and I apologize
for Mr. Yamashige, because originally, this was an

21 economic development as part of the Kauaula in-stream
22

flow study. When I spoke with Ms. Tegarden, because

23

she -- ordinarily, they would not deal with water

24

issues. But I believe it was because there was limited

25

funding in the other U.S. Geological Survey and in the
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2 under Economic Development, because it had cultural
3

significance.

4

It still has cultural significance. My

5

reason for doing this is because the 25,000 will be

6 matched by the U.S. Geological Survey with an additional
7
8

25,000 plus their expertise.
And that project is not yet finished, and it

9 needs to move forward into the next phase, just as
10

importantly as Central Maui does, because Puu Kukui

11 provides water both to, you know, this area as well as
12
13

to the West Maui Mountains. So, it is very important.
And particularly Kauaula, which has

14

historical significance in the area surrounding it for

15

the cultural sites, there was no preservation buffer

16 included when the developers went and did whatever they
17

did along that whole stream. So, that buffer also

18

degrades that. Plus, we have the flood control project

19

coming into that area.

20

If we don't complete some of these studies

21

now and go forward with the next phase, it is -- it is

22 not boding well for the Native Hawaiian people that live
23

in that area. So, that is why, if it's -- if it has to

24

go back to Economic Development, put it back there. But

25

it's only if they don't have enough money in this area
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to deal with it.

2

I'd rather have it in this area. But I

3 would really look forward to Mr. Yamashige helping me,
4

because in the past what we've done is with Mr. Michels'

5 property, they have been able to access other funds to
6

help some of his situation. So, I'm hoping that the

7 monies that we had originally allocated as a Council,
8

for dealing with some of Mr. Michel's problems, with

9 also -- which also deal with the West Maui Watershed
10

issues, could be freed up and used for this, because it

11

is really important.

12
13

There's a whole document that I've secured
from Mr. Gainrich. And I apologize, but I just made an

14 assumption that this would be included as the next
15 phase, just as other areas are included with their
16

phases.
And when it wasn't, I -- you know, I can't

17
18

blame Mr. Yamashige, because it wasn't within their

19

purview at the point. But I can't also blame Deidre,

20

because, you know, ordinarily watershed doesn't fall

21

within her.

22
23

But I would love to revisit this area and
find that money, 'cause it really is important, and

24 particularly with all the things we have going on in our
25

community. Thank you.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?

2

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No comment.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina?

4

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I think that

6

ends tonight's -- today's review of the revisit items.

7

Let's see. Tomorrow we will take up Public

8

Works and Housing again, if you can let Housing know.

9

Okay, Members ...

10

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Chair?

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

12

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: When I looked at

13

our schedule, is there a public hearing tomorrow?

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: 6:30.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: 6:30.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. We do have

17

that.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Members ...

21

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair, just one quick

22

question. Regarding the public hearing tomorrow, is it

23 your intention for us to come back after the public
24 hearing related to real property tax?
25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
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2

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Can I see the
schedule?

3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Just thought I'd ask.

4

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good try.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Need to know now.

6
7
8
9

I'd rather know now than tomorrow, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You gonna go home
tomorrow. You can go, you know.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, tomorrow we

10 do -- we do have the Real Property Tax Range Public
11

Hearing at 6:30. And Chairman Mateo will be conducting

12

that meeting, so I don't know if he needs you folks

13

there. Nah, I'm just joking.

14

(Laughter)

15

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, you was gonna

16
17

get one empty gallery then, eh.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, yeah, tomorrow

18

we will reconvene at 9:00 o'clock, and then we will

19

finish up the revisits. And then we'll go as far as we

20

can. And at 6:30, there is a Real Property Tax Range

21

Public Hearing in these Chambers.

22

So, just a reminder to the public, we do

23 have a public hearing regarding Real Property Tax Range,
24
25

at 6:30 p.m., at the Council Chambers.
So, with that, Members, this meeting is
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2
3

adjourned. ...(gavel)...
ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

ADJOURN: 9:41 p.m.
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